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Directions to the Ponland campus (Summer Session office, 101 Payson Smith Hall)-From either north or south, take the Maine Turnpike to 1-295,

exit 6B (Forest Avenue North). Turn left at the second
Smith Hall.

traffic light (Falmouth Street). Park in Visitor's Lot on Falmouth Street directly after Payson

Direction to the Gorham campus (Registrar's office, 113 Conhell Hall)-From either nonh or south, take the Maine Turnpike to Exit 8 (Ponland/
Westbrook). Follow signs to Gorham on Route 25 west. At Gorham center, turn right onto Route 114. Take first left onto College Avenue and first
right at the USM sign. Once on campus, turn right and park in the Visitor's Lot in front of Conhdl Hall.

USM does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, national origin or citizenship status, age, disability, or veteran's starus and shall
comply with Section 504, Title IX. and the ADA in employment, education, and all other areas of the University. The University provides reasonable accommodations to
qualified individuals with disabilities upon request. Discrimination inquiries can be directed to Sue Ellen Bordwell, 780-5094, TDD, 780-5646, or to the Office of Civil
Rights, (617) 223-9692. If you need special services, assistance, or accommodations to panicipate fully in this program contact John LaBrie at 780-4076 or 1T (teletexl
TDD) 780-5646. Requests for reasonable accommodations must be received 48 hours before an event.
The University of Southern Maine reserves the right to revise, amend, or change items in this catalog from time to time. Readers of this catalog should i nquire as to whether
any such revisions, amendments, or changes have been made since the date of publication. The University reserves the right to caned course offerings, to set minimum size
of classes, to change designated instructors in courses, and to make decisions affecting the academic standing of anyone participating in a course or program offered by the
University of Southern Maine.
This publication was designed and produced by the University of Southern Maine Office of Publications and Marketing.
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Summer Information
Registration

begins Monday, April

24 and continues through the beginning of each session.

Session I-

Residence Halls Open

First Day of Classes

Last Day to ADD or
Change Credit cr

1995
flession3-

esston

esst.on

7-Week
Session

4-Week
Session

6-Week
Session

7-Week
Session

4-Week
Session

Varia hie
Session

May 1 5]une30

Mayl5June 9

]une 26August 4

]uly3August 18

]uly 3]uly 28

Variahie
Dates

Sun., May 14

Sun., May 14
2:00p.m.

Sun., June 25
2:00p.m.

Sun.,July2

2:00p.m.

2:00p.m.

Sun., July 2
2:00p.m.

Arrange d

Mon., M ay 15

Mon., May 15

Mon., June 26

Mon., July3

M on. , Ju l y 3

Variable

*As

a

general rule, studenu may add classes through the second class meetin g

Grade Options*

May 12

Ma y 12

June 23

June 30

June 30

Variable

May 19

May 17

June 30

Jul y 10

July 6

Vari able

Last Day tc
WllHDRAW with
Grad c o fW.'

Jun e 9

M ay 3 1

July18

July 28

Jul y 17

Variable

Session Ends

June 30

June 9

August 4

August 18

July 28

Vari able

Last Day tc DROP to
receive 100% tl1ition
refund

Last Day tc DROP with
no grade notaticn

Hol idays :

University dosed on Monday, May 29, Memorial Day and Tuesday, July 4, Independence Day.

The dates shown in this calendar are subje ct to change at anytime by official action of the University of Southem Maine.

There is no University bus

service available during Summer Session.

Most offices on c:ampusareopmfiom 8:00a.m. to 4:30p.m. and will have extended hours to accommodatestudent registration. The offices arc listed below.

Enrollment Services Office, 110 Payson Smith (Ponland)

•

78 0-4040

Dep artment ofComfcrences, 6S High Street (Ponland) • 78 0-5960

Financial

Aid,

202 Conhdl Hall (Gorham)

Gradaate Ednaticn, 118 Bailey (Gorham)

•

791-8 767

•

78 0-5306

Professional Development Center, 305 Bailey Hall (Gorham) • 78 0-5326

Regi5trar's Office, 113 Conhell {Gorham)
Smdent Billing Office, 128 Payson Smith

•

780-5230 • 110 Payson Smith Hall

(Penland) •

Resident Stndcat Se rvi ces, 100 Upton Hall (Go rh am)

(Po rtland)

•

78 0-4S42

780-5200 • 110 C onh el l Hall (Gorham)
•

78 0-5240 • Campus Center (Ponland)

•

780-5200

•

7S0-4090

Snmm erHcwimg, 100 Upton Hall (Gorham) • 780-5240
Summer Session, 101 Payson Smith (Portland)

•

78 0-4076 or 1-8 00-8 00-4USM, ext. 4076

Smdcnt Health Services, Sullivan Gym (Ponland)

•

78 0-4211

.Extmt:Ua HDursfor Registration*
Enrollment Services Center

•

110 Payson Smith

Summer Session Office • I 01 Payson Sm ith

•

•

May 15-16 • July 3 and 5 • (8:00 a.m.-7:0() p.rn.)

April 24-27 • M ay 15-16

•

July 3 and 5 • (8 :00 a.m.-7:00 p .m.)

Student Billing Office • 128 Payson Smith • April24-27 • May 15-16 • July 3 and 5 • (8:0() a.m.-7:0() p.m.)
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University of Southern Maine
Welcome to the University of Southern Maine (USM). Our
Summer Session program is designed with you in mind, with
more than 350 courses, special workshops, and institutes.

Whether you listen to a reading or improve your writing at the
Stonecoast Writers' Conference, participate in an archaeological
field program, learn about childhood psychopathologies, brush
up on a language, work on your recertification, or take one more
(or your first) step toward your degree, the USM Summer
Session has something for you.
With a variety of sessions and flexible scheduling, Summer
Session allows you the freedom to choose the mix of courses,
session lengths, and times that best fit your individual needs and
interests. You do not have to be a matriculated, degree candidate
to enroll in summer classes. Several special programs are offered
in the summer which are not available at any other time-see the
Special Programs section of this catalog for information about
these exciting offerings.
With registration sites located at the Portland, Gorham, and
Lewiston-Auburn campuses of USM and at three University of
Maine System sites (Bath/Brunswick, Saco/Biddeford, Sanford),
as well as some phone-in registration dates, USM makes it easy
for you to register where you want to register. Registration begins
April 24. Make USM your choice this summer!
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The University of Southern Maine is a
coeducational, public university located in
Portland, Gorham, and lewiston-Auburn,
Maine,withanenrollment of nearlylO,OOO
students during the regular academic year
and over 4,500 students during the sum
mer. The University is accredited by the
New England Association of Schools and
Colleges.
The campuses ofUSM offer a number of
unique points of interest-a blend of the
old and the new. On the Gorham campus,
which is more than 1 00 years old, is the
McLellan House, dating from 1773 and
believed to be the oldest brick house in the
state. TheArtGallery,built in 1878, wasan
early Gorham town hall. Corthell Hall was
named in 1878 for the first president. The
President's house was built in 19 06 and is
still the home of the current president.
Among the Portland campus buildings
are the Alumni Center, the only remaining
building of the Deering Estate, an eigh
teenth century farm; the seven story law
building which houses the School of Law
and many Universityadministrative offices;
and the Science Building, which houses the
Southworth Planetarium, considered to be
one of New England's finest planetariums.
In addition, the Intown Center at 68
High Street was the early site of Portland
Children's Hospital,was later the first loca
tion of the University of Maine School of
Law, and now provides a convenient loca
tion for noncredit programs, as well as a site
for USM's CommunityTelevision System.
Students and visitors to campus are en
couraged to take advantage of the
University's ideal location. An attractive
vacation area, southern Maine offers many
activities for visitors in the summer. A na
tionally recognized orchestra, resident the
atre and dance companies, an exciting art
museum, a new children's museum, and
picturesque shopping areas make the city of
Portland a cultural center for the area. The
surrounding lakes, mountains, and beauti
fUl Maine coast offer a variety of recre
ational activities during the summer. Two
coastal state parks (Cr=ent Beach and
Two Lights) are about a half-hour's drive
from either campus. To the west, Sebago
Lake State Park is about a45-minute drive
from the Gorham campus.
Summer Session is part of the Office of
Extended Academic Programs. Other de
partments include Winter Sess ion, Interna
tional Programs, National Student Ex
change,English as a Second Language, and
Off-Campus Programs. With creative and
diverse programming, all of these depart
ments offer a variety ofeducational options
for our students, both here and abroad.

Registration
Information

Registration hegins Apri/24, 1995
Phone-in Registration (using VISA or

MastetCardonly)

Students may register by telephone for
undergraduate courses and graduate courses
except those offered by the School of Busi
ness, Economics and Management and the
School ofN ursing by calling the Registration
Services Office at: (207) 780-4408. Please
have your card number ready. Fhone-in reg
istration begins April 24 and will run for
the following weeks only: April 24-28,
May8-12,Jo.ne 26-30. Plea.senotethatthe
phone lines are extremely bwy during the
first week of registrati on. If you live or
work dose toone ofthe USMcampuses or
UMS off-campw sites in BIUJlSWick, Saco,
or Sanford, you are encouraged to go to
that site to register.

Mail-in registrationsfor umkrgraduaft and
graduate cour:srs are not accepted.

UntkrgraduateRegistration
Academically qualified students may take
courses in the summer, even though they have
not been accepted into a degree program.
Before registering, students should read care
fully the course prerequisites in the course

description.

Advirin� Academic advising for students
with declared majors is available by contact
ing specific academic departments. Academic
advising for undeclared or non-matriculated
(special) students is available through the
Advising Services Center in Payson Smith
Hall on the Portland campus. This center
provides academic advising to assi st students
in interpreting University curricula require
ments and in making decisions regarding the
appropriate selection of courses for which
they may register.

Graduate Registration
Students holding a baccalaureate degree
may register for graduate courses (courses
with a number of500 or higher) even though
they have not been accepted into a degree
program, providing there isspacein the course
and that all course prerequisites have been
satisfied. Exception: Due to national accredi
tation standards, no MBA graduate courses
may be taken by individuals not meeting the
"1050 rule." Contact the MBA Program for
details on this restriction (780-4184).
GradumeRegistrationProcedures

Graduate Registration (walk-in}: Students
taking graduate courses may register in person
at the Registrar's Office (Corthell Hall,
Gorham), the Registration Services (110
Payson Smith Hall, Portland) or the Summer
Session Office (101 Payson Smith Hall). Reg
istrations will be processed from April 24,
1995 through the Friday preceding the begin
ning of each session. All MBA cowse regis

trationsmustbeprocessedthroughtheMBA
Office, 113 Luther Bonney Hall, Portland,
780-4184. Please note that payment must
be made at the time ofregistration.
GradUAtePrograms

Graduate Admission: To be admitted to a
graduate program, an applicant must have
received a baccalaureate degree &om an ac
credited college or university and must show
abilityto pursue advancedstudyand research.
All applicants, except those for the MBA
program, are required to provide the results of
their performance on either the Graduate
Record Examination or Miller Analogies Test.
Applicants for the MBA program should
present scores from the Graduate Manage
ment Admission Test in lieu ofGRE scores or
MAT scores.
An application is not considered complete
until all the required transcripts, appropriate
test scores, and letters of recommendation are

UtulergruluateRegistrationProcedures

Undngrduate J?qjstratian (walk-in}. All
students taking undergraduate courses may
register in person at the Registration Services
Office or Summer Sess ion Office in Payson
Smith Hall on the Portland campus, the
Registrar s Office on the Gorham campus,
the Lewiston-Auburn College, or any off
campus site in Brunswick, Saco, or Sanford.
Students registering for courses in the School
of Business, Economics and Management or
the School of Nursing must register at those
schools (Luther Bonney Hall and Mastenon
Hall, respectively). This registration may be
made through theseconddass meeting. Please
note the office hours for registration in the
SummerHours,OfficesandPeoplesectionof
this catalog.
'
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on file. All material sent in support of an
application for admission becomes the prop
erty ofUSM and will not be returned to the
student.
For information regarding admission to
any ofUSM's graduate programs contact:
Office of Graduate Affairs
University of Southern Maine
96 Falmouth Street
Portland, Maine 04103

(207) 780-4386
For specific program information, contact:
College of Education, 780-5306; School of
Business, Economics and Management, 7804184; School ofNursing, 780-41 30; School
ofl.aw, 780-4346.

General Policies Related to
Untkrgraduateand
GraduateRegistration

Audits Students may register for courses on
a noncredit basis. With a noncredit registra
tion, the student may participate inclasswork,
but is not required to take examinations. A
noncredit registrant should know, however,
that state Departments of Education do not
accept for certification or other purposes any
course taken on a noncredit basis. An audit
registrant is required to pay full tuition for the
course.
Course Cmu:ellation The University re
serves the right to cancel courses in the case of
low enrollment.

DegreeApplications Students who expect
to complete associate, baccalaureate, or gradu

ate degree requirements this summer should
submit an Application for Degree. These
forms are available in the Registrar's Office.
Failure to WithJraw Perudty Failure to
submit notice of withdrawal may result in a
failing grade and a financial liability. Discus
sion with faculty members is not proper noti
fication of change. In the case of a student

withdrawal after the automatic grade "W'
period, the student will receive a grade desig
nation to be determined by the instructor.
Gr.ades and Transcripts Grades for sum
mer classes are processed within seven days of
the end of each summer class. These grades
can be accessed through USM Responds, the
interactive voice response system of the Uni
versity of Southern Maine. Call 791-USMR
(791-8767) and follow the directions given
on that line to access your grade. Paper grade
reports will be mailed to each student's home
address of record on or about August 28.
Paper grades are not available in advance from
the Registrar.
Students who desire official documenta
tion of work completed during a summer
sess ion must complete a Transcript Request
form at the Registrar's Office. The fee for a
transcript to be sent outside the University of
Maine System is $3. 00 per copy. There is no
charge for transcripts sent within the Univer
sity System. All University charges must be
paid before a transcript is released. There are
additional fees for rush and fax transcript

services.

IrulepetU!ent Study All courses entitled
Independent Study require the use of a special
advance approval form, available upon re
quest from the Registrar's Office or the Reg
istration Services Offices. This form must be
completed in advance of registration.
Registration (Changes) Students may not
add a course after the second class has met.
Changes to or from pass/fail, audit, and repeat
must be done before the second class meeting.
To add or drop a course or make other
changes after registration is completed, the
student must complete the proper forms at
the Registrar's Office on the Gorham campus
or the Registration Services Office on the
Penland campus. All courses added must be
paid for at the time of registration.
Registration for pass/fail, audit, and repeat
courses must be declared by the students at the
time of registration.
Rey;istration (Late)Students in attendance
at the first and/or second class meeting must
complete and submit registration forms not
later than the second class meeting.
Variab/eCreJitsStudents wishingtoregis
ter for variable credit courses must complete a
Variable CreditApproval form, obtain proper
approval, and specifY the credit hours for
which they will register.
MaineJmmunizationlawCurrentMaine
State law requires all degree students (an�
non-degree students taking 12 or more credit
hours),and whowere bornon or afterJanuary
I, 1957, to show proof of immunization
against measles (rubeola), rubella, mumps,
tetanus, and diphtheria BEFORE the student
registers for classes. For more information,
please call USM's Immunization Hotline at
780- 45 04 or contact Student Health Services
at780-5411.

Lewiston-Auburn Colkge
Lewiston-Auburn College is a college of the
University of Southern Maine and offers in
terdisciplinary baccalaureate degrees in man
agement and organizational studies, social
and behavioral sciences, ans and humanities,
and natural and applied sciences. In addition;
the baccalaureate degree in industrial technol
ogy is extended from the Gorham campus,
and the RN Studies program (a program for
Registered Nurses) is extended from the Port
land campus.
The management and organizational
studies program is designed to prepare stu
dents for positions in the private and public
sectors, human services and government
organizations.
The BA in social and behavioral sciences is
a liberal arts degree program with emphasis on
legal issues and social policy and on human
development. The arts and humanities pro
gram is intended for students who wish to
study the complex issues of today's world in
the context of our cultural history. The BA
program in natural and applied sciences offers
an interdisciplinary liberal arts education with
a concentration on the biology of human
illness or environmental issues.
Courses are offered during the academic
year as well as during the summer.The faculty
at Lewiston-AuburnCollege believethatlearn
ing is a shared experience between students
and faculty. The college offers interdiscipli
nary learning which focuses on communica
tion, team work, student participation and
leadership.
Opportunities are available for internships,
independent studies and credit for prior learn
ing.The interdisciplinary focus of the majors
and the blending of theory and practice make
the programs unique and provide the flexibil
ity that students will need to respond to life
experiences.
For more information, write: Lewiston
Auburn College, 51 Westminster Street,
Lewiston,ME 04240 or call: (207)783- 4860.

Educational Network of
Maine
The Educational Network of Maine offers
associate, baccalaureate, and graduate courses
via live, interactive television (one-way video
and two-way audio). Network courses are
available at the University of Maine System
off-campus centers in Saco/Biddeford and
Sanford. In addition, these courses may be
offered at Kennebunk, Massabesic, Noble,
Bonney Eagle, and Wells High Schools. For a
complete listing of courses by location, con
tact any off-campus center, the Registrar's
office, or the University of Maine at Augusta,
1-800-696-6000.
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Tuition and Fees
There are three types of tuition charged:
undergraduate, graduate, and law. Tuition
chargesarecalculated bymultiplying thenum
ber of credit hours attempted by the rate
established. Courses being audited are in
cluded in this calculation.
Tuition Charges Per CreJit Hour
(As of January 1995)
Undergraduate
Maine Resident
$101.00
Non-Resident
$286. 00
NEBHE
$1 51.50
Graduate
Maine Resident
$146.00
Non-Resident
$412.00
NEBHE
$219.00
Law
Maine Resident
$250.00
Non-Resident
$496.00
NEBHE
$37 5.00
The tuition charged for undergraduate
courses offered at the University of Maine
System Centers at Bath-Brunswick, Saco
Biddeford, or Sanford is slightly lower. For
more information, contact the site where the
course is being offered.
Tuition ratesare established by the Univer
sity of Maine System Board ofTrustees. The
University reserves the right to adjust these
charges to respond to changing costs, state
and/or federal legislative action, and other
matters. Such adjustment may be made any
time prior to the.date of final registration for
a given academic term. A student acknowl
edges this reservation by applying for admis
sion or registering for courses.

Fees
TechnologyThis is a mandatory $3. 00 per
credit charge. The money generated by this
fee is used to purchase computer hardware
and software used by students.
Course Some specialized courses require
payment of a fee in addition to tuition and are
designated in the course schedule. For infor
mation, contact the Summer Session office at
780-407 6.

Payment Procedures
University charges are due at the time of
registration. A $25.00 late fee will be asseses d
if payment is not received.
Cash Cash payment may be made at the
Student Billing Office, Lewiston-Auburn
College, or at an off-campus center in
Brunswick, Saco, or Sanford. Cash should
not be mailed.
Checks Checks should be made payable to
the University of Southern Maine. The
student's name and social security numhrr
should be shown on the check. If a check is
returned for non-payment, a $10. 00 fee is
charged.

Cret!it Cards The University accepts both
MasterCard and Visa for payment of tuition
and mandatory fees.
Third Party Payments The University
willbillan employeror agencythat guarantees
the payment of a student's charges. The em
ployer/agency must providewritten payment
authorization before the student registers. The
student remains responsible for all costs if the
employer or agency does not pay.
Senior Citizen Tuition WaiverThe Uni
versity ofMaineSystem Board offrusteeshas
authorized the waiver of ruition charges for
anypersonage 65or overwho shows evidence
of financial need. Permission to enroll is
granted on a space available basis. An applica
tion foraSenior Citizen Tuition Waiver must
be completed atthetimeof registration. Proof
of age is required.

Payment Plans
Students registering prior to May 1, 1995, are
eligible to participate in the University's three
payment plan. At the time of registration, the
student must pay one-third of the total bal
ance due. Subsequent payments are due on
May 26, 1995 (one-half of the outstanding
balance) and June 23, 1995 (remaining bal
ance). Studentselecting thisoptionarecharged
a $15.00 installment payment plan fee.
Bills are mailed no less than five days in
advance of the payment due date. The bill is
sent tothe student's local address, as shown on
the Registrar's files. If payment is more than
five working days late, a $25.00 late payment
fee is assesse d (the late fee is charged no more
than once during the summer).Studentswho
don't mal<e timely payment may be prohib
ited from using the payment plan and re
quired to make payment in full before future
registrations are accepted.

Accommodations
and Dining

Adjustment ofCharges
Studentswho withdrawareassessed charges
in accordance with schedules established by
the University of Maine System Board of
Trustees. The date the Registrar receiveswrit
ten notification of withdrawal is used when
calculating refunds. For more information,
please consult the University catalog.

On-Campus Accommodations

Refunds

Students who drop a course or withdraw
from the University may receive partial re
funds of tuition based upon the following
schedule:
Sessions which are more than three
weeks.
Cancellation prior to first day of class: 100%
Withdrawal prior to end of first week: 75%
Withdrawal prior to end of second week:
50%
Withdrawal prior to end of third week: 25%
Withdrawal after third week: Oo/o
Sessions which are three weeks
Cancellation prior to first day of class: 100%
Withdrawal prior to end of first week: 50%
Withdrawal after first week: Oo/o
Proportional adjustments are made to charges
for courses and institutes lasting less than
three weeks.
Universityfees are not refundahle.

On-Campus Accommodations
Refunds
Cancellation prior to arrival
Full refund less any required deposit

Cancellation in writing after arrival but
prior to mitl-point ofreservet! stay
50% refund
Cancellation in writin� at or after
mitl-point No refund

Nightly, weekly, and entire summer ac
commodations are available on the Gorham
campus and at Portland Hall, 645 Congress
Street, Portland. Furnishings include a bed,
desk, desk chair, closets, and drawer space.
Study lights and fans are not provided and it
is recommended that you bring your own.
Major kitchen appliances are provided in
Portland Hall suites. Bathrooms in Gorham
are the community type and separate for men
and women. All Portland Hall rooms/suites
have in-unit baths. Pets are not permitted in
residence halls. Health and fire regulations
prohibit cooking in residence hall rooms (ex
cept Portland Hall suites). Room/suite types
(i.e., singles) may be limited and assigned on
a first-come, first-served basis. If you choose
a room or suite that is not fully occupied and
you do not specifY a roommate, one or more
may be assigned to you.

On-Campus Dining
Meals and snacks are available on both
campuses. Portland Hall and the Gorham
Summer Session Halls have small common
kitchens for student use. Information regard
ing locations, schedules, and prices will be
mailed to you with confirmation of your
room reservation.

Reseroation andPayment Policy
•

•

Reservations for full summer-send $75
nonrefundable deposit. You will be billed
for the balance with yourconfirmationnotice.
All other reservations-send no money. You
will be billed with your confirmation notice.

1995 Summer Session Housing Request
Name

____________________ __________

Current Address

Birthdate

-----

_______

Smoking: Yes_ No_ Soc. Sec.#
Roommate(s) Preference

Date of Departure

------

-----

__________________ __ ______ ___

Courses/Programs planned

------

SIGN UP FOR SUMMER HOUSING BY APRIL 28 AND RECEIVE A FREE TELEPHONE CONNECTION FOR THE ENTIRE SUMMEIL

For Gorham housing, send this form to: Summer Housing, USM, 100 Upton Hall, Gorham, Maine 04038. Phone (207) 780-5217.
For Portland housing, send this form to: Summer Housing, Portland Hall, 645 CongressStreet, Portland, Maine 04101. Phone (207) 874-3282.
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•

•

•

All balancesdue at or before check-in unlessa
p ayment pl an has been arr anged (4-week
st ay or more only). Payment plan inform a
tion will be sent with your confirm ation.
Confirmation notices and bills for reser v a
tions made one week or less prior tostaywill
be held at the Summer Housing Office on
campus of residence.
Refund Policy for on-campus accommo
d ations can be found in the Tuition and
Fees section of this catalog.

Off-Campus Dining/Lodging!
Camping
For information regarding off-campus ser
vice, contact: Convention and Visitors Bu
reau, 305Commercial Street, Portland, M aine
(207) 7 7 2-4994.
Please note:Summer Session housing is avail
able only during Summer Session (M ay I5August 27). Arrangements before and after
these d ates m ay be possible via separate ar
r angements and at an additional cost.

Campus Resources

and Services
Parking

All faculty/staffand Summer Session stu

dentvehicles not previously registered for the
1 994-95 academic year must be registered
and displ ay a valid decal.
Effective M ay 15, 1995, the vehicle regis
tration fee will be $10. 00. All decals expire
August 31, 1995.
Vehicles may be registered at Student Bill
ing, P ayson Smith H all on the Portland cam
pus, and at Police and S afety, Upton H all on
the Gorh am campus. Please bring your state
vehicle registr ation with you.

Bookstore
Both Portland and Gorham campus stores
are open from 8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m., Mon
day through Frid ay. The stores will be open
for extendedhours at the beginning of several
sessions. Please callto check for specific hours.
We will m ail textbooks to any student who
is un able to obtain textbooks within our
regular business hours. There is a small han
dling charge for this service. Please call the
Bookstore (780-407 0, Portlandor 780-547 6,
Gorham) to obt ain the correct price, tax, and
shippingfee,sothat youmaymailacheckbefore
US M Bookstores will ship the textbooks.
Please ncte: Textbooks for a Gorham cam
pus course are located only in the Gorham
Bookstore,and the Portland course books are
only in the Portland bookstore.
Cash refunds for texts will be m ade if the
following conditions are met:
I. Refunds will be made for a period of one
week (5working d ays) from thefirstday ofdass.

2. If a course is for less th an one week,
refi.mdswill bemade on the first d ayofdassonly.
3 All refunds must be accomp anied by the
cash register receipt and by class registration
materials.
4. Books must be in new, resale able condi
tion unless purchased as used.

Library
The University Library provides a full range
of services on both campuses (Portl and-the
corner of Forest Ave. and Bedford St.;
Gorham-Bailey Hall). Among the services
av ail able are : circulation and reserves, infor
m ational and rese arch reference,bibliogr aphic
instruction,electronic d at ab ase searching,and
interlibrary borrowing.
Portland and Gorham Campuses
Mond ay-Thursd ay 8:00 a.m.-IO:OO p.m.
8:00a.m.- 5:00p.m.
Frid ay
S aturd ay
9:00a.m. -5:00p.m.
Sund ay
I0:00 a.m.- 6:00 p.m.
Holid ay and intersession hours will be as
posted or m ay be heard by calling 780-4507.

Educational Media Services
Portland Campus: 780-4280
Gorham Campus: 780-5356
Hours: Mon.-Fri., 8:00 a.m. -4:30p.m.
Cl assroom audio visual equipment is avail
able from 8:00a.m. to 10:00 p.m. Weekend
and special equipment needs can be met by
prior arrangements.

Academic Advising
The Enrollment Services Center provides
comprehensive academic counseling for stu
dents who are:undecl ared,or undecided about
a m ajor; admitted with conditions; and non
degree. The Enrollment Services Center is
also responsible for evaluating prior learning
through CLE P and DANTES ex ams, mili
tary records, portfolios and other procedures,
and provides tr ansfer credit evaluations for all
undergr aduate intern ational students.
V ereransServices,the Peer Advising Program,
and N ew Student Orient ation are coordi
n ated through the Enrollment Services Cen
ter, as well as information regarding financial
aid, admission and registration. The Enrollment
Services Center is located in I10 Payson Smith
Hall on the Portland campus (780-4040).

Counseling
Through a staff of professional psycholo
gists and counselors, the Counseling office
assists students with personal counseling needs.
As p art of these services, the office provides
testing and referr al as deemed appropriate.
For more information contact: Counseling,
106 P ayson Smith Hall, 780-4050.

Student Health Services
Health Services summer hours will beTues
day, Wednesd ay, and Thursd ay, 8:00 a.m.4:30p.m. on the Portland campus only. The
services provided will be identical to those
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provided during the academic year. Services
will be av ailable by paying the optional
summer health fee of $25 or on a fee -for
service basis. For more inform ation please
c all 780-4211.

Off-Ca mpus Centers
In its continuing effort to meet the needs of
a diverse student popul ation, the University
of Maine System administers centers in Bath/
Brunswick, S aco -Biddeford and Sanford.
These centers provide easy geogr aphic access
to University courses and services. Students
m ay register for courses t aught at any US M
location at either center. Students may also
phone in registr ations if p ayment is m ade by
Visa or MasterC ard during specified phone
in registration d ates. For more inform ation,
cont act the center nearest you.
Bath/Brunswick Center

27 5 B ath Road, Brunswick, ME 04011
(207) 7 25-8620or I 800 696-2329
Saco/Biddeford Center
S aco Island, Suite I1 0I
110 M ain Street, S aco, ME 0407 2
(207) 282-4111or 1 800 696-3391
Sanford Center
72 Pleasant Street,Springv ale, ME. 04083
(207) 324-6012 or 1 800 696-307 5

FinancialAid
Going to college is an important and excit
ing decision. It is also a decision that involves
some pl anning to make sure that you have the
resources to p ay for tuition, fees, and other
college-rel ated costs. Students who do not
h ave adequate financial resources m ay be
eligible for financial assistance and are encour
aged to cont act the Student Financi al Aid
office. This office administers, coordin ates,
and recommends programs of fin ancial aid to
en able those students who lack adequate fi
n ancial resources to attend US M.
Summer financial aid is av ail able to eli
gible continuing students from Pell Grant
and student loan programs. Limited funds
are also avail able through the Summer Fed
er al Work -S tudy (FWS) program. All stu
dents must submit a completed 95-96
FAFSA (Free Applic ation for Federal Stu
dent Aid) to be processed.
To apply for summer financial aid, the
FAFSA must be received by the US M Aid
Office by Match I, 1995.
Application materials are available at the
Student Financi al Aid Office, Corthell Hall,
Gorh am campus; Room I22 Payson Smith
H all, Portland campus; and at alloff-campus
locations (S anford Center, Saco Center,
Lewiston-Auburn College). Those students
interested in applying for Stafford Loansmay
obtain applications from local b anks, credit
unions and savings and loan institutions.
For more information about financial aid
and the financi al aid process, contact the
Student Fin ancial Aid Office at 7 91-8767-

Veterans'Affairs
Located in the Enr ollment Services Center
in 122 Payson Smith Hall, the Office of
Veterans' Aff.llrs is staffed by a full- time vet
erans' coordinator. For more information,
call (207) 780 -4043 or l-800-800-4USM,
ext. 4043.

Special Programs
Institutes for Educators

The Professional Development Center
( PDC) is the in-service arm of the College of
Education at the University of Southern
Maine. Its commitment is to assist educators
in their quest for excellence.
In the summer, the PDC sponsors special
courses and institutes to contribute to the
development of educators throughout the
state. They range from one-day seminars to
intensive one-week institutes to three- week
courses. Programscarryvarying types of credit:
graduate academic, in-service graduate aca
demic, and continuing education units. For
information, please call (207)780 -5326 .

Office Staff
Direcmr:George Lyons
Assistant Direcmr:Joyce Martin
StaffAss11ciJue: Carol LaMontagne
Secretary: Alicia Marcinczyk
Secretary: Pearl Wuthrich

Institutesfor Edttcators 1995

* Attention Deficit Disorder
* Biology and Psychology of Drug Abuse

* Cued Speech Transliteration
* Dimensions ofLearning: Basic Training
Course
* Dimensions of Learning: Advanced
Training Course
* Education in Israel
* Educational Interpreting Defined
* Family Literacy Institute
* Global Dialogues
* In Celebration of Children's Literature

*
*
*

*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*

*

Institute in Applied Behavior Analysis
Lessons from the Holocaust
Literacy Acquisition for Second language
Learners
Literacy in Process
MACLeadership Institute
MACLeadership Level II
Math Solutions Level I (K-8)
Math Solutions Level 2 (K-8)
Math Solutions (9-12 )
Math Solutions Level3 (K-12)
Producing Student Documentaries in the
Classroom
Self, Community and Environment
Strategic Planning for Staff Developers
TQM: Can it Help Schools and Agencies
Achieve Their Goals
Violence in the Schools as a Systems
Problem: Prevention, Remediation,
Treatment
Voice Interpreting in Practice

EDUX676 Current Issues in School Law
EPD503 Arts Education Institute
EPD542 Social Process & the Culture of
Schools
EPD562 Comparative Curriculum
Institute
EPD564 Counseling Traumatized and
Disordered Children
EPD 564 Counseling Traumatized and
Disordered Children
EPDI501 Cooperative Learning in the
School Setting
EPDI517 Computer Networking: Linking
Educators and Students in the
Global VIllage
EPDI527 Educational Implications for
Students with language
Learning Disabilities
EPI546 Educational Implications for
Students with language
Learning Disabilities Level II
EPDI548 Leadership Training in Experi
ential Education
EPDI557 Foxfire Approach to Tcaching
and Learning: Level I
Foxfire Approach to Teaching
EPI558
and Learning: Level II

Request for Information
Professional Development Center
Name

__________________________________________________________

Address
City
State

-------

________________________________________ __________

____

------- Zip ------

Interest

------

For further details and registration information for the courses indicated with (*) ,
send this request to: Professional Development Center, University of Southern Maine
305 Bailey Hall , Gorham, ME 04038
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EPI507
EPI507
EPI526

Portfolios in the Classroom
(Grades K-8)
Portfolios in the Classroom
Using Conflict Resolution and

Mediation in the Schools
Autism and Severe Disabilities:
Teaching Strategies
EPI529 Critical and Creative Thinking
in the Classroom
EPI530
Communications Skills for the
Classroom Teacher
EPI545
Mac Computer in the Classroom
EPI547 Using HyperCard inEducation
EPI548
Media Technology for the
Classroom Teacher
EPI549 Career Development Portfolio:
The Get a Lifo Model
EPI550
Diversity in Schools
EPI551
Behavior Therapy
EPI533
Teaching Tolerance I: Institute
in Law-RelatedEd11cation
EPI552
Teaching Tolerance II: Institute
in Law-RelatedEd11cation
EPI554
Planning Integrated Curricu
lum for Grades 9-12
HRD 554 Institute in Educational
Gerontology: Aging, Death,
and Bereavement
HRDX60 I Marketing Adult and
ContinuingEducation

EPI528

*

Use the Request for Information form
for programs marked with an asterisk..
Information for all other courses is
available in the College ofEd11cation
course description section of this catalog.

Field Studies

Archeology FieU Sch11ol in St. fohn
U.S. ViJgin Islamls
GYA300
june 15-july 12
USM's1995 program in Archeology Field
Studies will offer an opportunity for study in
the West Indies. The cowse will involve one
week of intensive classroom work on the
USM campus, followed by three weeks of
field study on St.John, the smallest and least
developed of the U.S. Virgin Islands. The
cowse carries 6 credits and meets the field
work requirements for anthropology majors,
but is open to non-majors as well.
Students enrolled in GYA 300will partici
pate in the discovery, d escription, and exca
vation of pre-Columbian settlements, and
will contribute to an inventory of resowces
that were available to the Native American
inhabitants of the island. The 1995 Field
School in St. John is taught by Dave Davis,
Department of Geography/Anthropology.
Enrollment is limited and by permission.
For information and application matetials,
contact the Summer Sessi on office at (207)
780-4076 or Dave Davis, (207) 780-5183

Fie!J Studies in Environmental Geology
GEY110K
July 3 - 21

Fie!JMapping: Data Collection-GIS
GEO/GEY360
August 6-26

This course will consider the basic and
applied geology of the eastern Aegean Sea
with panicular emphasis on the island of
Lesvos, Greece. It will provide a broad educa
tional experienceemphasizingan understand
ing of environmental geology as it relates to

This six-credit program is offered through
USM's Departments of Geography/Anthro
pology and Geosciences. This program is a

land use and development. Topics will in
clude coastal processes and development,
hydrogeology

as

applied to water resources

and waste disposal. The basics of remote
sensing. bedrock geology including regional
tectonics, and geomorphology will be intro
duced to provide a foundation for exploring
the relationship between geologic systems
and the cultural environment. The course will
include guest lectures by University of the
Aegean faculty, laboratory experiences and
field excursions to many parts of the island.
In addition to geological field trips to com
mercial sea-salt evaporation basins, geother
mal springs, volcanic plugs, fine examples of
columnar jointing in lava floss, and the petri
fied forest, to name just a few, many opponu
nitieswill be provided to take advantage ofthe
cultural activities on Lesvos. The Byzantine
Art Museum, the Theopholis Folk An Mu
seum, the Archaeological Museum, the Ro
man Aqueduct at Moria and the Turkish
minaret at Ipsilametapou provide excellent
places to view the heritage of Lesvos.
This program is a cooperative effon be
tween the Depanment of Geosciences and
Summer Session of the University of South
ern Maine and the Department ofEnviron
mentalSrudies at the UniversityoftheAegean.
(The University of the Aegean offers a num
ber of graduate and undergraduate programs
in departments located on four of the Aegean
islands: Chios, Rhodos, Samos and Lesvos.)
The Department of Environmental Studies
on Lesvos will be the host site for the course,
providing classrooms as well as cooperating
faculty. This national universitywas founded
in the mid-1980s to serve as a focal point for
education and research in eastern Greece.
Classrooms and administrative offices are lo
cated in former mansions and, since there are
no dormitories, students will live offcampus.
Director: Irwin D. Novak, Ph.D., associate
professor of geology, Department of Geo
sciences, USM. Facilitator: John Hatzopoulos,
Ph.D., professor of remote sensing and GIS,
Department ofEnvironmental Studies, Uni
versity of the Aegean.
For funher information and application,
contactExtendedAcademicProgramsat (207)

780-4076

field-based course designed to familiarize up
per-level students of geology and geography
with the various mapping field techniques
used in these map-based sciences. Field sites
include several different islands within the
Casco Bay environment. Transponation will
be by sea kayak (training provided), with an
emphasis on low impact environmental in
teraction.
Mapping projects will include a diverse
range oftechniques that include outcrop map
ping. planetable alidade, aerial photo and
topographic base maps and the latest GIS
mapping techniques. Mapping emphasis will
be on outcrop structure, geologic rock type,
surrounding sedimentary environments,
shoreline characteristics, soil types, island ecol
ogy and historic/present day land utilization.
Students will develop a portfolio of maps
depicting various geologic and geographic
features of several islands to highlight differ
ences due to island size and position within
Casco Bay. Instructors are Matthew Bampton,
assistant professor, Department of Geogra
phy/Anthropology and Mark Swanson, asso
ciate professor, Department of Geosciences.
It is necessary to apply for the class, and pay
an activity fee before registering. For more
information, contact Summer Session at
(207) 780-4076 or the Geoscience and the
Geography/Anthropology Departments at

(207) 780-5184.

Childhood
Psychopathology Institute
PSY400
June 29 -July 1
This three-day workshop will examine a
number of current issues in childhood psy
chopathology. Topics include: 1) etiology
and treatment ofobsessive-compulsive disor
der in children and adolescents; 2) anention
deficit/hyperactivity disorder; 3) treatment of
anxiety disorders in children and adolescents;
4) gender identity disorder in children; 5)
management ofthe non-compliant child; and

6) prevention of conduct disorder in school

aged children. Intended for college students,
teachers, guidance personnel and mental health
professionals, this institute will utilize local,
regional, and national experts to facilitate a
discussion of theory and practice. For more
information or to register, contact Extended
Academic Programs at (207) 780-4076

Health Psychology Institute

PSY400
May 18 - 20

This three-day institute will examine a
number of current issues in health psychol
ogy. Topics include: 1) use of psychological
assessment in medical settings; 2) behavioral
therapy of insomnia; 3) exercise addiction; 4)
psychological treatment of cancer patients
and families; 5) psychological impact ofHN
in families; 6) psychosocial aspects ofchronic
illness in children; and 7) stress management
in the workplace. This course will be ofinter
est to psychology, social work, therapeutic
recreation and nursing majors, health care
professionals, psychologists, and social work
ers. For more information, contact Extended
Academic Programs at (207) 780-4076

Sport PsychologyInstitute
PSY400
June 22-24
This three-day institute will examine a
number ofcurrent issues in spon psychology.
Topics include: 1) the dynamics of spon
teams; 2) team cohesion; 3) psychology ofthe
elite athlete; 4) designing and implementing
intervention programs for elite athletes; 5)
arousal control strategies in spon; and 6) self
talk: defeating the paralysis by analysis syn
drome. Presenters will be asked to address
these issues from the perspective of athlete,
coach, and sports professional. For more in
formation or to register, contact Extended
Academic Programs at (207) 780-4076

Criminology in Sweden
CRM345
May 15 -june 2
This course i s asix-credit, three-week study
tour of crime and social control in Sweden.
This course will provide students with the
opponunity to 1) live, study and experience
another culture; 2) gain an understanding of
crime, criminology, and social control in an
other society; and 3) obtain a sound founda
tion for funher work in the area of compara
tive criminology. The course will visit the
police department in Stockholm, the course
system, and several prisons in different Swed
ish cities. Students will be housed at the
University of Stockholm's Studentbostader.
Professor James Messerschmidt of USM's
Criminology Depanment will direct the pro
gram as well as panicipate in the instructional
team in Sweden. Lectures will be provided by
criminologist at the Criminology Institute,
University ofStockholm, as well as a variety of
lawyers, judges, and political party leaders.
Forfunher information, contact the Office
of Extended Academic Programs, USM, 96
Falmouth Street, Penland, Maine

(207) 780-4076
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Readers Theat:re Institute
in London
]uly 9-21

Readers Theatre is a process of arranging
and presenting literature and nonfiction ma
terials on stage, in the classroom, and wher
ever else audiences gather. In addition to
teaching and theatre, it is gaining recognition
in other fields, including the social services,
for both its artistic and utilitarian uses. Read
ers Theatre, therefore, is an art form and a
highly effective teaching methodology.
Workshop classes are Monday-Friday
mornings for two weeks with afternoon, eve
nings, and weekends free to enjoy the cultural,
historical, and recreational attractions of the
area. This year, participants will be able to
sample the heritage of London. No previous
training in theatre is required. Participants
with little or no background in the arts find
workingwith experienced peers exceptionally
rewarding. Workshop students comefrom all
50 states as well as foreign countries. Their
educational levels range from high school
seniors through post-doctoral study.
The COIIDC is divided into two basic areas of
emphasis, Oassroom and Performance, to meet
the needs ofreachers, undergraduate and gradu
ate students, both professional and amateur
theatre practitioners, and others including
family members who seek creative growth.
RT for the classroom introduces Readers
Theatre as a dynamic, highly efficient teach
ing roo!. The skills and techniques developed
by our Institute during the past 20 years are
presented i n simple, practical action to enable
teachers of all subjects (especially Reading,
Language Arts, Social Studies, Foreign Lan
guage, and Speech Communication) to be
come specialists in this popular, innovative
approach to successful reaching. Everyone is
given the opportunity to create scripts, direct,
perform, evaluate, and learn highly effective
classroom methodologies.
RT for performance emphasizes theatre
with the various styles in which texts can be
shared with an audience. Those who are
primarily interested in the staging dimensions
of Readers Theatre will learn exciting new
presentational modes which are becoming
prominent throughout the world. Trevor
N unn' s Nicholas NicJ<l�hy and Frank Galati's
OJMiceandMmareexarnples ofinternation
ally celebrated commercial RT productions.
All share in General Sessions which feature
performances, demonstrations, guest artists,
and in-house events. Everyoneisalsc involved
in O ral Interp retation, Storytelling and Im
provisational Theatre. A daily period is de
voted to staff-directed producti ons seen on
the final day.
Students hne the advantage of a large and
highly trained faculty as well as a series ofguest
lecturers which has included John Gielgud,
Diana Rigg. £,-a Marie Saint, Ray Bradbury,

and many other im pottant artists. The 1994
session included actress Joan Plowright. For
more information and an application, contact
the Summer Session office at (207)780-4076

law and Society in England

SOC389
]uly 2-23

This six-credit course is an intensive three
week summer course to be taught at the
Unversity of Sheffield, England. The course
will include seminars on law, the sociology of
law, and the British legal system. Tours of
British justice institutions, in cluding Crown
and Magistrates Courts, will be included.
Seminars will be taught in England by an
interdisciplinary team from the Faculty of
Lawat the University ofSheffield and Donald
Anspach ofUSM's Department ofSociology.
This course will provide students with the
opportunity to live and experience another
culture and its educational system and gain an
understanding of the law and the legal system
in another country. Students will reside on the
campus of the University of Sheffield during
the course and will spend two days in London
at the end of the course.
For further information, contact the Office
of Extended Academic Programs, US M, 96
Falmouth Street, Portland, Mai ne 04103,
(207) 780-4076

The S•E•A Program

Self, CommunityandEnvironment
COR 142]/K
july 21 -August 7
The S•E•A Program is offering this six
credit interdisciplinary course on board the
1 30' schooner Harvey Gamage as a venture

into the world, an educational retreat, and a
special time to find one's sel£ While taking a
rigorous academiccourse that encourages stu·
dents to think criticallyabout topics central to
human development, education, psychology,
sociology, anthropology, marine ecol ogy, and
the environment, the heart of the program
will be the experiential learning process of
living with and being actively and equally
involved in a community oflearners interde
pendent with each other.
The course, with a pre- and post-sail compo
nent at Wo!fe's Neck Farm in Freeport, will
begin in Casco Bay and sail Downeast through
Penobscot Bay to Passamaquoddy Bay.
Self, Community and Environment has as
its theme the interrdationship of all life.
Through the unique real world serting, stu

dents will learn from their own experience
how and why there is an interconnectedness
between the self and the earth, and how
everyone exercises an influence on his or her
environment. The course acknowledges the
conflictsbetwecnthethreecomponentsofthe

course, bur provides a way of understanding.
through theories, principles, scientific data,
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and personal experience and vision, how the

individual, the community, and the envi
ronment may also work in harmony with
each other.
The serting also encourages and supports an
environment for self-reflection, community
build ing, and a personal interactionwith one's
environment where everything that happens
becomes part of the overall learning experi
ence. In addition to the academic portion of
the program, students will participate fully in
shipboardactivities (includingservingwatches),
will receive training in traditional seafaring,
and will come to see the ocean as a vital, living
ecological system as well as place of power,
wonder, and beauty.
Classes will take place on board the ship,
focusing on the psychology of the self, the
sociology of interpersonal relations, and ma
rine ecology. Course activities will include
autobiographical and journal writing. lab and
field based experiments, field trips, service
projects, and discussions on topics such as the
meaning of self-knowledge, the pattern of
transformation, responsibility and synergy in
groups, the world community, the fragile world
around us, the ecosystem, a n d the
interconnectedness of life. Among the out
comes of the course will be a greater degree of
self-awareness, a clearer sense ofpersonal goals,
a more practical understanding ofcommunity
building and a greater appreciation for the
ecological balance of the earth.
Graduate credit may be available for this
program. Please call Summer Session for de
tails. For more information about S•E•A Pro
gram, please contact the S urnmer Session Of
fice at 780-4076 or 1-800-800-4USM exten
sion 4076.

Theater Institute: The

Michad ChekhovTechnique

Master Gasses for Teachers and
Experienced Actors
THE399
June 23 -july 2

This programwill introduce and explorethe
acting techniques attributed to Michael
Chekhov. Each day will begin with physical/
vocal warm-ups, followed by acting technique
classes, appl ication of the techniques in re

hearsal, and evening seminars. Techniques
covered will range &om "psychological ges
ture" to "imaginary body" and seminars will
include the viewing of Chekhov's films and
advice on the application of these techniques
to television/film acting and auditioning. Vis
itingfarulty ind udenoted actress/author Mala
Powers, director of the Michael Chekhov
Drama Group, and Lisa Dalton, executive
board member of the International Michael
Chekhov Foundation. The program coordi
nator is Will Kilroy, assistant professor, USM
Department of Theater. For more infOrma
tion, contact Summer Session at (207)780-4076.

Therapeutic Touch:
Theory and Practice
NUR595
May 19-21, August 12-13
This three-credit course is designed to in
troduce nurses and other health professionals
to the theory and practice ofthe Krieger-Kunz
method of therapeutic touch, a research and
theory-based nursing intervention. Students
will be introduced to Martha Rogers' nursing
theory, in which human beings are conceptu
alized as energy fields. Through readings,
demonstrations, and guided practice, students
will become aware ofhuman field energy as it
extends beyond the visible boundaries of the
physical body, and learn to use therapeutic
touch to assess human energy fields and to
promote relaxation. Following the first ses
sion, students will be expected to practice and
document the skills acquired.
Session two will include clinical confer
ences, demonstration and practice of addi
tional techniques, and discussion of ways to
integrate therapeutic touch into clinical practice.
Students should be of junior, senior or
graduate standing in USM's School of Nurs
ing. Others may be admitted upon permis
sion of the instructor. For information call
Summer Session at (207) 780-4076.

Stonecoast Writers'
Conference
July 14-23
The Stonecoast Writers' Conference is for
students, teachers, and others seriously inter
ested in writing who want to improve their
written work. The staff consists of generous,
inspiring, and personable professional writers
with distinguished experience in teaching and
a substantial record of written achievement.
'Th.is year's program will be held at Wolfe's
Neck in the S tone House in scenic Freeport,
Maine. Students will be housed at Bowdoin
College in Brunswick. Evening readings will
also take place at Bowdoin College.
Please note that application for admission
must be sent to: Stonecoast Writers' Confer
ence, Summer Session, University of South
ern Maine, 96 Falmouth Street, Portland,
Maine 04 103 Manuscript samples are re
quiredforadmission. For further information
and application, call (207) 780-4076.

The Courses

·

Creative Nonfiction Workshop
ENG 299
This is an intermediate workshop which
will treat a variety of types of nonfiction
including autobiographical writing, reviews,
journalistic articles, and essays. Workshops
will focus on voice, style, organization, re
search interview techniques; and will explore
the boundaries between fiction and non-fic
tion and discuss marketing completed manu
scripts.*
Cr 3

Genre Writing
ENG 299
This is a new course designed to accommo
date various types of genre writing, including
the detective novel, horror, sciencefiction and

Department's artstudentsto studywithinter
nationally known faculty artists in its summer
course offerings. Credits may be applied to
ward required electives in a concentration,

fantasy. Workshops will focus on the basics of
good writing-pacing, dramatic tension and
character-as well as on elements of crafting

studio elective. Students are encouraged to
consult with their advisor well before the
Summer Session begins. Enrolled students
will pay the normal Haystack tuition but will

particular to each genre. Attention will also be
paid to marketing manuscripts.
Cr 3
Fiction Writing: Developing
Short Story Material
ENG 300F
This is for those who have already, in a
course such as Creative Writing or on their
own, written several pieces of fiction and are
ready for more advanced work. Emphasis will
be supportive rather than critical, with in
struction in writing well-developed short sto
ries and on understanding the basic elements
offiction. Suggested preparation: ENG 201 F
Creative Writing.
Cr 3

Fiction Workshop: Short Stories
ENG302F
This is an advanced course in writing fic
tion. Discussion of student short stories and
work-in-progress will occurwith emphasis on
subject development, technique, plot, and
publication standards. The faculty represents
varied perspectives on form and style which
challenge the contemporary writer. Class dis
cussion of student stories and manuscript
conferences will take place.*
Cr 3
Poetry Workshop: Poemsfor the Reader
ENG 303F
This is an intermediate to advanced course
in which emphasis will be placed on effec
tively engaging the poem's emotional values,
its boldness, humor, passion, or relationship
to the mysteries of sadness. Class discussion
will explore the initial motivation and cir
cumstances behind a poem to clarifY what the
poem seeks to convey, and how well it touches
the reader'semotionswithfireand wit. Members
of the poetry workshop may be called upon to
write and revise poems as assignments.* Cr 3
Novel Workshops: Writing the Novel
ENG 304
This is an intermediate course designed to
help novelists with the unfolding of their
books. This workshop will study form and
rhythm in the novel as well as plot, character,
point of view, and voice. Students should
submit a key chapter or scene ( 1 5-25 pages)
which contains the threads of the whole book
and a one-page synopsis of the book.* Cr 3
*A manuscript sample is requiredfor
admission.

Haystack Mountain
School of Crafts
USM matriculated art students can receive
credit for courses taken at Haystack Moun
tain School of Crafts in Deer Isle, Maine.
Haystack provides an opportunity for the
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i.e., ceramics, sculpture, etc., or as an art

pay only a one-credit USM course processing
fee, instead of the normal three-credit course
tuition. Haystack has some oponunities for
financial aid in the form ofwork study schol
arships, and technical asisrant/monitor posi
tions. Advanced students are encouraged to
discuss this possibility with their advisor and
write to Haystack for application procedures.
The deadline for these applications is gener
ally in late March. For more information con
cerning this course option, please contact Sum

mer Session at

(207)780-4076 or Haystack

Mountain School of Crafts at (207)348-2306.

Programs fur Young People
Child Care Services

Day Program
Infant, Toddler, Preschoo' Kindergarten,
andAfterschool
Ages: 6 weeks to 13 years
Dates: Year Round
Hours: 7:30 a. m. 5:30p m.
Locations: Portland c7 Gorham campuses
Full-time, part-time and hourly rates avail
able. Waiting lists may exist in some programs.
For more information, call USM Child
Care Services at (207)780-41 25.
-

.

Southern Maine
Music Academy
July 8-16, Gorham campus
The Southern Maine Music Academy is a
nine-day program designed to provide high
school musicians with opportunities for mu
sical growth and development through inten
sive group and individualized instruction pro
vided byahighlyqualified staffofprofessional
musicians. The staff includes Peter Martin,
Scon Reeves and John Boden, all professors at
USM. For more information, contact Sum
mer Session at 780-4076.

Southern MaineJunior
Music Academy
July 23-29, Gorham campus
This program is designed for smdents of
j unior high school age (incoming seventh
graders through outgoing eighth graders) . It
will provide participants with the opportu
nity for musical growth and development,
and instruction will beprovidedbyavarietyof
highly qualified Maine music educators. For
more information, contact Summer Session
at (207)780-4076.

Southern Maine
Choral Institute

july 30-August 5,

Gorham campus
The new Southern Maine Choral Institute
is a seven-day program designed to enrich the
singing o pportunities for high school singers
by provi ding a setti ng for mus ical growth
through an intensive period o fensemble and
solo singing. Leadership for the program in
dudes Robert Russell, Michele Hansen, Bar
bara Franklin, Be tsey Lavway and Chris
Peterson. For more in formation contact Sum
mer Session at (207) 780-4076.

Camps
USM Day Camp
Ages: 6-13years
Dates:]tme27�ugust26
Hours: 7:30a.m. -5:30p.m.
Location:Gorham campusandbeyoml
Transportation hetwetm Port/am/ am/

Gorham campttSts is availahk.
Full-<lay, broad-based program providing
hiking, crafts, swim ming, naturesrudy, sports
and the arts, plus experiential learning oppor
tunities for stimulating social and academic
skills. Special programs for the 1 1- 1 3-year
old group, pltl.'i a Counselor in Training Pro
gram for 1 4-year-olds.

SWISH Basketball Camps

Girls ' SWISH Team: July 1 4- 1 6
H igh School Tearn
• Girls ' SWISH Camp: July 23-27
(grades 7- 12)
Boys ' Team SWISH: June 22-June 23
Junior High Tearns
• Boys ' Team SWISH: June 24-25
Senior High Teams
Boys ' SWISH Camp: August 6- 1 0
•

•

•

Grades 7-1 2

SWISH Day Camps
(ages 8-1 2)

USM STIX Field Hockey Camp
Grades9through 12
Dater:july30-August3
The objective of STIX Camp is to p rovide
the highest quality instruction in all phases of
field hockey to girls entering grades 9 through
12. Emphasis is placed on individual and
team instruction, fair play, training concepts,
and a positive approach to comp etition and
world of field hockey.

RISE Basketball Camps
• Three-<�n- Tlrne U:mp:July 2 1 -July 23
• Port Pk;y Camp: August 4-6
• One-cn-Otu Camp: August 4-6
For boys and girls entering grades 9- 1 2
RISE Cam psolfcrindividuals an opportuni ty
to improve their skills through a program

The Honors Program provides an enriched
education to a sel ected group ofstudents who
are outstanding in their ability, curiosity, cre
ativity, and motivation. Students selected for
the p rogram work dosely with faculty in a
series of small sem inar-type courses specially
designed for Honors P rogram students. Th=
courses integrate knowledge fiom various dis
ciplines and exami ne more fully than is pos
sible in the general curriculum the ways of
knowing, Western culture, and contempo
rary situations. Honors Program work pro
vides a superb background for further study
and will assist s tudents in gaining admission
to graduate or professional school. For more
information about the Honors Program, con
tact University of Southern Maine, 96 Fal
mouth Street, Portland, ME 04103, (207)
780-4330.

young athletes. Directed by Ed Flaherty, head
baseball coach at USM, the object ofthe camp
is to provide the best possible instruction in all
phases of baseball. Each player will receive
individual, team, and group training in pitch
ing, catching, infield, outfield, baserunning,
and hitting.
USM Soccer Camp

Girls ' Soccen July 9-1 3 (grades 7-12)
Soccen July 1 6-20 (grades 7-12)
• Soccer Day U:mp: Aug.14- 1 8 (ages 8-12)
In its 1 9th year, the USM SoccerCamphas
developed into one of the best soccer pro
grams in New England. The camp p rovides
progressive instruction in basic soccer tech
niques and tactics toward the developm ent of
young soccer players. These skills are devel
oped through team, special group, game situ
ations, and individualized instruction by an
outstanding coaching staffcomprised ofboth
collegeand highschool coaches from through
out the country.
•

• Boys '

For more information or to register
Day Camps, contact USM Child Care
•

•

of basketball .

Honors Program

USM Fundamental Baseball Camp
GradesB-12
August6-10
Young players will learn from professionals
who are dedicated to teaching and m otivating

.••

J une 26-30 August 1 4- 1 8
The SWISH Basketball Camp provides
top-quali ty instruction in all phases ofbasket
ball to boys and girls entering grades 3-12.
SWISH day camps are for girls and boys ages
8-12. Each camper will receive individual,
team, and group instruction featuring some
ofthe finesthighschoolandcollege coaches in
New England. Directed byAI Sokaitis, men's
basketball coach and Gary Fifield, women's
basketball coach at the University ofSouthern
Maine, the camps fearure developm ent of
team concepts, discussion on the care and
prevention of injuries, training concepts and
programs, modern facilities, divisions ofcom
peti t ion , and a positive approach to the world
•

the Office of Graduate Education at (207)
780-4386. For more information about pro
grams offered by the College of Education,
contact the Office of Graduate Education at
(207)780-5306. Formoreinformationabout
the School oflaw, its p rograms and its sum
mer offerings, contact the School of Law.
Office ofthe Registrar, 246 Deering Avenue,
Portland, ME 04102, (207) 780-4346.

designed to produce maximum results in a
minimum period of time.

•

•

Services, 780-4125.
Music Academies, contact Summer
Session, 780-4076
All other programs, contact Department
of Conferences, 780-5960.

Other USM
Programs
Graduate Programs

The University of Southern Maine offers
post-baccalaureate degrees in the following
areas: law (through the University of Maine
School ofl.aw), education, business adminis
tration, nursing, computer science, public
policy and management, electrical engineer
ing, applied immunology, American and New
England S tudies, statistics, occupational
therapy, and manufacturing management.
For more information about any of these
programs, except education and law, contact
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Certificate Programs

Several departments within the Office of
Public Service offer noncredit certificate pro
grams for professionals in several fields. For
further information, please call the telephone
numbers listed below:
Community Programs (78()-5900)
Cenificate in Paralegal Studies
Cenificate in Conflict M anagement
Certificate in Basic Computer Proficiency
Certificate in Advanced Computer

Proficiency

Certificate in Volunte er M anagement
Continuing Education fDr Business

(780-5910)

Cenificate in Managem ent
Cenificate in Health Care M anagement
Certificate in Human Resource
Management
Certificate in Marketing Management
Cenificate in Office Management
Cenificate in Supervision
Cenificate in Integrated Management
Cenificate in Total Quality Management

Continuing Education fDr Health
ProfcssiDns (780-5951)

Cenificate in Health Care Management
Certificate in Intravenous Therapy
Cenificate in Nursing Leadership
Lifeline Center for Fitness, Recreation,
and Rehabilitation (780-4170)
Cenificate in Fitness Instruction

Maine Small Business
Development Center

The Maine SBDC provides comprehen

sive management and technical assistance ser
vices to small businesses. Through a statewide
network ofsix sub-centers and fourteen satel
lite offices, the SBDC offers a wide range of
business resources, including one-on-one
counseling, a valuable library and informa
tion dearing house, and hands-on computer
instruction on business software applications.
The Maine SBDC also offers training and
conferences focusing on business issues and
the annual Northern New England Products
Trade Show. For more information, contact
the Maine SBDC State office on USM's
Portland Campus at (207) 780-4420.

Center for Real Estate
Education
The Center for Real Estate Education, a
part of the Institute for Real Estate Research
and Education, offers courses necessary to
obtain real estate licensure and appraisal
licensure/certification in the state of Maine.
Courses are also offered to meet continuing
education requirements in both real estate
and appraisal . All courses are provided state
wide. Also available are continuing education
courses for tax assessors for licensure recertifi
cation. There are additional correspondence
course and video course offerings in finance,
construction, investments and other related
areas. For more information, write the Center
for Real Estate Education, USM, 68 High St.,
Portland, ME 04 1 0 1 or call (207) 874-6520.

School of

Applied Science

Office of
Public Service
The Office of Public Service is responsible
for the development, coordination, and sup
port of noncredit programming at USM.
Among the Public Service units offering pro
grams during the 1 995 Summer Session are
the Department of Conferences, the Depart
ment of Continuing Education for Health
Professions, the Department of Community
Programs, the Department of Continuing
Education for Business, the Institute for Fam
ily Owned Business, and Lifeline.

Community Programs
The Department ofCommunity Programs
offers a wide variety of noncredit programs
designed for adults who want to develop their
minds, find new careers, add meaning to their
lives, or justhave fun. Latespringand summer
1 995 programs include the HIV/AIDS con
ference, and certificate programs in Advanced
Mediation and Advanced Facilitation.
We also offer computer classes for com
puter users of all experience levels-from
novice to professional. Call us if you would
like help in selecting a class.
The Department ofCommunity Programs
is located at 68 High Street. Drop by and we'll
be happy to answer your questions about
upcoming courses, or call 780-5900.

Lifeline
The USM Lifeline Center for Fitness, Rec
reation and Rehabilitation helps individuals
and organizations in southern Maine adopt
health enhancing lifestyles through exercise,
rehabilitation, education, recreation, and
employee wellness. Lifeline has been serving
the greater Portland community since 1 976

.External Programs

Activities are offered throughout the year for
men and women, ages 14-80. They range
from walk/jog aerobics to cardiac rehabilita
tion to volleyball.

education and secondary education. These
linkages are created through the delivery of
noncredit programs such as short courses;

Classes are open to USM faculty, staff,
students, and the general public. Application
to all programs should be made in advance.
For further information, call the Lifeline Cus
tomer Service Center, Monday through Fri
day, 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m., at 780-4 1 70.

External Programs (EP), within the School
of Applied Science, develops and maintains
linkages between business and industry, higher

professional staff development; conferences
and workshops focused on ensuring current,
practical, technical application. To serve the
needs of our clients, EP utilizes the facilities
and faculty ofthe School ofApplied Science,
well as the expertise of private consultants
and business and industry professionals.
The goal ofthe External Programs Depart
ment is to support individuals and companies
as they move from high potential to high
as

performance. The External Programs De
partment is located in the John Mitchell
Center on the Gorham campus. Ifyou wish to
learn more about services available please stop
by or call Anna Davis at 780-543 9.

Continuing Educationfor
Health Professions
The Department of Continuing Educa
tion for Health Professions provides confer
ences, workshops, seminars and certificate
programs for health professionals such as
nurses, pharmacists, dietitians, social workers
and others at locations throughout Maine.
Programs are approved for CEUs by profes
sional associations.
The Department also offers the popular
NCLEX-RN course for new graduate nurses
each spring. The 4 1/2 day review course is
offered in preparation for the licensing exam
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to become a registered nurse. For more infor
mation, contact us at 68 High Street, Port
land, or call us at 780-595 1 .

Department ofConferences
The Department of Conferences provides
planning and coordination to University and
community groups who wish to use the
University's facilities and services. The De
partment of Conferences plans workshops
and seminars which bring together qualified
individuals to share new information and
ideas, upgrade professional skills, or to impart
new techniques. The Department's confer
ence planning and management services are
extended to professional and trade associa
tions, government agencies, private business
and community groups and organizations.
Programs can be conducted on either cam
pus, or at a hotel or convention site.
Each summer, the Department of Confer
ences offers a number of camps for students
aged 8-1 8. Offerings for the summer include
Soccer Camp, SWISH and RISE Basketball
Camps, Girls' Tearn SWISH Weekend, STIX
Field Hockey Camp, Fundamental Baseball
Camp, andSoccer and Baskerbal! DayCamps.

Institutefor Family Owned
Business
The Institute for Family Owned Business
provides a forum for addressing the unique
circumstances ofstarting, owning, and main
taining businesses with other members of the
family. Supponed by corporate sponsors and
membership fees, the Institute provides work
shops, conferences, and networking opportu
nities on fumilr owned business issues. For
more information, write to the Institute at 68
High Street, Porcland, Maine 041 0 1 or call
(207) 780-5920 or fax (207) 780-5925.

Department ofContinuing
Educationfor Business
The Department of Continuing Educa
tion for Business (CEB) offers noncredit
courses and seminars designed to meet the
training needs of companies and nonprofit
organizations in southern Maine. The pro
grams include: Integrated Management, Cer
tificate in General Management, Certificate
in Human Resource Management, Certifi
cate in Supervision, Certificate in Marketing
Management, Cenificate in Total Quality
Management, and Certificate in Office Man
agement. CEB programsandservices areavail
able for on -site delivery to meet specific needs
of organizations. For additional information
and printed materials, contact the Depan
mentat 68 HighS treet, Portland, ME 04 1 0 1 ,
o r call 780-59 1 0.

Registration begins
April 24, 1995.

Course Schedule
.----

Session

Session 1-------,

7-week session

4-week session

6-week session

M.ay 15:/une 30

May 15:/une 9

june 26-August 4

.---- Session 3---�

Session 4

7-week session

4-week session

Variable session

July 3-August 18

july 3:fuly 28

Variable Dates

Schedule Legend

Each course listing contains the following information

(refer to headline at top ofeach column): campus or off
campuslocation*;sessionnumber;coursereferencenum
ber; course number; course ticle; college; credit hours;
time; days. instructor, course meeting dates.

•p = Portland campus;
G = Gorham campus;
T = Saco Center;
S = Sanford Center,
L = Lewiston-Auburn College;
X = other off-campus location.

College ofArts dr Sciences
American arul New EnglAnd Studies
P4058

ANES650 LEG

I I Granite Street

joseph Conforti

TRANSPLANTING N.E. CULTURE

3.0 7:00-9:30P

TIH

780-4920

FOURNIER, CONSTANCE

6/6·7/13

THIS CLASS MEETS JUNE 6-JULY 13 AND ONE DAYLONG SATURDAY FIELD TRIP.
P4055

ANES685 I N D

READING AND RESEARCH

3.0

P4056

ANES690 I N D

PROJECT I

VAR

TBA

P4057

ANES695 THE

THESIS

VAR

TBA

CONFORTI, JOSEPH A.

Michael Shaughnessy

Art
G4053 AED 4 1 2

LEC

6 Robie Andrews Hall

780-5460

EXCEPTIONALITY: ART EDUCATOR 3.0 8:30-12:30P

MTWTHF FERIGNO, JOSEPH R

7/24-8/4

P 1 032

ARH 1 1 1 G LEG

ART HIST:PREHIST TO MEDIEVA

3.0 7:00-9:40P

TIH

BERNIER, RONALD R

5115-6/30

P301 7

ARH 1 12G LEC

RENAISSANCE THROUGH 20TH CE 3.0 7:00-9:40P

MW

WALLER, SUSAN

7/3·8/1 8

P 1257

ARH 1 12G LEC

RENAISSANCE THROUGH 20TH CE 3.0 4:00-6:40P

TIH

BAXTER, JEAN

5115-6/30

P3402

ART 101 G LEC

APPROACHES TO ART

3.0 8: 15-1 1 :30A

MTW

CODY, ROBIN

7/3-7/28

P 1 033

ART 1 4 1 F STU

FUNDAMENTAL DESIGN I

3.0 4:00-10:00P

TIH

SCHNEIDER, DAVID

5/1 5-6/30

P4238

ART 1 5 1 F STU

FUNDAMENTAL DRAWING I

3.0 8:30-4:30P

MTWTH

KAMPAR, ATIS

7/31 -8/1 7

BELL, JEFFREY D

7/3-7/20

G4054 ART 249

STU

2-D,3-D FIGURE STUDY

3.0 8:30-4:30P

MTWTH

P4016

ART 259

STU

LANDSCAPE DRAWING

3.0 8:30-4:30P

MTWTHFS BURK, GEORGE

ART 261

STU

PAINTING

3.0 8:30-4:30P

MTWTH

LETHEM, RICHARD

P4018

ART 269

STU

LANDSCAPE PAINTING

3.0 8:30-4:30P

MTWTH

RAKOVA N , LAWRENCE

G 1 402

ART 271

STU

PHOTOGRAPHY

3.0 B:00-4:30P

MTW

MEYERS, BERNARD C

G4021

ART 299

STU

COLOR LANDSCAPE PHOTO.

3.0 8:30-4:30P

MTWTHFS MEYERS, BERNARD C.

6/12-6/24

G401 7

7/24-8/5

F

5129-6/1 5
5115-6/1
5115-6/9

P401 9

ART 299

STU

THE VISUAL BOOK

3.0 8:30-4:30P

MTW

GOODALE, REBECCA

7/10-8/2

P4239

ART 299

STU

DRAWING OFF THE PAGE

3.0 B:00-4:00P

MTWTH

PARKER, GREGORY

6/12-6/29

P4020

ART 363

STU

WATERCOLOR

3.0 8:30-4:30P

MTWTH

BEARCE, JEAN A

STU

SCUPTURAL INSTALLATION

5/15-6/1

G 1 258 ART 399

3.0 1:00-7:00P

MTH

SHAUGHNESSY, M ICHAEL

5116-6/30

THE FOLLOWING TWO HAYSTACK COURSES ARE TAUGHT AT HAYSTACK MOUNTAIN SCHOOL OF CRAFT.
CONTACT SUMMER SESSION AT (207)780-4076 OR HAYSTACK AT (207)384-2306 FOR MORE INFORMATION.
X4249 ART 4 1 2

LEC

TOPICS STUDIO ART/HAYSTACK

VAR

X4150

LEC

ART EDUCATION

VAR

EPDI549

I HAYSTACK

Thomas Knight

Biology
P 1 037

BIO 1 00K LEC

BIOLOGICAL BASIS OF HUMAN A

3.0 9:00-1 1 :40A

408 Scimce Building

780-4577

MW

RECKITT, LOIS GALGA

5115-6/30

P 1 038

BIO 102K LAB

BIOLOGICAL EXPERIENCES

1 .0 4:00-5:50P

MW

BIO 102K

BIOLOGICAL EXPERIENCES

1 .0 6:00-7:50P

RECKITT, LOIS GALGA

P 1 039

511 5-6/30

MW

RECKITT, LOIS GALGA

5/1 5-6/30
5/1 5-6/30

LAB

F

P 1 040

BIO 105K LEC

BIOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES I

3.0 10:00- 1 2 :40P TIH

BIO 1 06K LAB

LABORATORY BIOLOGY I

GAINEY, LOU IS

P 1 04 1

1 .5 1 1 :30-2:30P

TIH

VARNEY, LAURIE

P 1 042

BIO 106K LAB

LABORATORY BIOLOGY I

1 .5 6:00-8:50P

511 5-6/30

P 1 043

BIO 1 1 1

LEC

HUMAN ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY 3.0 9:30-1 1 :20A

TIH
TWTH

VARNEY, LAURIE

5115-6/30

P301 8

Bl0 21 1

LEC

HUMAN ANAT & PHYSIOLOGY II

VARN EY, LAURIE

3.0 9:30-1 1 :20A

TWTH

5115-6/30

P301 9

BIO 212

LAB

PRAC ANAT & PHYSIOLOGY

VARN EY, LAURIE

1 . 5 12:30-3:20P

TIH

7/3-8/1 8

P3020

BIO 212

LAB

PRAC ANAT & PHYSIOLOGY

VARN EY, LAURIE

1 .5 1 2:30-3:20P

7/3-8/ 1 8

P 1 044

BI0 281

LEC

MICROBIOLOGY&HUMAN DISEASE 3.0 8: 1 5-1 1 :30A

MW
MW

VARN EY, LAURIE

7/3-6/ 1 8

MICROBIO&HUMAN DISEASE LAB

NAJARIAN, HAIG H

2.0 8: 1 5-12:30P

TIH

5115-6130

O R NITHOLOGY

4.5 1 :30-4 : 1 0 P

NAJARIAN, HAIG H

MW

511 5-6/30

RICI PUTI, REMO H

4:30-7:20P

51 1 5-6130

MW

P 1 045

BIO 282

LAB

P 1 046

BI0 291

LEC

ANOTHER SECTION OF

810

291 MAY BE

AVAILABLE PENDING ENROLLMENTS.
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P 1 049

810 337

LEC

MARINE ECOLOGY

3.0 9:00-1 1 :40A

MW

MAZURKIEWICZ, MICHA

5/15-6/30

810 338
LAB MARINE FIELD ECOLOGY
2.0 1 2:30-4:20P TTH
THIS COURSE MUST BE TAKEN CONCURRENTLY WITH BIO 337
810 345
LEC PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
3.0 9:00-1 1 :40A TTH
810 441
IND
PROBLEMS I N BIOLOGY
VAR

MAZURKIEWICZ, MICHA

5/1 5-6/30

O'MAHONEY-DAMON, PA

5/15-6/30

THIS COURSE MUST BE TAKEN CONCURRENTLY WITH BIO 338.
P 1 050

P 1 048
P4066

Chemistry
P4067

CHY 1 05

john Ricci
LEC

TBA

161 Science Bui/Jing

780-4736

CHEMISTRY FOR HEALTH SCIENC 4.0 6:00-8:40P

TTH

KENNY, CARYN M

5/1 5-7/20
5/15-7/19

P4068

CHY 1 06

LAB

CHEM LAB FOR HEALTH SCIENCE

2.0 5:30-9:30P

MW

KENNY, CARYN M

P 1051

CHY 1 1 5

LEC

PRINCIPLES CHEMISTRY II

3.0 5:30-8:00P

MW

RHODES, W GALE

5/1 5-6/30

P 1 052

CHY 1 1 6

LAB

LABORATORY TECHNIQUES II

1 .0 5:30-6:30P

TTH

RHODES, W GALE

5/15-6/30

6:30-8:30P

TTH

P4070

CHY 4 1 1

LEC

SPECIAL TOPICS

VAR

P4071

CHY 4 1 2

LEC

SPECIAL TOPICS

VAR

RICCI, JOHN S

P4072

CHY 4 1 4

LEC

SPECIAL TOPICS

VAR

TRACY, HENRY J

RHODES, W GALE

P4073

CHY 4 1 5

LEC

SPECIAL TOPICS

VAR

GORDON, NANCY R

P4074

CHY 4 1 6

LEC

SPECIAL TOPICS

VAR

N EWTON, THOMAS A

G4075

CHY 490

LEC

SENIOR RESEARCH PROJECT

Communication
P 1 034

COM 1 02J LEC

VAR

TBA

Kathryn Lasky

51 College Avenue

INTRO TO COMMUNICATION

3.0 4:00-6:40P

MW

780-5031

LOCKRIDGE, REBECCA

5/1 5-6/30

P 1 4 13

COM 1 02J LEC

INTRO TO COMMUNICATION

3.0 8 : 1 5-1 1 :30A

MTW

KIVATISKY, RUSSELL

5/15-6/9

P1414

C O M 2 8 0 LEC

MASS MEDIA&HUMAN INTERACTIO 3.0 8 : 1 5-1 1 :30A

MTW

LOCKRIDGE, REBECCA

5/1 5-6/9

P1415

COM 332

LEC

COMMUNICATION IN THE FAMILY

3.0 8 : 1 5- 1 1 :30A

MTW

WEST, RICHARD

5/1 5-6/9

P 1 4 12

COM 399

LEC

BUS. & PROFESSIONAL COMMUNI

3.0 1 2:30-3:45P

MTW

KIVATISKY, RUSSELL

5/1 5-6/9

G4065

COM 430

PRA

COMMUNICATION INTERNSHIP

VAR

P 1 035

COM 485 LEC

SEX DIFFERENCES

3.0 4:00-6:40P

MW

SHEDLETSKY, LEONARD

5/1 5-6/30

P1 036

COM 485 LEC

SEX DIFFERENCES

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

SHEDLETSKY, LEONARD

5/1 5-6/30

P1416

C O M 495 LEC

THEORIES OF COMMUNICATION

3.0 12:30-3:45P

MTW

WEST, RICHARD

5/1 5-6/9

Criminology

LASKY, KATHRYN

I Chamberlain Avenue

James Messerschmidt

780-4105

P4080

CAM 2 1 5J LEC

CRIMINOLOGY

3.0 8: 15-1 1 :30A

MTWTHF BJELIC, DUSAN

5/1 5-5/31

P4081

CAM 2 1 5J LEC

CRIMINOLOGY

3.0 7:00-9:40P

MWF

BJELIC, DUSAN

6/5-6/30

P4083

CAM 3 1 7

LEG

GENDER AND CRIME

3.0 8:00-1 1 : 1 5A

MTTHF

MESSERSCHMIDT, JAME

6/19-7/7

P3403

CAM 337

LEC

YOUTH CRIME

3.0 1 2:00-3: 1 5P

MTW

PERRY, BARBARA

7/3-7/28

P4084

CAM 345

LEG

CRIMINOLOGY IN SWEDEN

6.0

5/15-6/2
THIS CLASS M E ETS MAY 1 5-JUNE 2 IN SWEDEN AND IS A FEE COURSE. CONTACT SUMMER SESSION AT (207)780-4076.

P4082

CAM 350

LEC

FILM AND SOCIAL ORDER

MESSERSCHMIDT, JAME

3.0 7:00-9:40P

MTWTHF BJELIC, DUSAN

Dianne Sadoff

English

3 Luther Bonney Hall

5/15-5/31

780-4291

P 1 008

ENG 1 00C LEC

COLLEGE WRITING

3.0 7:00-9:40P

TTH

P3006

ENG 1 00C LEC

COLLEGE WRITING

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

FOWLER, MARYLEE C

713-8/18

P1 009

ENG 1 20H LEC

INTRO TO LITERATURE

3.0 7:00-9:40P

TTH

ROSEN, KENNETH F

5/15-6/30
7/3-8/18

BENEDICT, DIANNE

5/15-6/30

P3007

ENG 1 20H LEC

INTRO TO LITERATURE

3.0 4:00-6:40P

MW

SELKIN, MICHAEL

P3010

ENG 1 99

WRITING PROCESS FROM REV. T

3.0 4:00-6:40P

MW

RIESENBERG, ELAIN E

7/3-8/18

P1010

E N G 201 F LEC

C REATIVE WRITING

3.0 7:00-9:40P

MW

HOPE-MCGRATH, BARBA

5/15-6/30

LEC

INTRO TO LITERARY STUDIES

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

PETERS, GERALD N

5/1 5-6/30

FICTION WORKSHOP

3.0 7:00-9:40P

TTH

BENEDICT, DIANNE

7/3-8/18

LEC

NEWSWRITING

3.0 7:00-9:40P

MW

TBA

5/15-6/30

ENG 3 1 5

LEC

ANCIENT MASTERPIECES

3.0 8 : 1 5-1 1 :30A

MTW

RUSCH, WILLARD J

5/15-6/9

P1 234

ENG 322

LEC

MODERN AUTOBIOGRAPHY

3.0 7:00-9:40P

TTH

PETERS, GERALD N

5/15-6/30

P1 0 1 3

ENG 327

LEC

MODERN SHORT STORY

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

ROSEN, KENNETH F

5/15-6/30

P1014

ENG 330

LEC

HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH LANG

3.0 4:00-6:40P

MW

RUSCH, WILLARD J

5/1 5-6/30

P3002

ENG 369

LEG

THE EARLIER ENGLISH NOVEL

3.0 7:00-9:40P

MW

SELKIN, MICHAEL

7/3-8/18

P3001

ENG 395

LEG

ANGLO-IRISH LITERATURE

3.0 7:00-9:40P

MW

MCGRATH, FRANCIS C

7/3-8/18

P3003

ENG 399

LEC

MAGAZINE FEATURE WRITING

3.0 7:00-9:40P

MW

LOVELL, JOHN

7/3-8/18

P3004

ENG 399

LEC

AFRICAN-AMERICAN LIT & CULT

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

RAIMON, EVE

7/3-8/18

P3055

ENG 399

LEC

THE PROFILE AS NEWS STORY

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

URENECK, LOU

7/3-8/18

LEC

P1 0 1 1

ENG 245

P3008

ENG 302F LEC

P1012

ENG 309

P1 400

THE FOLLOWI NG

6 COURSES ARE PART OF THE STONECOAST WRITERS' CONFERENCE.

THESE COURSES MEET JULY 1 4-23 AND ARE FEE COURSES. PLEASE CONTACT SUMMER SESSION OFFICE AT (207)780-4076.
P4010

ENG 299

LEC

CREATIVE NON-FICTION WORKSH 3.0 9:1 5-12:30P

MTWTHF TBA

P4011

E N G 299

LEC

GENRE WRITING

3.0 9:15-1 2:30P

MTWTHF TBA

P4022

ENG 300F LEC

FICTION WRITING

3.0 9:1 5-12:30P

MTWTHF TBA

P4023

ENG 302F LEC

FICTION WRIT:SHORT STORY

3.0 9:15-1 2:30P

MTWTHF TBA

P4024

E N G 303F LEC

POETRY WORKSHOP

3.0 9: 1 5- 1 2:30P

MTWTHF TBA

P4025

ENG 304

WAITING THE CONTEMP NOVEL

3.0 9:1 5-12:30P

MTWTHF TBA

LEC

English as a Second Language
P4123

ESL 398

LEC

Environmental Science
X4246

ESP 499

PRA

Bart Weyand

INTEN HIGHER INTERMED ENGL

INTERNSHIP

3.0 8:30-1 1 :30A

Jack Kartez
VAA

PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED

15

101 Payson Smith Hall
MTWTH

WEYAND, ARTHUR

106Bailey Hall

780-4419
6/26-7/28

780-5390
TBA

FRE 1071

LEC

55 Exeter Street

Jean Fouchereaux

Fortir;n l..Jmgu4ges d- Clmsics
P2012

INTENSIVE BEGIN FRENCH

6.0 9:30-12:45P

780-4290

MTWTHF DIBENEDETTO, LUCIA

6126-B/4

P20 1 3

FRE 1071

LAB

INTENSIVE BEGIN FRENCH

2.0 8:30-9: 1 5A

MTWTHF DIBENEDETTO, LUCIA

6/26-8/4

P4087

FRE 2071

LEG

INTENSIVE INTERM FRENCH

6.0 9:30-12:45P

MTWTHF MARCHENAY, I R E N E A.

511 5-6/23

P4088

FRE 2071

LAB

INTENSIVE INTERM FRENCH LAB

2.0 8:30-9:15A

MTWTHF MARCHENAY, I R E N E A.

5115-6/23.

P4089

FRE 299

LEG

TOPICS:FRENCH FOR BUS&TOURI 3.0 8:30-12:30P

MW

MARCHENAY, I R E N E A.

7/5-8/4.

LEG

FOUCHEREAUX, JEAN

511 5-6/9

P1419

FRE 399

FRENCH CULTURES THRU CINEMA 3.0 4:00-7: 1 5 P

TWTH

P4091

SPA 1071 LEG

INTENSIVE BEGIN SPANISH

6.0 8:15- 1 1 :30A

MTWTHF SUSCAVAGE, CHARLENE

P4092

SPA 1071

LAB

INTENSIVE BEGIN SPANISH LAB

2.0 1 1 :45-12:30P MTWTHF SUSCAVAG E, CHARLENE

511 5-6/23.

P2002

SPA 2071

LEG

INTENSIVE INTERM SPANISH

6.0 8:30-1 1 :45A

MTWTHF KINSELLA, JOHN M

6126-B/4

P2003

SPA 2071

LAB

INTENSIVE INTERM SPANISH LA

2.0 1 2:00-12:45P MTWTHF KINSELLA, JOHN M

6/26-B/4

P4093

SPA 331

LEG

ADVANCED CONVERSATION

3.0 8 : 1 5- 1 1 :30A

6/26-7/1 4.

Frank Hodges

Geograpby &-Anthropology
P141 1

MTWTHF TAYLOR, KAREN D

ANT 101J LEG

ANTHRO:THE CULTURAL VIEW

300 Bailey Hall

3.0 8:15- 1 1 :30A

MTW

TIZON, JUDY H
URSIA, THOMAS

P4059

GEO 220

LEG

I NTERNATIONAL GEOGRAPHY

3.0 6:00-9:1 5P

TTH

X4061

GEO 360

LEG

FIELD MAP: DATA COLLECT TO G

6.0 8:00-S:OOP

MTWTHF BAMPTON, MATTHEW

P4060

GEO 450

511 5-6/23.

780-5322
511 5-6/9
61 27·7/1 3 AND 8/1-8/17
8/6·8/26

THIS I S A FEE COURSE. PLEASE CALL SUMMER SESSION AT 780-4076 FOR MORE INFORMATION.
LEG

TOPICS:GLOBAL WATER CONF&C0 3.0 6:00-9:1 5P

MTH

URSIA, THOMAS

THIS CLASS MEEIS MAY 1 5-JUNE 1 AND JUNE 1 9-29 1NCLUSIVE O F SATURDAY, JUNE 24.
X421 3

GYA 300

FIE

ARCHEOLOGY FIELD SCHOOL

6.0

TBA

DAVIS, DAVE D

THIS CLASS MEEIS JUNE 1 5-JULY 12 & M EETS IN ST. JOHN, THE VIRGIN ISLANDS.
THIS I S A FEE COURSE. CONTACT THE SUMMER SESSION OFFICE AT (207)780-4076.
X4062

GYA 350

PRA

INTERNSHIP IN GEOG-ANT

VAR

TBA

X4063

GYA 400

IND

I N D EPENDENT STUDY

VAR

TBA

Mark Swanson

Geosciences
X4079

GEY 1 10K LEG

STUDIES IN ENVIR GEOL GREEC

112C Bailey Hall

4.0

780-5021

NOVAK, IRWIN D

613·6/21

THIS CLASS MEEIS JULY 3-21 IN LESVOS, GREECE.
THIS I S A FEE COURSE. CONTACT SUMMER SESSION AT 780-4076.
P 1 053

GEY 1 1 1 K LEG

PHYSICAL GEOLOGY

3.0 7:00-9:40P

TTH

POLLOCK, STEPHEN G

5115-6/30

P 1 054

GEY 1 12K LAB

PHYSICAL GEOLOGY LAB

1 .0 4:00-5:50P

TTH

POLLOCK, STEPHEN G

511 5-6/30

FIELD TRIPS IN COAST. GEOLO

3.0 7:00-8:30P

W

SWANSON, MARK T

G4076 GEY 210

FIE

8:00-5:00P

S

THIS CLASS MEEIS WEDNESDAYS 5/1 7,24,3 1 ; 6n,14,21 AT ?-8:30PM AND SATURDAYS 5/20,27; 6/3,17,24 AT 8AM-5PM.
X4064

GEY 360

FIE

FIELD MAP: DATA COLLECT TO G

6.0 8:00-5:00P

MTWTHF BAMPTON, MATTHEW

8/6·8/26

THIS IS A F E E COURSE.
G4077 GEY 490

IND

SENIOR THESIS

3.0

G4078

GEY 498

IND

I ND E P E N D ENT STUDY

VAR

G1417

OCE 100K LEG

INTRO TO OCEANOGRAPHY

3.0 8 : 1 5· 1 1 :30A

MTW

HOWICK, THOMAS

5/1 5-6/9

G3021

OCE 100K LEG

INTRO TO OCEANOGRAPHY

3.0 4:00-6:40P

MW

NAIDEN, PEIER C

7/3·8/1 8

G1418

OCE 101 K LAB

OCEANOGRAPHY LAB

1 .0 12:30-3:45P

MTW

HOWICK, THOMAS

511 5-6/9

G3022

OCE 101 K LAB

OCEANOGRAPHY LAB

1 .0 7:00-9:00P

MW

NAIDEN, PEIER C

7/3·8/ 1 8

TBA
TBA

Joel Eastman

History
P 1 084

HTY 101 1

lEG

WESTERN C IVILIZATION I

3.0 7:00·9:40P

314 Luther Bonney Hall

780-4287

TTH

COLE, PHILLIP A

511 5-6/30

P 1 085

HTY 1 0 1 1

lEG

WESTERN CIVILIZATION I

3.0 9:00-1 1 :40A

MW

JOHNSON, GARY

5/1 5-6/30

P3047

HTY 1021

lEG

WESTERN CIVILIZATION II

3.0 7:00·9:40P

TTH

COLE, PHILLIP A

7/3·8/1 8

P 1 086

HTY 1 31 1

lEG

U.S. HISTORY TO 1 877

3.0 7:00·9:40P

MW

WHITMORE, ALLAN R

5/1 5-6/30

P3048

HTY 1321

lEG

U.S. HISTORY SINCE 1 877

3.0 7:00·9:40P

MW

WHITMORE, ALLAN R

7/3·8/1 8

P 1 236

HTY 330

lEG

GERMANY: BISMARCK-HITLER

3.0 7:00-9:40P

TTH

RIFF, MICHAEL

5/1 5-6/30

P 1432

HTY 360

lEG

HISTORY O F MAINE

3.0 8 : 1 5- 1 1 :30A

MTW

YORK, ROBERT M

5/1 5-6/9

P 1 088

HTY 394

lEG

JUDAISM,CHRISTIANITY & ISLA

3.0 7:00·9:40P

MW

JOHNSON, GARY

5/1 5-6/30

P 1 433

HTY 394

lEG

THE SOUTH IN U.S. HISTORY

3.0 8:15-1 1 :30A

MTW

TRICAMO, JOHN

5/1 5-6/9

P2014

HTY 394

lEG

20TH CENT. AMERICAN WOMEN

3.0 1 2:30-3:45P

MW

EAGAN, EILEEN M

6/26-B/4

P3057

HTY 394

lEG

US IN VIETNAM, 1 94 1 -1 975

3.0 7:00-9:40P

MW

BEAM, CHRIS

7/3·8/1 8

lEG

ANALYZING LANGUAGE

3.0 4:00-7:15P

MW

MCDANIEL, DANA

6/26-8/4

Wayne Cowart

Linguistics
P2004

L I N 1 12E

65 Exeter Street

780-4477

P 1 256

LIN 1 21

lEC

BEGINNING ASL I

3.0 4:00-6:40P

MW

GATEHOUSE, SALLY

5/1 5-6/30

P34 1 5

LIN 1 2 1

lEC

BEGINNING ASL I

3.0 12:30-3:45P

MTW

GATEHOUSE, SALLY

7/3·7/28

P3404

LIN 201J

lEC

CHILD LANGUAGE

3.0 8:15·1 1 :30A

MTW

MCDANIEL, DANA

7/3·7/28

P4094

LIN 498

THE

THESIS

VAR

COWART, WAY N E

P4095

LIN 498

TH E

THE S I S

VAR

MCDANIEL, DANA

Schec!ule Legend

Each course I is�ing conrai ns the followi ngin �ormation (refer to headline �trap ofca� column): campus or off-campus location•; sess ion number; course

reference number; coune nurnlxr; course nde; colJe�; cre-d1t hours;
•p = Portland

campus; G

=

Gorham campus; T

=

Saco Center; S

orne; days, mstruaor, course meeting dates.
=

Sanford Center; l = Lewiston-Auburn College; X = other off-campus

locaton.
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Mathematics

Joe/Irish

115 Bailey HaU

MAT 0 1 0

LEC

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

3.0 4:00-6:40P

P3023

MAT 0 1 0

LEC

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

P 1 055

MAT 0 1 1 B LEC

INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA

P3024

MAT 0 1 1 B LEC

P 1056
P2007

P 1 250

780-5022

MW

TBA

511 5-6/30

3.0 4:00-6:40P

MW

TBA

7/3-8/1 8

3.0 7:00-9:40P

TTH

TBA

511 5 -6/30

INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA

3.0 4:00-6:40P

MW

IRISH, JOEL W

7/3-8/18

MAT 1 00D LEC

COLLEGE ALGEBRA

3.0 7:00-9:40P

TTH

KRATZER, RICHARD

MAT 1 00D LEC

COLLEGE ALGEBRA

3.0 8:1 5-1 1 :30A

MW

MAINVILLE, WALDECK

6/26-8/4

P3025

MAT 1 00 D LEC

COLLEGE ALGEBRA

3.0 7:00-9:40P

TTH

VALDES-LEON, SILVIA

7/3-8/ 1 8

P 1 25 1

MAT 1 05D LEC

MATH FOR QUANT DEC MAKING

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

GUAY, MERLE D

5115-6/30

P3026

MAT 1 05D LEC

MATH FOR QUANT DEC MAKING

3.0 7:00-9:40P

TTH

ESTES, ROBERT A

7/3-8/1 8

P 1 057

MAT 1 1 0D LEC

BUSINESS CALCULUS

3.0 7:00-9:40P

TTH

GUAY, MERLE D

5115-6/30

P2006

MAT 1 1 0 D LEC

BUSINESS CALCULUS

3.0 8:1 5-1 1 :30A

TTH

MAINVILLE, WALDECK

6/26-8/4

P1058

MAT 1 20D LEC

INTRO TO STATISTICS

3.0 7:00-9:40P

MW

EL-TAHA, MUHAMMAD A

5/1 5-6/30

P 1 059

MAT 120D LEC

I NTRO TO STATISTICS

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

KRATZER, RICHARD 0

511 5-6/30

P3027

MAT 1 20 D LEC

INTRO TO STATISTICS

3.0 7:00-9:40P

MW

GUPTA, SAT N

7/3-8/1 8

P3028

MAT 120D LEC

INTRO TO STATISTICS

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

ESTES, ROBERT A

7/3-8/1 8

0

5115-6/30

P1 060

MAT 1 40D LEC

P R E-CALCULUS MATHEMATICS

3.0 4:00-6:40P

MW

EL-TAHA, MUHAMMAD A

5/15-6/30

P3029

MAT 140D LEC

PRE-CALCULUS MATHEMATICS

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

VALDES-LEON, SILVIA

7/3-8/1 8

P1061

MAT 1 52 D LEC

CALCULUS A

4.0 1 0:00-1 1 :40A MTTHF

CHABOT, MAURICE J

5/15-6/30

P3030

MAT 1 52 D LEC

CALCULUS A

4.0 7:00-9: 1 5P

MWTH

IRISH, JOEL W

7/3-8/1 8

P3031

MAT 1 53

LEC

CALCULU S B

4.0 7:00-9: 15P

MWTH

MACDONALD, STEPHEN

7/3-B/18

P 1 062

MAT 2 1 1

LEC

PROBABILITY

3.0 7:00-9:40P

MW

GUPTA, BHISHAM C

511 5-6/30

P3032

MAT 2 1 1

LEC

PROBABILITY

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

JOHANSEN, SONJA

7/3-B/1 8

P 1 063

MAT 2 1 2

LEC

STATISTICS

3.0 4:00-6:40P

MW

GUPTA, BHISHAM C

511 5-6/30

P3033

MAT 2 1 2

LEC

STATISTICS

3.0 7:00-9:40P

TTH

JOHANSEN, SO NJA

7/3-8/1 8

�1 064

MAT 252

LEC

CALCULUS C

4.0 8:00-9:40P

MTTHF

CHABOT, MAURICE J

5/15-6/30

P3034

MAT 381

LEC

INTRO PROBABILITY & STATIST

4 . 0 4:00-6:15P

MWTH

GUPTA, SAT N

G4096

MME 502

LEC

NUMBER SYS: ELEM TEACHER

3.0 8:00-12:30P

MTWTHF KRATZER, RICHARD

7/3-B/18

0

6126-?n.

P34 1 1

M M E 514

LEC

LAB: PROJ ASPIRE CALCULUS II

3.0 10: 1 5-12:15P MTTHF

CHABOT, MAURICE J

7/3-7/28

P34 1 2

M M E 520

LEC

TEACH CALCULUS IN SEC SCH I

3.0 8:00-1 0:00A

CHABOT, MAURICE J

7/3-7/28

LEC

MUSIC IN THE EARLY YEARS

MUE 599

I02 Corthe/1 HaU

John Boden

Music
G4033

MTTHF

3.0 8:30-4:30P

MTWTHF FEIERABEND, JOHN

780-5269
an-a11 1

TBA

G4027

MUP 1 01 F APP

APPLIED MUSIC

1 .0

G402B

MUP 1 02 F APP

APPLIED MUSIC

2.0

TBA

G4029

MUP 201 F APP

APPLIED MUSIC

1 .0

TBA
TBA

G4030

MUP 201 F APP

APPLIED MUSIC

1 .0

G4031

MUP 202 F APP

APPLIED MUSIC

2.0

P3401

MUS 1 00GLEC

MUSIC APPREC AND HISTORY

3.0 8 : 1 5 - 1 1 :30A

MTW

COLE, RONALD F

7/3-7/28

P 1 405

MUS 1 03GLEC

INTRODUCTION TO JAZZ

3.0 12:30-3:45P

MTW

REEVES, SCOIT D

511 5-6/9

P 1 406

MUS 1 1 0F LEC

FUNDAMENTALS OF MUSIC

3.0 8:1 5-1 1 :30A

MTW

MARTIN, PETER J

511 5-6/9

G4032

MUS 498

IND

I N D EPENDENT STUDY

VAR

LEC

INTRO:PHIL THRU ITS HISTORY

3.0 4:00-6:40P

MW

TBA

TBA

47 Exeter Strtet

Robert Louden

Philosophy

JOHNSON, MARK S

780-4258
511 5-6/30

P 1 065

PHI 1 05 E

P 1 422

PHI 1 07E

LEC

I NTRO: WORLD PHILOSOPHY

3.0 1 2:30-3:45P

MTW

SIMON, PERCY J

5/1 5-6/9

P2005

PHI 1 07E

LEC

INTRO: WORLD PHILOSOPHY

3.0 12:30-3:45P

MW

SIMON, PERCY J

6126-8/4
7/3-8/1 8

P3037

PHI 1 09E

LEC

LAW POLITICS AND SOCIETY

3.0 7:00-9:40P

MW

BIGGIE, DENNIS

P3038

PHI 1 09E

LEC

LAW POLITICS AND SOCIETY

3.0 7:00-9:40P

TTH

BIGGIE, DENNIS

7/3-8/1 8

P3405

PHI 1 1 1 E

LEG

INTRO:PHIL READ & WRITING

3.0 1 2:30-3:45P

MTW

SCHROEDER, BRIAN

7/3-7/28

P 1 066

PHI 290

LEC

PROB IN PHIL:INTERP SECOND

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

SHETH, FALGUNI A

5/1 5-6/30

161 Science Building

Gerald Lasala

Physics

3.0 7:00-9:40P

780-4557

MW

LASALA, GERALD J

5/1 5-6/30
5/1 5-6/30

P 1 067

AST 1 00K LEC

ASTRONOMY

P 1 068

AST 1 03K LAB

ASTRONOMY:EXERCISES & EXPER 1 .0 7:00-9:40P

TH

LASALA, GERALD J

P 1 069

AST 1 03K LAB

ASTRONOMY:EXERCISES & EXPER 1 . 0 7:00-9:40P

T

LASALA, GERALD J

511 5-6/30

P 1 070

PHY 1 1 1 K LEC

ELEMENTS OF PHYSICS I

MWTH

LASALA, GERALD J

5/1 5-6/30

4.0 9:00-1 1 :45A

P 1 071

PHY 1 1 1 K LAB

ELEMENTS OF PHYSICS I

0.0 9:00-12:00P

T

LASALA, GERALD J

5/1 5-6/30

P 1 072

PHY 1 1 1 K LAB

ELEMENTS OF PHYSICS I

0.0 1 2:30-3:30P

T

LASALA, GERALD J

5/1 5-6/30

P3039

PHY 1 1 2

LEC

ELEMENTS OF PHYSICS II

4.0 9:00-1 1 :45A

MWTH

COAKLEY, ROBERT W

7/3-8/1 8

P3040

PHY 1 1 2

LAB

ELEMENTS OF PHYSICS II

0.0 9:00-12:00P

T

COAKLEY, ROBERT W

7/3-8/18

P4097

PHY 1 23

LEC

GENERAL PHYSICS I I

4 . 0 7:00-9:40P

MWTH

COAKLEY, ROBERT W

611 9-8/ 1 8 .

126 Bedford Stretr

James Roberts

Political Science

780-4194

INTRO TO AMER GOVERNMENT

3.0 8:15-1 1 :30A

MTW

WOSHINSKY, OLIVER H

POS 1 02J LEG

PEOPLE AND POLITICS

3.0 7:00-9:40P

TTH

STRACK,

POS 1 04J LEC

INTRO: INTERNATIONAL RELATIO

3.0 7:00-9:40P

MW

WILLIAMS, MICHAEL

7/3-8/18

LEC

GOVT AND POLS OF MAINE

3.0 8 : 1 5-1 1 :30A

MTW

COOGAN, WILLIAM

511 5-6/9

PRA

CONGRESSIONAL INTERNSHIP

6.0

TBA

PRA

WASHINGTON INTERNSHIP

VAR

COOGAN, WILLIAM

P3406

POS 1 01J LEC

P3041
P3042
P 1 423

POS 1 20

P4098

POS 355

P4099

POS 356

17

BLAKE

7/3-7/28
7/3-8/1 8

Psychology

506 Science Bui!Jing

William Gayton

780-4251

3.0 7:00-9:40P

MW

SYTSMA, DONALD

5/1 5-6/30

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY I

3.0 8: 1 5-1 1 :30A

MTW

SYTSMA, DONALD

5/1 5-6/9

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY I

3.0 8:15-1 1 :30A

MW

BROWN, SCOTT W

6/26-8/4

3.0 8:1 5-1 1 :30A

MTW

BROIDA, JOHN P

7/3-7/28

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY I

P 1 073

PSY 1 0 1 J LEC

P1 424

PSY 1 01 J LEC

P2008

PSY 1 01 J LEC

P3407

PSY 1 01 J LEC

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY I

F

5/1 5-6/30

P 1 076

PSY 1 02

G ENERAL PSYCHOLOGY II

3.0 4:00-6:40P

MW

GAYTON, WILLIAM

P1 074

PSY 201 D LEC

STATISTICS IN PSYCHOLOGY

3.0 4:00-6:40P

MW

HEARNS, JOSEPH F

5/15-6/30
5/1 5-6/30

LEC

P 1 075

PSY 201 D LEC

STATI STICS IN PSYCHOLOGY

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

HEARNS, JOSEPH F

P 1 447

PSY 330

LEC

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY

3.0 1 2:30-3:45P

MTW

THORNTON, WILLIAM

5/15-6/9

P1425

PSY 333

LEC

PSYCHOPATHOLOGY

3.0 8:15-1 1 :30A

MTW

GAYTON, WILLIAM

5/15-6/9

F

P41 00

PSY 365

LEC

PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY

3.0 4:00-5:50P

MW

BROIDA, JOHN P

6/12-8/16

P4101

PSY 400

LEC

SPORT PSYCHOLOGY

3.0 9:00-4:30P

THFS

GAYTON, WILLIAM F

6/22-6/24

CHILDHOOD PSYCHOPATHOLOGY 3.0 9:00-4:30P

THFS

GAYTON, WILLIAM

THFS

GAYTON, WILLIAM F

THIS IS A FEE COURSE.
P4102

PSY 400

LEC

F

6/29-7/1

THIS IS A FEE COURSE.
P4103

PSY 400

LEC

3.0 9:00-4:30P

HEALTH PSYCHOLOGY

5/1 8-5/20

THIS IS A FEE COURSE.
P4104

PSY 400

IND

I N D EPENDENT STUDY

VAR

BROIDA, JOHN P

P41 05

PSY 400

IND

I N D EPENDENT STUDY

VAR

THORNTON, WILLIAM

P4106

PSY 400

IND

I N DEPENDENT STUDY

VAR

HUTT, MICHELLE

P4107

PSY 400

IND

I N DEPENDENT STUDY

VAR

GAYTON, WILLIAM F

P41 08

PSY 401

IND

I N D EPENDENT STUDY

GAYTON, WILLIAM F

VAR

Cathy Siehold

Socid Work
P 10 1 7

SW0 1 01 J LEC

INTRO TO SOCIAL WELFARE

P1253

SW0 333 LEG

P1016

3.0 4:00-6:40P

319 Masterton Hall

(780-4762)

MW

BROOKS JR, FRANKLIN

5/1 5-6/30

SOCIAL WORK RESEARCH METHO 3.0 8:1 5-1 1 :30A

TTH

FAHERTY, VINCENT E

5/15-6/30

SW0 388 LEG

SUBSTANCE USE AND ABUSE

3.0 1 :00-3:40P

TTH

TBA

5/15-6/30

P4009

SW0 397 IND

I N DEPENDENT STUDY

VAR

P 1 252

SW0 399 LEG

CHILO WELFARE;ALCOHOL,DRUG

VAR 1 :00-3:45P

FAHERTY, VINCENT E
TTH

Peter Lehman

Sociology

ABEL, NANCY

J

5/15-6/30

120 Bedford Street

(780-4100)

P 1426

SOC 1 00J LEG

INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY

3.0 8:1 5-1 1 :30A

MTW

ANSPACH, DONALD F

P2009

SOC 1 00J LEG

I NTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY

3.0 1 2:30-3:45P

MW

LAZ, CHERYL

6/26-8/4

P3043

SOC 1 00J LEG

INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

BIRD, DONNA

7/3-8/ 1 8

5/15-6/9

P1077

SOC 2 1 0E LEG

GRIT THINKING ABOUT SOC ISS

3.0 7:00-9:40P

MTH

LEHMAN, PETER M

5/15-6/30

P 1 449

SOC 3 1 2

LEG

CLASS AND INEQUALITY

3.0 1 2:30-3:45P

MTW

ANSPACH, DONALD F

5/15-6/9

MTW

P 1 427

SOC 371

LEG

SOC MINORITY GROUPS

3.0 8:15-1 1 :30A

X41 1 2

SOC 389

LEG

LAW & SOCIETY IN ENGLAND

6.0

P41 1 3

THIS CLASS MEETS JULY 2-JULY 23 1 N SHEFFI ELD ENGLAND. THIS IS A FEE COURSE. CONTACT SUMMER SESSION (207)780-4076.
SOC 390 IND INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION I
VAR
TBA

Susan Picinich

Theatre

FULLAM, DAVID C

5/15-6/9

ANSPACH, DONALD F

7/2-7/23

Russell Hall

(780-5197)

P 1 429

THE 1 0 1 G LEG

INTRODUCTION TO DRAMA

3.0 4:00-7:15P

MTW

ROOTES, MINOR

P41 1 2

THE 102F LEG

ACTI NG:PERFORMANCE

3.0 6:00-9: 1 5P

MTWTH

KILROY, WILLIAM

P1078

THE 170F LEC

PUBLIC SPEAKING

3.0 7:00-9:40P

TTH

STEELE, WILLIAM

P1430

THE 170F LEC

PUBLIC SPEAKING

3.0 8 : 1 5-1 1 :30A

MTW

POWER, THOMAS A

5/1 5-6/9

P3044

THE 170F LEC

PUBLIC SPEAKING

3.0 7:00-9:40P

TTH

POWER, MATTHEW T

7/3-8/1 8

P3408

THE 170F LEC

PUBLIC SPEAKING

3.0 1 2:30-3:45P

MTW

KINNE, CHRISTENIA

7/3-7/28

M CHEKHOV'S ACTING TECHNIOU

3.0

KILROY, WILLIAM

6/23-7/2

G41 16 THE 399

IND

5/15-6/9

p

6/5-22.
5/1 5-6/30

THIS IS A FEE COURSE. CONTACT THE SUMMER SESSION OFFICE FOR DETAILS (207)780-4076.
G41 1 5 THE 492

PRA THEATRE INTERNSHIP

VAR

TBA

THE COURSES BELOW ARE PART OF READER'S THEATRE INSTITUTE IN LONDON.
THESE COURSES MEET JULY 9-JULY 22 AND ARE FEE COURSES. CONTACT SUMMER SESSION AT (207)780-4076.
X4240

THE 270F LEC

ORAL I NTERPRETATION

X41 13

THE 370

LEC

ADVANCED ORAL I NTERPRETATIO 3.0

X41 1 4

THE 371

LEC

READER'S THEATRE

3.0

X41 1 9

THE 599

LEC

TOPICS

READERS THEATRE

VAR

X4149

EPDI 5 1 3

LEC

TOPICS

READERS THEATRE

VAR 9:00-5:00P

INDEPENDENT STUDY

3.0

THEATR E PROJECT

VAR

X41 1 7

THE 490

!NO

X41 1 8

THE 491

!NO

IN
IN

Women's Studies

3.0

STUMP, WALTER R
STUMP, WALTER

STUMP, WALTER

Diana Long

WST 1301 LEC

INTRO TO WOMEN'S STUDIES

P 1 450

WST 345

GENDERING WAR;ENGENDERING P3.0 1 2 :30-3:45P

P4109

WST 470

!NO

STUMP, WALTER
MTWTHF STUMP, WALTER
STUMP, WALTER

P4241

LEC

INDEPENDENT STUDY

3.0 8 : 1 5- 1 1 :30A TTH
MTW

(780-4289)

CARROLL, LORRAYNE A

5/1 6 -6/22.

VAN WI EN EN, MARK

5/1 5-6/9

3.0

LONG, DIANA

WST 485

PRA WOMEN'S STUDIES INTERNSHIP

VAR

LONG, DIANA

P41 1 1

WST 486

THE

3.0

LONG, DIANA

18

A
A
A
A

94 Bedford Street

P41 1 0

THESIS IN WOMEN'S STUDIES

A

STUMP, WALTER R

School ofBusiness, Economics, and Management
Accounting

D. Bradlee Hodson

118 Bedford Street

(780-4750)

P1 096

ACC 201

LEC

PRINCIPLES FINANCIAL ACCOUN

3.0 7:00-9:40P

MW

POTTS, ANDREW

5/15-6/30

P3051

ACC 202

LEC

PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT AC 3.0 7:00-9:40P

MW

POTTS, ANDREW

7/3-8/1 8

P 1 097

ACC 301

LEC

INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING I

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

SANDERS, JOHN

5/15·6/30

P 1 098

ACC 3 1 3

LEC

FEDERAL TAX REPORTING

3.0 4:00-6:40P

MW

VIOLETTE, GEORGE R

5/15-6/30

P4126

ACC 395

PRA

INTERNSHIP I

VAR

HODSON, D BRADLEE

P4127

ACC 396

PRA

INTERNSHIP I I

VAR

HODSON, D BRADLEE

P4128

ACC490

IND

INDEPENDENT READ&RESEARCH

VAR

Associate Business Administration

HODSON, D BRADLEE

James Westfall

118 Luther Bonney

(780-4181)

P 1 093

ABU 1 0 1

LEC

PRING OF ECONOMICS I

3.0 7:00-9:40P

MW

MCKElL, RICHARD L

P 1 094

ABU 1 1 2

LEC

PRING FINANCIAL ACCT II

3.0 4:00-6:40P

MW

SANDERS, JOHN

5/15-6/30

P1 095

ABU 220

LEC

I NTRO TO BUSINESS FINANCE

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

GOLD, JOEL I

5/15·6/30

P4125

ABU 271

IND

INDEPENDENT STUDY

VAR

Business Administration

5/15-6/30

WESTFALL, JAMES R

Henry Parsons

522 Luther Bonney Hall (780-4328)

P 1 099

BUS 1 90

LEC

PERSONAL FINANCE

3.0 7:00-9:40P

MW

GOLD, JOEL I

5/15-6/30

P1 1 00

BUS 280

LEC

LEGAL ENVIRON OF BUSINESS

3.0 7:00-9:40P

MW

PERSONS, ALICE N

5/15-6/30

P4129

BUS 327

LEC

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

3.0 1 2:30-3:45P

MTW

FARINELLA, JOSEPH

7/10-8/9

P 1434

BUS 335

LEC

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

3.0 1 2:30-3:45P

MTW

LOMBARDO, GARY A

5/15-6/9

P 1 1 01

BUS 340

LEC

PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

CLAREY, RICHARD J

5/15-6/30

P1435

BUS 346

LEC

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

3.0 4:00-6:40P

MTTH

GROVER, RICHARD A

5/15-6/9

P 1 1 02

BUS 380

LEC

BUSINESS LAW I

3.0 7:00-9:40P

TTH

BOISVERT-GUAY, MONI

5/15-6/30

P4130

BUS 395

PRA

INTERNSHIP I

VAR

PARSONS, HENRY
PARSONS, HENRY

P41 3 1

BUS 396

PRA

INTERNSHIP II

VAR

P1436

BUS 450

LEC

BUSINESS MGT AND POLICY

3.0 8 : 1 5-1 1 :30A

MTW

VOYER, JOHN J

5/15-6/9

P41 32

BUS 452

LEC

ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR

3.0 4:00-7: 1 5P

MTTH

GROVER, RICHARD A

6/12-7/6

P4133

BUS 490

IND

INDEPENDENT READ&RESEARCH

VAR

PARSONS. HENRY

115 Luther Bonney Hall (780-4293)

Joseph Medley

Economics
P 1 1 03

EC0 201J LEC

PRING OF MACROECONOMICS

3.0 4:00-6:40P

MW

MEDLEY, JOSEPH E

5/15-6/30

P 1437

EC0 201J LEC

PRING OF MACROECONOMICS

3.0 1 2:30-3:45P

MTW

HILLARD, MICHAEL G

5/1 5-6/9

P3052

EC0 20 1 J LEC

PRING OF MACROECONOMICS

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

GOLDSTEIN, NANCE L

7/3-8/1 8

P 1 1 04

EC0 202J LEC

PRING OF MICROECONOMICS II

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

PHILLIPS, WILLIAM A

5/15-6/30

P 1438

EC0 202J LEC

PRING OF MICROECONOMICS II

3.0 8 : 1 5-1 1 :30A

MTW

MCKElL, RICHARD L

5/15-6/9
5/15-6/30

P 1 1 05

ECO 361

LEC

CASE STUDIES:INTERN DEVELOP

3.0 7:00-9:40P

MW

MEDLEY, JOSEPH E

P 1 1 06

EC0 370

LEC

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS

3.0 7:00-9:40P

TTH

PHILLIPS, WILLIAM A

5115-6/30

P 1 1 07

EC0 450

LEC

READINGS IN ECONOMICS

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

HILLARD, MICHAEL G

5/15-6/30

P4134

EC0 490

IND

I N DEPENDENT READ & RESEARCH VAR

Master's in Business Administration

MEDLEY, JOSEPH E

115 Luther Bonney Hall (780-4307)

Raymond Neveu

P4135

MBA 645

LEC

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

3.0 6:30-1 0:00P

MW

LOMBARDO, GARY A

5/15-6/2 1 .

P 1 1 08

MBA 648

LEC

ADV ORGANIZATIONAL ANALYSIS

3.0 7:00-10:00P

TTH

VOYER, JOHN J

5/1 5-6/30

P4136

MBA 691

IND

INDEPENDENT STUDY

VAR

NEVEU, RAYMOND

Core Curriculum
59 Exeter Street

Wayne Cowart
G 1 4 1 0 C O R 1 1 0J LEC

AGING I N AMERICA

3.0 8: 1 5- 1 1 :30A

MTW

BRADY, E MICHAEL

P4052

COR 1 1 9 F LEC

ILLUMINATED AUTOBIOGRAPHY

3.0 8:30-12:45P TWTHFM GILBERT, DENNIS C

P4214

COR 1 1 9 F LEC

ILLUMINATED AUTOBIOGRAPHY

3.0 8:30-12:45P

MTWTHF GILBERT, DENNIS C

G 1 232 COR 1 26J LEC

GLOBAL ENLIGHTENMENT

3.0 7:00-9:40P

TTH

NANNAY, ROBERT W

P 1 442

THE DOCUMENTARY:SOCIAL IMPA 3.0 8:15- 1 1 :30A

MTW

COLEMAN, LOREN

X4244

X4245

COR 1 27J LEC

ATKINSON, ROBERT G
COR 142J LEC SELF COMMUNITY & THE ENVIRO 6.0
THIS COURSE TAKES PLACE ON A 1 30' SCHOONER AND SAILS UP THE COAST OF MAINE.
THIS IS A FEE COURSE. CONTACT SUMMER SESSION FOR MORE INFO. (207)780-4076
ATKINSON, ROBERT G
COR 1 42K LEC SELF COMMUNITY & THE ENVIRO 6.0

(780-4477)
5/15-6/9
5/30-6/ 1 2
6/1 9 -30
5/15-6/30
5/15-6/9
7/21 -8fl

7/21 -Sfl

THIS COURSE TAKES PLACE ON A 1 30' SCHOONER AND SAILS UP THE COAST OF MAINE.
THIS I S A FEE COURSE. CONTACT SUMMER SESSION FOR MORE INFO. (207)780-4076

Schedule Legend

Each course listing contains the following in�ormation (refer t? headlin� at top ofe�ch column): campus o�off-campus location•; session number; course
reference number; course number; course utle; college; credtt hours; nme; days, Instructor, course meeting dates.
•p =

Portland campus; G = Gorham campus; T = Saco Center; S

=

Sanford Center; L = Lewiston-Auburn College;

X = other off-campus location.
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College ofEducation and Human Development
Human Resource Development

400 Bailey Hall

Zark VanZandt

(780-5316)

G 1 439

HAD 333J LEG

HUMAN GROWTH&D EVELOPMENT 3.0 1 2:30-3:45P

MTW

DAVIS, CAROL LYNN

5/15·6/9

G3053

HAD 333J LEG

HUMAN GROWTH&D EVELOPMENT 3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

SEARWAY, DIXIE

7/3-8/ 1 8

P42 1 6

HAD 333J LEG HUMAN GROWTH&DEVELOPMENT 3.0 7:00-9:40P

W

HORTON, SCOTT L

5/15-8/ 1 8

G1116

HRD 600

MW

CALLENDER , W D.

5/1 5-6/30

G41 45

HAD 603 LEG CONSULTATION
3.0
STEEGE, MARK
THIS CLASS MEETS TUESDAYS, MAY 1 5-JULY 1 1 FROM 4:00 TO 6:40P; JULY 17 AND JULY 1 8, 8:30A-4:00P

5/15-7/1 1

G4146

HAD 608

LEG

CAREER DEVELOPMENT

3.0 4:00·7 : 1 5P

MTTH

VANZANDT, C

7/17·8/1 0

G1117

HAD 620

LEG

FUND OF COUNS SKILLS

3.0 7:00·9:40P

MW

SUTTON, JOHN M

5/1 5·6/30

G1118

HAD 621

LEG

FUND OF COUNS THEORIES

3.0 4:00·6:40P

TTH

STEVENS, REID D

5/1 5·6/30

G20 1 3

HAD 622

LEG

COUNSELING YOUNG CHILDREN

3.0 8:15-1 1 :30A

MW

KATSEKAS, BETTE S

6/26·8/4

G1119

HAD 626

LEG

GROUP PROCESS & PROCEDURE

3.0 4:00·6:40P

TTH

SOUTHWORTH, ROBERT

5/1 5·6/30

G 1 1 20 HAD 627

LEG

GROUP COUNSELING

3.0 4:00-6:40P

MW

STEVENS, REID D

5/1 5·6/30

G 1 121

HAD 633

LEG

MANAGING ADULT EDU&HRD PROG 3.07:00-9:40P

MW

CALLENDER, W D.

5/15·6/30

G3059

HAD 660

LEG

LIFE SPAN DEVELOP I

3.0 7:00-9:40P

TTH

SEARWAY, DIXIE

7/3-8/1 8

G 1 1 09

HAD 665

LEG

PSY MEASURE & EVALUATION

3.0 4:00-6:40P

MW

SUTTON, JOHN M

5/15·6/30

G1110

HRD 671

LEG

PHYSICAL BASES OF BEHAVIOR

3.0 4:00·6:40P

MW

VESS, SUSAN M

5/1 5·6/30

G111 1

HRD 674

LEG

ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY

3.0 7:00·9:40P

MW

VESS, SUSAN M

5/1 5·6/30

G1112

HRD 674

LEG

ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY

3.0 4:00·6:40P

TTH

VESS, SUSAN M

5/15·6/30

G 4 1 37

HAD 686

PRA

INTERNSHIP IN COUNSEL EDU

VAR 4:00-6:30P W

KATSEKAS, BETTE S

HAD 687

PRA

INTERNSHIP IN ADULT EDUC

VAR

BRADY, E MICHAEL

G 4 1 38

LEG

ADULT EDUC & HUMAN RESOU

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TIMES AND DATES WILL BE ARRANGED.
G4261

HAD 688

PRA

INTERNSHIP SCHOOL PSYCHOLOG VAR

STEEGE, MARK

TIMES AND DATES WILL BE ARRANGED.
G4139

HAD 692

PRA ADV I N D IVIDUAL PRACTICUM

3.0

KATSEKAS, BETTE S

TIMES AND DATES WILL BE ARRANGED.
G1115

HAD 693

LEG

LIFE STORI ES/PEAS MYTHMAKIN

3.0 7:00-9:40P

G4262

HAD 697

IND

INDEP STUDY:ORIEN TO SCH PS

VAR

STEEGE, MARK

G4140

HAD 698

IND

DIRECTED STUDY I N HAD

VAR

BRADY, E MICHAEL

G41 4 1

HAD 699

IND

INDEPENDENT STUDY:SCHOOL PS VAR

STEEGE, MARK

G4142

HAD 699

IND

INDEPENDENT STUDY:ADULT ED

BRADY, E MICHAEL

G4143

HAD 699

IND

I N DEPENDENT STUDY:COUNS EDU VAR

G4144

HRDX623 LEG

MW

ATKINSON, ROBERT G

5/1 5·6/30

TIMES AND DATES WILL BE ARRANGED.

PLAY THERAPY

Physical Education
X4156

PHE 325

LEC

VAR
3.0 8:00-S:OOP

KATSEKAS, BETTE S
MTWTHF FALL, MARIJANE

Nona Lyons

WORKSHOP IN EXPER EDUC

7/10-7/14

500 Bailey Hall

(780-5301)

3.0 8:30·4:30P

MTWTHF

3.0 8:30·4:30P

MTWTH F BOUCHARD, JOEY A

5/29·6/2

3.0 8:30-4:30P

MTWTHF BOUCHARD, JOEY A

6/19·23

3.0 8:30-4:30P

MTWTHF BOUCHARD, JOEY A

5/15-19

BOUCHARD, JOEY A

5/22·26

THIS I S A FEE COURSE.
X4157

PHE 325

LEC

WORKSHOP IN EXPER EDUC

THIS IS A FEE COURSE.
X4158

PHE 325

LEC

WORKSHOP IN EXPER EDUC

THIS I S A FEE COURSE.
X4160

PHE 353

LEC

TEACH TRAINING EXP EDUC

Professional Education

Margo Wood

G2014

EDU 5 1 0

LEC

DEVELOP COMPOSITION P ROCESS3.0 8 : 15-1 1 :30A

G2018

EDU 5 1 4

LEC

G41 6 1

EDU 524
EDU 529

G4162

218 Bailey Hall
MW

(780-5300)

WOOD, MARGO

TEACH READ&WRIT CONTENT ARE 3.0 8:1 5-1 1 :30A TTH

6/26-8/4

MACARTHUR, SUSANN E

6/26-8/4

LEC

SUPERVISED PRACT IN LITERAC

3.0

O'DONNELL, MICHAEL

LEC

READING WRITING WORKSHOP

6.0 8:30-12:30P

MTWTHF O'DONNELL, MICHAEL

THIS CLASS MEETS JUNE 29 A N D 30; AND JULY 3-AUGUST 4.
G 1 225

EDU 560

LEC

METHODS O F TEACH. SECOND LA 3.0 4:00·6:40P

MW

BOUCHARD, DONALD L

5/15·6/30

P 1 226

EDU 561

LEG

ASPECTS OF THE ENGLISH LANG

3.0 4:00·6:40P

TTH

WEYAND, ARTHUR

EDU 600

LEC

RESEARCH METHODS&TECHNIQ

3.0 4:00·6:40P

MW

5/15·6/30

G 1 227

COHEN, LIBBY

5/1 5·6/30

G4217

EDU 600

LEG

RESEARCH METHODS&TECHNIO

3.0

G4163

STEEGE, MARK
THIS CLASS MEETS MAY 16, 23, 30; JUNE 6,13, 20, 27; JULY 1 1 ; 7:00P-9:40P; JULY 19 & 21 8:00A-4:30P
EDU 6 1 0 LEC CRITICAL ISSUES:TCHGILEARNI
3.0
AMOROSO, HENRY C
THIS CLASS MEETS MAY 20AND J U N E 3, 9:00A-4:00P; AND JUNE 26-30, 9:00A-2:00P
EDU 6 1 7

LEC

TEACHING·MIDDLE LEVEL SCHOO 3.0 8:00-4:00P

MTWTHF MAJOR, CHERIE R

G 1 228

EDU 621

G2016

E D U 622

LEC

LITERACY PROBLEMS

3.0 4:00-6:30P

MW

AMOROSO, HENRY C

LEC

LANG/LITERACY YOUNG CHILD

3.0 8: 15-1 1 :30A

MW

5/1 5-6/30

SMITH, SUSAN L

G2017
G4165

EDU 630

LEC

ORGANIZE LITERACY I N STRUCT

3.0 12:30-3:45P

TTH

6/26·8/4

HONAN, ELLEN M

EDU 633

LEC

SPECIAL APPLIC IN READING

VAR

G4264

EDU 671

LEC

ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR

3.0 4:00-6:40

G 1229

EXE 6 1 1

LEC

G 1 230

EXE 61 5

LEC

G41 64

G41 74

8/14-18

6/26·8/4
TBA

TTH

CARD, RICHARD

NATURE AND NEEDS EXC LEARNE 3.0 7:00·9:40P

MW

5/30-7/ 1 8

COHEN, LIBBY

CLASSROOM & BEHAVIOR MGMT

MW

5/1 5·6/30

LYONS, CHARLES M

3.0 4:00·6:40P

5115·6/30
LEC COMMUNICATIN G & DEAFNESS
3.0
REES, TONI H
THIS CLASS MEETS MAY 1 5, 1 7.24,31; JUNE 5, 12,14,26,28, A N D JUNE 8 I N AUGUSTA, AND JUNE 19 I N WATERVILLE.
CONTACT SUMMER SESSION FOR CLASS MEETING TIMES AT (207)780-4076
EXE 640

Schedule Legend

Each course listing contains the: following i nfor�tion (refer to he�dline at top of each �olumn): campus or off-campus location'; session number;
course reference number; course number; course mle; college; credtt houn; nmc:; days, mstructor, coune meeting dates.

•p

=

Portland campus; G

=

Gorham campus; T = Saco Center; S

=

Sanford Center; L

20

=

lewiston-Auburn College; X

=

other oH-carnpus loca�on.

,
J

G41 7 1

EXE 684

LEC

X1245

EXE 685

SEM ADV SEMINAR IN SPECIAL EDUC

3.0

EXE 687

LEC

3.0 8:30-4:30P

G4172

ADMINISTRATION IN SPEC ED

3.0 8:00-4:00P

MWTHFS LYONS, CHARLES M

CONTACT SUMMER SESSION FOR TIMES AND DATES AT (207 ) 780-4076.
TECH IN SPEC EDU & REHAB

MTWTH

7/3-7/8

REES, TONI H

5/15-6/30

SPENCINER, LORAI N E

T H I S CLASS MEETS JULY 24-27,31 , AUGUST 1 FROM 8:00-4:30.
G 4 1 73

EXE 688

PRA

INTERNSHIP IN EXCEPTIONALIT

VAR

G 1 23 1

EXE 694

LEC

VOC EDU SPECS NEEDS STUD

3.0 4:00-6:40P

Teacher Education

'
J

COHEN, LIBBY
TTH

Nona Lyons

HARVEY, M ICHAEL W

5/1 5-6/30

500 Bailey Hall

(780-5301)

G4248

E D U 200

LEC

STUDIES-EDUC FOUNDATIONS

3.0 12:30-3:45P

MTWTH

COLUCCI, N ICHOLAS D

5/1 5-6/1

G 1 440

EDU 2 1 0

LEC

THEORETICAL FOUND LEARN

3.0 8 : 1 5-1 1 :30A

MTW

MORRILL, DAVID

5/1 5-6/9

G 4 1 53

E D U 300

LEC

MEDIA AND TECHNOLOGY

3.0 4:00-7: 1 5P

MTW

STEBBINS, BARBARA D

7/17-8/9

G 1 223

E D U 308

LEC

SCIENCE FOR CHILDREN

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

HOWICK, THOMAS

5/15-6/30

G 4 1 55

E D U 335

LEC

EXCEPT STUDENT IN CLASSROOM 3.0

PRINCE, SANFORD J

THIS CLASS MEETS MAY 30; JUNE 1 ,6,8,13,1 5,20,22,27,29 AT 7:00-9:40 PM AND JULY 5,6,7 AT 8:00-12:00 NOON ..
P 1 224

E D U 336

LEC

CHILDREN'S LITERATURE

3.0 7:00-9:40P

MW

MARTIN, JOYCE

5/15-6/30

G1441

E D U 358

LEC

TEACH SOCIAL STUDIES ELEM S

3.0 1 1 :30-3:00P

MTW

MAJOR, CHERIE R

5/1 5-6/9

P4123

ESL 398

LEC

INTENSIVE HIGHER INTERMED E

3.0 8:30-1 1 :30A

MTWTH

Proftssional Development Center
P4222

EDUX676 LEC

George Lyons

SCHOOL LAW

3.0 4:00-8:00P

WEYAND, ARTHUR

6/26-7/28

305 Bailey Hall
MTH

(780-5326)

KOPP, DONALD

THIS CLASS MEETS MAY 25; JUNE 1 ,5,8,12,15,1 9,29; JULY 6-10.
G4200

EPD 503

LEC

ARTS EDUCATION INSTITUTE

3.0 8:30-4:00P

MTWTHF FULLAM, CHARLOTTE G

THIS CLASS MEETS JUNE 26-30 AND OCTOBER 28.
G4202

E P D 542

LEC

CULTURE OF SCHOOLS

3.0 8:30-4:30P

WTHFMT HANNAH, MARY

7/26-8/1

X4221

EPD 562

LEC

COMPARATIVE CURR INSTITUTE

3.0 8:30-4:30P

MTWTHF BROYLES, INDIA L

7/10-7/ 1 4

G4203

EPD 564

LEC

COUNS TRAUM/DISORDER CHILDR 3.0 8:30-4:30P

MTWTHF HORNE, ARTHUR

7/24-7/28

G4204

EPDI501

LEC

COOPERATIVE LEARNING

3.0 8:30-4:30P

MTWTHF PICKERING, JOHN

7/31 -8/4

P4205

EPDI517

LEC

COMPUTER NETWORKING

3.0 9:00-2:00P

MTWTHF SHEDLETSKY, LEONARD

7/24-8/4

G4206

E PDI527

LEC

EDUC IMP STUD LANG LLD

3.0 8:30-4:00P

WTHFMT BRAY, CANDICE

X4207

EPDI548

LEC

LEADER TRAIN-EXPERIENTIAL E

VAR 8:30-4:30P

MTWTHF BOUCHARD, JOEY A

7/1 9-7/2 1 , 24, 25
7/24-7/28

THIS IS A FEE COURSE.
G41 91

EPDI557

LEC

FOXFIRE APPROACH: LEVEL I

3.0 8:30-4:30P

MTWTHF WENTWORTH, MARYLYN

7/31 -8/1 1

X4223

EPDI557

LEC

FOXFIRE APPROACH LEVEL I

3.0 8:30-4:30P

MTWTHF TBA

7/1 1 -7/22

3.0 8:30-4:30P

MTWTHF TBA

7/31 -8/1 1

THIS CLASS MEETS JULY 1 1 -22 1N LEE MAINE.
X4224

EPDI557

LEC

FOXFIRE APPROACH LEVEL I

THIS CLASS MEETS JULY 3 1 -AUGUST 1 1 IN FARMINGTON MAINE.
G41 94

EPI 507

LEC

PORTFOLIOS IN THE CLASSROOM 3.0 8:30-2:30P

MTWTHF LOUGHLIN, SALLY H

THIS CLASS MEETS JULY 1 7-21 ; ONE SATURDAY IN FALL TBA.
P4197

EPI 526

LEC

CONFLICT RESOUMEDIATION

3.0 8:30-4:30P

MTWTHF MOORE, DOROTHY D

P4175

EPI 528

LEC

AUTISM & SEVERE DISAB:STRAT

3.0 8:00-3:00P

MTW

G4176

EPI 529

LEC

CRITICAL & CREATIVE THIN KIN

3.0 8:30-4:30P

MTWTHF DRAPEAU, PATTI B

7/1 7-7/2 1

P4220

EPI 530

LEC

COMMUN SKILLS FOR CLASSRM T 3.0 8:30-4:30P

MTWTHF WEST, RICHARD

6/26-6/30

G41 80

EPI 545

LEC

MAC COMPUTER IN THE CLASSRO 3.0 8:00-4:00P

MTWTHF WAN DERMAN, RICHARD

7/1 0-7/1 4

G41 81

EPI 546

LEC

EDUC IMP STUD LLD: II

ANDERSON, STEPHEN

6/26-6/30
8n-8/1 1 ; 1 on

BRAY, CANDICE

3.0

THIS CLASS MEETS ON JUNE 28,29,30 AND JULY 5,6,7.
3.0 8:00-4:00P

EPI 547

LEC

USING HYPERCARD IN EDUC

G41 83 EPI 548

LEC

MEDIA TECH FOR CLASSROOM TC 3.0 8:30-3:30P

G41 82

MTWTHF WANDERMAN, RICHARD
WTHF

7/1 7-7/21

STEBBINS, BARBARA D

THIS CLASS MEETS ON JULY 1 9-21 AND OCTOBER 7,14.
G 4 1 84

EPI 549

LEC

CAREER DEVELOPMENT PORTFOLI3.0 8:30-1 :OOP

P41 85

EPI 550

LEC

DIVERSITY IN SCHOOLS

3.0 8:30-3:00P

MTWTHF VANZANDT, C

7/1 7-7/27

MTWTHF TBA

THIS CLASS MEETS ON JULY 1 0- 1 4 AND SEPTEMBER 23.
G 4 1 86

EPI 551

LEC

BEHAVIOR THERAPY

3.0 8:30-4:00P

MTWTHF STEEGE, MARK

7/31 -8/4

G421 9

EPI 554

LEC

PLAN INTERGATED CURR:9-12

3.0 8:30-4:30P

MTWTHF TBA

7/31 -8/4

G4247

EPI 558

LEC

FOXFIRE APPROACH:LEVEL II

3.0 8:00-4:00P

MTWTHF TBA

LEC GERONT INST:DEATH,BEREAVMEN 3.0 8:00-5:00P
H R DX601 LEC MARKETING ADULT & CONT EDUC 3.0 8:00-5:00P
THIS CLASS MEETS ON JULY 21 ,28 AND AUGUST 4,1 1 , 1 8.

G4 1 79 H R D 554

\
J

P4225

MTWTHF BRADY, E MICHAEL
F

SPEAR, JOANNE K

6/26-6/30

Lewiston/Auburn College
51-55 Westminster Street

(783-4860)

Lewiston

L1006
L1030

ENG 1 00C LEC

COLLEGE WRITING

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

RAIMON, EVE

ENG 120H LEC

I NTRO TO LITERATURE

3.0 7:00-9:40P

MW

BENDZELA, MICHAEL

L 1 409

E N G 120H LEC

I NTRO TO LITERATURE

3.0 9:00-12:15P

MTTH

FOWLER, MARYLEE C

L1240

GEO 1 20J LEC

G EOGRAPHY OF MAINE

3.0 7:00-9:40P

TTH

RICHARD, WILFRED

5115-6/30
5115-6/30
5/15-6/9
5115-6/30
5/15-6/9

L1407

H R D 333J LEC

MTTH

HITCHCOCK, JAN

L1 003

HTY 1321

LEC

U.S. HISTORY SINCE 1 877

3.0 7:00-9:40P

MW

LIMANNI, ANTHONY M

L1445

HUM 1 99

LEC

LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY

3.0 9:00-2:00P

MTTH

DEWATERS, JERE

L1 443

HUM 205

LEC

CREATIVE WRITIN G:POETRY

3.0 9:00-1 2:15P

MTTH

L4041

HUM 398

IND

I N DEPENDENT STUDY

3.0

HUMAN GROWTH&DEVELOPMENT 3.0 9:00-12:15P

PELLETIER, HELEN E
SCHAIBLE, ROBERT

L1031

ITP 330

LEC

PRODUCTION CONTROL

3.0 7:00-9:40P

MW

WALLEY, DAVID R

L1239

LAC 1 50

LEC

MICROCOMP & APPLICATIONS

3.0 7:00-9:40P

TTH

WHITEHOUSE, NANCY L

L1238

LAC 1 99

LEC

RESPONDING TO EMERGENCIES

3.0 4:00-6:40P

MW

DEMERS. KATHY A

L421 6

MAT 1 00D LEC

COLLEGE ALGEBRA

3.0 9:00-12:15P

MWTH

TRUE, MICHAEL D

MOS 385

INTERNSHIP IN MOS

VAR

L4042

PRA

21

SCHAIBLE, ROBERT

5/1 5-6/30
5/15-6/9
5115-6/9
511 5-6/30
5/15-6/30
5/1 5-6/30
7/10-8/3

SCHAIBLE, ROBERT

L4043

MOS 398

INDEPENDENT STUDY

VAR

l1 444

MUS 100GLEC

MUSIC APPREC AND HISTORY

3.0 9:00-12: 1 5P

MTTH

VERRET, JULIE

L1 004

POS 1 0 1 J LEC

INTRO TO AMER GOVERNMENT

3.0 1 :00-3:40P

MW

DRUKER, MARVIN J

5/1 5-6/30

L1 408

SBS 301

LEC

ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY

3.0 9:00-12:15P

MTTH

ORAN, HOWARD

5/1 5-6/9

l1 241

SBS 302

LEC

EATING ATTITUDES&BEHAVIOR

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

GALLING, ANITA

5/1 5-6/30

L4044

SBS 385

PRA

INTERNSHIP

VAR

L4045

SBS 398

IND

INDEPENDENT STUDY

VAR

l1005

SCI 1 00K LEC

NATURAL SCIENCE TOPICS

4.0 4:00-6:30P

TTH

6:30-8:30P

TTH

IND

5/1 5-6/9

SCHAIBLE, ROBERT
SCHAIBLE, ROBERT

L4250

SCI 1 05

LEC

BASIC CHEMISTRY

1 .0 3:00-5:30P

L4046

SCI 252

LEC

MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY

4.0 1 1 :30-2:00P TTH

T

8:00-1 1 :00A TTH

MINKOFF, Ell C

5/1 5-6/30

HOLMAN, MARY

7/1 1 -8/22

MUELLER-SHORE, PEG

7/1 1-8/24

L4048

SCI 385

PRA

3.0

TBA

GREENWOOD, HELEN L

L4049

SCI 400

S E M SENIOR S E MINAR

3.0

TBA

GREENWOOD, HELEN

L42 1 5

SCI 450

LEC

3.0 8:00-12:00P

TWTH

GREENWOOD, HELEN L

Edmund S.

SCIENCE INTERNSHIP
SCIENCE IN THE CLASSROOM

7/1 1 - 8/1

Muskie Institute ofPublic Affairs
Richard E. Barringer

622 Law School

PPM 601

LEC

APPLIED STAT MGMT & POLICY

3.0 5:00-8:30

P 1 248

PPM 6 1 5

LEC

MANAGING THE HUMAN ORGANI

P 1 249

PPM 634

LEC

MANAGING AMERICAN CITY

P4232

PPM 695

IND

INDEPENDENT STUDY

VAR

P4233

PPM 696

PRA

INTERNSHIP

VAR

TBA

P4234

PPM 699

LEC

CAPSTONE PROJECT

3.0

TBA

P4235

L

78(}-4380

TTH

LAPLANTE, JOSEPHINE

3.0 4:00-6:40P

MW

BARRINGER, RICHARD

5/15-6/30

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

BUBIER, JOHN D

5/15-6/30

6/1 -7/1 3

TBA

School ofNursing
Patricia A. Geary

Nursing

Masterton Hall

78(}-4130

HUMAN NUTRITION

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

BURSON, JANET Z

5/30-7/1 2

LEC

TOTAL HEALTH ASSESSMENT

2.0 8:30- 1 0 :20A

MW

CHILDS, JANIS

5/15-6/30

LAB

TOTAL HEALTH ASSESSMENT LAB 2.0

TBA

5/15-6/30

LEC

TRANSITIONS FOR OPTION STUD

HEALY, PHYLLIS

P4231

NFS 252

LEC

P 1 025

NUR 209

P 1 026

NUR 2 1 0

P4034

NUR 299

2.0

THIS CLASS MEETS MAY 1 0,12,1 9, AT 9:00A-12:00P AND AUGUST 30-31 AT 9:00A-4:00P
P1 246

NUR 301

LEC

SOCIOCULTURAL ISSUES IN NSG

3.0 1 :00-3:30P

TTH

SKONER, MARTHA

5/15-6/30

P 1 089

NUR 302

LEC

PHARMACOLOGY

3.0 1 :00-3:30P

MW

HEALY, PHYLLIS

5/15-6/30

P4035

NUR 304

LEC

RN TRANSITION

5.0 8:30-4:30P

FS

RODGERS, MARIANNE

THIS CLASS MEETS MAY 20; JUNE 3 , 1 0, 1 7, 24; AUGUST 18, 1 9
P3049

NUR 330

LEC

MENTAL HEALTH NURSING

2.0

TBA

7/3-8/1 8

P3050

NUR 331

LAB

MENTAL HLTH NURSING LAB

2.0

TBA

7/3-8/1 8

P 1 028

N U R 340

LEC

ADULT HLTH NURS IN THE COMM

2.0 1 :00-2:50P

P 1 029

NUR 3 4 1

LAB

ADULT HEALTH NUR IN COMM LA

2.0

MTH

MOODY, KIMBERLY M

5/15-6/30

TBA

5/15-6/30
5/15-6/30

P 1 027

NUR 356

LEC

CONCEPTS I N COMMUNITY HEALT 3.0 5:00-7:40P

MW

KEITH, ANNE

P4040

NUR 395

IND

DI RECTED STUDY

M

GEARY, PATRICIA

P 1 090

N U R 401

LEC

H EALTH RELATED RESEARCH

3.0 8:30-1 1 :OOA

MTH

VINES, SUSAN

5/1 5-6/30

P 1 091

NUR 402

LEC

ADULT HEALTH NURSING

2.0 8:30-10:30A

MTH

HEALY, PHYLLIS

5/1 5-6/30

P 1 092

NUR 403

LAB

ADULT HEALTH NURSING LAB

2.0

TBA

5/15-6/30

P4036

NUR 41 7

LAB

RN COMMUNITY HEALTH CLINIC

4.0

TBA

FUNDAMENTAL NURSING SKILLS

2.0

NORMANDEAU, JEANNE

5/15-26.

2.0

TBA

5/30-7/12.

CORNMAN, JANE

5/1 9,20,2 1 ; 8/12 , 1 3

VAR 3:00-4:00P

P4037

NUR 420

LAB

P4230

N U R 480

PRA PRACTICUM

P4120

NUR 595

LEC

THERAPEUTIC TOUCH INSTITUTE

3.0

P 1 080

NUR 602

LAB

ADV PATHOIHEALTH ASSESS

4.0 9:00-5:00P

T

DERAPS, PENNY

5/1 5-6/30

P 1 081

NUR 602

LAB

ADV PATHOIHEALTH ASSESS

4.0 9:00-5:00P

T

LAWSON, MARJOR I E T

5/1 5-6130

P 1 082

NUR 603

S E M NURSING THEORY

3.0 9:00-1 1 :30A TTH

THOMPSON, JANICE

5/15-6/30

P 1 083

NUR 607

S E M A D V ROLES IN NURSING

3.0 1 :00-3:30P

HEALY, PHYLLIS

5/15-6/30

P4122

N U R 694

THE

THESIS CONTI NUATION

P4 1 2 1

N U R 695

IND

DIRECTED STUDY

Recr�ation & Leisure StuJies
P3409

REC 1 2 1

LEC

VAR

TTH

TBA

VAR

TBA

LintLz R. Meyer

G24 l'tfasterton HaU

INTRO TO THE RAP REC SERVICE

3.0 8:15- 1 1 :30A

MTW

MCCULLOUGH, WILLIAM

780-4172
7/3-7/28

P 1 079

REC 2 1 6

LEC

EMERGENCY RESPONSE

3.0 4:00-6:40P

MW

JORDAN, PERCIVAL

REC 2 1 6

LEC

EMERGENCY RESPONSE

5/1 5-6/30

P3046

3.0 4:00-6:40P

MW

JORDAN, PERCIVAL

7/3-81 1 8

P 1 254

REC 2 1 9

LEC

PERSONAL FITNESS

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TTH

LEC

P ERSONAL FITNESS

3.0 8 : 1 5- 1 1 :30A

5/1 5-6130

REC 2 1 9

TTH

WELLS, CHRIS

P20 1 0

WELLS, CHRIS

6/26-814

P4229

REC 295

PRA

INTERNSHIP

VAR

TBA

TBA

REC 495

PRA

INTERNSHIP

VAR

5/1 5-7/28

P4228

TBA

RICHESON, NANC'r'

5/15-8118

Schedule legend

Eoch courn: lisringconr.:>iru the following inform3tion (tcfcno ht3dline at top of e>ch column): ampus or off-c:1111pus location'; sasion numba;ccu=
reference numbc:r; cour�e numb.:r; cOUr\C IItle; college; credit hours; nme: d•}�. Instructor, cours< meeting d3rc:s.

•p = Portland campus; G = Gorham campus; T = Saco Cenler; S = Sanford Center; L
X = other olf·carnpus locat•on.

22

= Lewiston-Aubum College;

School ofApplied Science
Ah-Kau Ng

Applied Medical Sciences
P4012

A I M 630

LEC

MEDICAL IMMUNOLOGY

117 Science Building

3.0

780-4499

NG, AH·KAU

TIME A N D DATE TO BE DETERMINED WITH STUDENTS.
P4013

AIM 631

LAB

MEDICAL I M MUNOLOGY LAB

3.0

NG, AH·KAU

TIM E AND DATE TO BE DETERMINED WITH STUDENTS.
P4014

AIM 697

IND

I NDEPENDENT STUDY

VAR

NG, AH-KAU

P4015

AIM 698

THE

THESIS

VAR

NG, AH-KAU

Computer Science
P1019

COS 1 0 1 D LEC

Charles Welty

224 Science Building

(780-4499)

QUANT DEC MAKING W/ COMPUTE 3.0 1 2:20-3:00P

MW

WELTY, CHARLES

511 5-6/30

P1 020

COS 120E LEC

DEDUCTIVE LOGIC

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TIH

FENNER, STEPHEN

511 5-6/30

P 1 021

COS 160

LEC

STRUCT PROB SOLVE-PASCAL

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TIH

BRIGGS, DAVID A

5115-6/30

P30 1 1

COS 1 61

LEC

ALGORITHMS IN PROGRAMMING

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TIH

BRIGGS, DAVID A

7/5·8/1 8

P1 022

COS 1 70

LAB

STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING LAB 1 .0 4:30-6:30P

W

TBA

5115-6/30

P1 023

COS 2 1 1

LEC

THE C PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 3.0 4:00-6:40P

MW

WELTY, CHARLES

5115-6/30

P1 404

COS 2 1 2

LEC

UNIX OPERATING SYSTEM

TIH

HOUSER, STEPHEN A

5/1 5-6/9

Engineering
G 1 233

ELE 444

1 .0 4:30-6: 15P

James Smith
LEC

ANALOG INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

3.0 5:30-8:00P

IND

INDEPENDENT STUDY

VAR

106A Technology Center (780-5584)
TIH

Andrew Anderson

Technology

GUVENCH, MUSTAFA G

101 Technology Center

5115-6/30

(780-5440)

G4001

ATE 460

G4002

ATEI381

LEC

METH & MAT INSTRUCT VOC EDU

3.0 8:30-4:00P

G4003

IEP 699

IND

INDEPENDENT STUDY

VAR

G4007 ITE 653

LEC

PROBLEMS IN TECH. ED

3.0 9:00-4:30P

MTWTHF ZANER, JOHN A

6/26-30

G 1 00 1

ITP 350

LEC

CONFERENCE LEADING

3.0 7:00-9:40P

MW

CARTER, RICHARD H

5115-6/30

G 1 002

ITS 321

LEC

WORKPLACE DESIGN ERGONOM

3.0 7:00-9:40P

TIH

MOORE, WILLIAM H

5115-6/30

G4004

ITI 440

PRA RELATED EXPERIINTERNSHIP

G4005

ITII440

LEC

RELATED OCCUPATION EXPER

BAZINET, GREGORY P
MTWTHF BAZINET, GREGORY P
NAN NAY, ROBERT W

VAR

CARTER, RICHARD H

VAR

BAZINET, GREGORY P

817·1 8

Learning Assistance Program
301 Payson Smith Hall

Robert Lemelin
P3012

ABU 1 1 9

LEC

BUSINESS COMMUNICATION

3.0 4:00-6:40P

MW

LEMELIN, ROBERT

780-4689
713·8/18

P3013

ENG 009A LEC

DEVELOPMENTAL ENGLISH

3.0 7:00-9:40P

MW

SOULIERE, YVONNE

7/3-8/1 8

P301 4

FRS 1 00

FRESHMAN SEMINAR

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TIH

DENNISON, RICHARD A

713·811 8

PRE-CALCULUS MATHEMATICS

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TIH

PARAS, TAXIA E

7/3·811 8

LEC

Saco/Biddford Center
T3058

MAT 1 40 D LEC

Sanford Center
F2001

MAT 0 1 0

LEC

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

3.0 8:15- 1 1 :30A

MW

DAVIS, MARY

6126-6/4

F3009

PSY 1 02

LEC

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY II

3.0 4:00-6:40P

TIH

GAYTON, WILLIAM F

7/3·8/1 8

F1 024

THE 1 70F LEC

PUBLIC SPEAKING

3.0 6:00-8:30P

MW

STEELE, WILLIAM P

511 5-6/30

Registration Begins April 24, 1995
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Course
Descriptions

ART 151 Fundamental Drawing I
A studio introduction to drawing, including the basic

ART 249 2-D, 3-D Figure Study

A studio course of figure study including drawing,
modeling. readings in artistic anatomy; supplemented
by historical study of figurative art.
Cr 3

This course will use the visual book, or artist's book, as
a medium for personal expression. Students will use 2D
and 3D skills to develop a collection of unique books
made with a variety of materials. Binding techniqu<s,
visual transition, and color theory will be covered as
materials and methods for book arts. Prerequisite: art
core or permission of instructor.
Cr 3

College of
Arts and Sciences

ART 259 Landscape Drawing

ART 363 Painting/Watercolor

elements ofline, tone, design, and representation. Cr 3

American and
New England Studies

Note: All students who have not been accepted into the
American and New England Studies Program must have
wrirten permission from the director before taking any
AmeriCill and New England Studies course.

ANE.S 650 Transplanting New England Culture

This course will examine New England's historical and
cultural influence on other regions ofAmerica and other
p= ofthe world. New Englanders have transplanted
their values, culture and institutions to geographical
areas outside of the region. Indeed, New Englanders
sometimes exercised a kind ofcultural imperialism out
side of the region. This course will examine the experi
ence and influence ofNew England seeders, missionar
ies, teachers, seafarers., entrepreneurs and politicians in
the West, South, Paci£c and abroad.
Cr 3

This course will concentrate on drawing the landscape at
Wolfe's Neck Farm and other Maine locations. Assigned
problems will focus on aspects ofthe following: pictorial
composition and design, analysis oflandscapeforms and
structures, and methods for creating the lllusion of
outdoor light and space. A variety of both wet and dry
media will be used. Included wlll be daily critiques,
illustrated talks with original works, as well as slides of
Masters and museum visits. Prerequisite: art core or
permission of instructor.
Cr 3

as related to visual perception and tedmique. Prerequi
site: Art core.
Cr 3

ART 412 Topics in Studio Art: Haystack
EPDI 549 Art Education: Haystack

An introduction to basic aspects of the painting process

r

ART 269 Landsca • Painting

An investigation o the painting process as related to

visual perception ofthe natural environment. This cot1rse
will take place outside at Wolfe Neck Farm. Students
planning to purs11e a degree in art must take the An Core
Cr 3
prior to registering for this course.

Biology

straints of human performance. This course does not
seiVe as a prerequisite for BIO 1 07 or BlO 2 1 1 . Cr 3
BIO 102K Biological Experiences

Laboratory studies to complement and lllustrate L�e
concepts presented in BIO I O I K and BIO lOOK. Pre
requisite: prior or concurrent registration in BIO l O IK
or BIO lOOK.
Cr3

Completion of a rwo-sem<ster project that may be an
independent project or that may combine independent
study and work in a historical society, a museum, a
cultural organization, or other public or private institu
tion. In consultation with an advisor, thescudentdefines
and develops the project in relation to his or her particu
lar interest in New England Studies.
Cr 6

BIO 1()5K Biological Principles I
An introduction to scientific principles 11nderlying the
unity and diversiryof life. Prereq11isite: students must

have fulftlled the University minimum proficiency re
Cr 3
quirements in writing and mathematics.

A'IES 695 Thesis

The prodtlct of original research, the thesis should
embodyan interdisciplinarycombination ofapproaches
Cr 6
and/or materials.

1

ARH 1 1 1G Art History: Prehistoric to Medieval

Examination and discussion of the painting. sc tllte
and archi tecture &om prehistoric cultures throu the
Middle Ages. The co11ne emphasizes the relations ip of
the visual arts ro social, political, religious and culture
trends, and introduces students to various methods ofart
h�toric.al interpretation_
Cr 3

ARH 1 12G Art History: Renaissance to Modem
A continuation of ARH I l l G rrom the Renaissance

through the 20th century. In both semesters of the
ocarnples of architecture and sculpture, paint
in!;<. etc. are used as the basis of inquiry.
Cr 3

course,

Sdected experienc<s using original works, lecture, panel
discussions, slides, films, and other means to confront
the student with the significance of the visual arts in
human history. The aim of the course is to involve
studentsindircctexperiences affecringtheirown percep
Cr 3
tion of visu.al form.

(2-D)
the basic elements of two

ART 14lF Fundamental Design I

A studio introduction

m

dimensional and color rdationships.

BIO 1()6K laboratory Biologr I

Laboratory experiences illustrating concepts and prin
ciples introduced in BI 0 I 05K. Must be taken concur
Cr 1.5
rently with BIO 105K or l l l.
BIO I l l Human Anatomy and Physiology i

ART 271 Photograplty

This course explores photography as a creative medium
and introduces the student to basic skills in the use ofthe
camera and darkroom equipment. It inv<stigat<s and
practices the fundamental techniques and process<s of
black and white photography as an art form. Prerequi
site: art core courses.
Cr 3

ART 299 Drawing off the Page:

Nontraditional Formats

The intent of this course is to examine the formal and
expressive elements that are unique to the drawing
aesthetic. The traditional materials, techniqu<s and pro
cesses will act as points of departure for a series of
exercises that explore these elements in nontraditional
formats. Our goal is to construct "drawings" that retain
the essence and energy of this discipline Whlle pushing
into areas that might be associated more often with
painting. sculpture or other modes of expressions. Pre
requisite: art core or permission of instructor.
Cr 3
ART 299 Color Landscape Photography

ART IOlG Approaches to Art

Undergraduate and graduate level courses are available
for credit through an agreement between Haystack
Mountain School of Crafts (Deer Isle, Maine) and the
USM An Depanment. Please contact the USM Stlm
mer Session at 780-4076 or Haystack at 348-2306 for
infOrmation and registration procedwes.

BIO lOOK Biological Basis of Human Activity
A co11rse designed to elucidate the basic biological con

A'IES 690 Project

ers, strategi<s for teaching these students in the art
classroom, and services available to them in the school
and community. The focus will be on lesson planning.
learning-teachingstrategie:s,anddassroom management
Cr 3
for mainstrearning in the art classroom.

n

ART 399 Sculptural Installatio s: Art in Contcrt
An in trod ucto ty course to the various approaches ofsite
developed art works, exploring various media processes
and concerns, relative to both architectural and land
based locations.
Cr 3

Open to advanced students with exceptional records in
the program. this course offers opportunities for reading
and research under the direction of a faculty member.
The approval of the faculty member and the director is
required. This course may be taken only once.
Cr 3

AED 412 Exceptionality-Art Educators
This course examines characteristics ofexceptional learn

Watercolor, wash, dry-brush, ink and wash, go11ache,
and other techniq11es in water media. Emphasis on
individual concepts and personal expression. Prerequi
site: ART 2 6 1 . Students planning to pursue a degree in
art must take the art core prior to registering for this
co11rse.
Cr 3

ART 261 Painting

ANE.S 685 Reading and Research

Art

ART 299 The Visual Book

This class is an opportunity to explore the vastness
and uniqueness of the Maine landscape. Field trips
will cover the seacoast, islands, forests and farmlands.
Themes will cover environmental and wilderness
issues and a general res ect for nature. Critiques and
classroom time will he p you discover your personal
vision. Darkroom time will concentrate on advanced
color printing techniques as expression thro11gh the
nuances of color photography.
Cr 3

f.

Cr 3
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The course starts with the study of cell chemistry,
structure, and function. Students will be introduced to
the principles of generics, reproduction, growth and
development and to the study ofthe integumentary and
skeletal system. Prerequisite: satisfactory completion of
minimum proficiency requirements. Note: BIO 106K
seiV<s as the lab for BIO I l l .
Cr 3
BIO 2 1 1 Human Anatomy and Physiology D
This course fOCllSes on many ofthe organ systems in the

human body. The structure and function ofthe musCll

lar, nervous, endocrine, cardiovascular, respiratory, di

gestive and urinarysymrns will be discussed. Prerequi
Cr 3
site: �rade ofC or higher in BIO 105K.
BIO 212 Practical Hmnan Anatomy and
Phy.iologr

Laboratory srudi<s of the structure and functions of the
h urnan body including histology and physiology experi
ments. NOT open to those who nave completed BIO
205. Prerequisite: grade ofC or higher in BIO ! 06K;
Cr 1.5
BIO 21 1 or conrurrendy.
BIO 281 Microbiologr and Human Disease

Fundamentals of microbiology with emphasis on
infectious diseases ofpeople, including bacteria, rick
ettsia, fungi, viruses, protozoa and helminths. Prereq
uisites: gradeofC or nigher in BIO 1 05K. and college
chemistry.
Cr 3

BIO 282 Microbiology and Human Disease
Laboratory

Laboratory techniques in the cultivation, identification,
and control of micro-organisms. Prerequisites: BIO 281
Cr 2
or concurrently.

BIO 291 Ornithology
This course studies the basic biology of birds: rheir life
histories, migration, ecology, and economic impor
tance, wirh emphasis on spec!es found in Eastern Norrh
.
.
Amenca. Numerous fidd trips to a variety of habitats
will be taken fur purposes of fidd identification. Stu
dents are responsible for rheir own appropriate outdoor
dorhing, footwear and ror binoculars. Prerequisite: a
grade of C or better in BIO 107 and BIO 108, or
permission of instructor.
Cr 4.5
BIO 337 Marine Ecology
A comparative ecological study of coastal and oceanic

environments. Prerequisites: Grade of C or higher in
BIO 1 07 and BIO 108.
Cr 3

BIO 338 Marine Field Ecology
Basic concepts of marine ecology will be demon
strated by field studies with emphasis on coastal
habitats. Prior or concurrent registration in Marine
Ecology, BIO 337.
Cr 2

Communication

COM 1 02J Introduction to Communication

\',

This course is designed to rovide students with a
conceptual framework of the asic elements of human
communication. Students will examine different levels
of comm!-'ni�tion an�ysis, learn to chart and analyze
commumcation behavtor, and discuss rhe effects of
communication on themselves and orhets. Topics dis
�ussed will include communication rheory, self-concept,
mterpersonalcommunication, nonverbalbehavior, small
group interaction, and mass communication. Students
will be encouraged to adapt communication principles
to rheir various fields of endeavor.
Cr 3

COM 280 Mass Media and Human Interaction

Mass Media and Human Interaction concentrates on
rhe history and effects of mass communication in our
society. Through readings and independent research,
the student wilT explore the content and social conse
quences of our rapidly changing telecommunication
technology. Media to be discussed include print, broad
Cr 3
casting, and cable. Prerequisite: COM 102J.

COM 332 Communication in the Family

BIO 345 Pathophysiology
A srudy of the physiologiCal, genetic, biochemical and

This course examines rhe role of communication in
various family types. Students will be introduced to
research and rheoryon the family andwill apply findings
to rheir own lives. Topics covered will include family
satisfaction, communication rules, decision making,
values, structures, autonomy and conflict. Students will
be asked to draw upon rheir family backgrounds for
Cr 3
analysis and discussion.

BIO 441 Problems in Biology

COM 399: Business and Professional Communica
tion

environmental basis ofnoninfectious diseases. Prerequi
site: grade ofC or higher in BIO 2 1 1 or permission of
instructor.
Cr 3
Independent library or laboratory studies on a special
topic as mutually arranged by instructor and student.
Credit Arranged
Prerequisite: by arrangement.

Chemistry

CRY 105 Chemistry for Health Sciences

A_ one:semester introduction to general, organic, and

?IOiogical chemistry, emphasizing the principles that are
nnp�r�nt for students studying rhe healrh sciences.
Topics mclude measurement; atomic structure; bond
ing; states of matter, solutions; pH, acids, and bases;
selected functional groups in organic chemistry; lipids,
carbohydrates, and proteins; and metabolism ofglucose
an� fatty :'-'ids. Th� course is not suitable for chemistry
maJors, biology maJors, or preprofessionals (pre-medi
cal, pre-dental, pre-veterinary). Prerequisite: one year of
Cr 4
high school algebra.

This course is designed to provide students with essential
communication skills fur business and other professional
settings. The course covers interpersonal, group and
public communication skills including: active listening,
giving and receiving constructive feedback, interviewing
techniques, group leadership and conflict resolution,
and making effective public presentations. The course
also includes discussions of gender, cultural diversity,
and erhics in rhe workplace.
Cr 3

COM 430 Communication Internship
An in-deprh experience in specific areas of communica
tion acquired in rhe field. Students will focus their efforts
in an area related to rheir choice of communication
expertise (e.g., organizational communication, mass com
munication, interpersonal communication). Prerequi
site: COM 102) and a precise definition of the project
and director's consent. Pass/Fail only. Restricted to
majors only, or permission of rhe instructor.
Cr var.

CRY 106 Chemistry Laboratory for
Health Sciences

Experi�e �ts in this laboratory are designed to illus
tratepnnciples from CHY 1 0 5 . Aims ofthe course are
to develop ski!! in using common laboratory equip
ment, measunng and analyzing data, and reporring
results o� lab w�rk. One four-hour meeting per week,
.
.
compnsmg recitation and quizzes, laboratory work,
and analysis of data. Students will need a specific
calculator with statistical functions. Corequisite or
Cr 2
prerequisite: CHY 105.

CRY 1 15 Principles of Chemistry II
A conti ?uation of CHY 1 13 This course is designed
to provide the foundation for all further studies in
chem�tty and is a prerequisite for all upper-level
chemiStiycourses. Prerequisite: a grade ofC or better
in CHY 1 1 3 .
Cr 3
CRY 1 16 Laboratory Techniques II

Labora�ory experiments to illustrate rhe principles pre
sented m CHY 1 1 5 lectures. One recitation and rwo
laboratory hours per week. Prerequisite: a grade of C or
better m CHY 1 14. Corequisite: CHY 1 1 5.
Cr I
� 4 11-41� Special Topics
�ea�mg and discussion ofadvanced subjects or instruc
tion m special topics/research. Permission of instructor
reqwred. 6 credits maximum.
Cr 1-3

CRY 490 Senior Research Project

Open to senior majors. Prerequisites include a 3.0 GPA
.
�mpletion ofrhe Analytical and Organic
Che?""try �enes, and permission ofthe department. 1 5
credits tnaX!mum.
Cr 3-15
m che'_ll!Stty.
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COM 485 Sex-Related Differences in
Communication

This seminar on sex-related differences in communica
tion is designed primarily to evaluate critically the re
search literature. It is concerned with whether o r not
males and females differ in their actions of sending,
receiving, and interpreting messages. The course exam
ines gender-role stereotyping, empirical findings on sex
related differences in communication behavior {e.g.,
talking, interpersonal style, touching, eye contact, etc.),
and explanations for sex differences. Critiques of some
major theoretical positions are discussed (e.g., sex differ
ences in dominance, aggression, cognition, and brain
organization). Prerequisites: junior or senior standing
and COM 102).
Cr 3

COM 495 Theories of Communication
This course is designed for upperclass students who are
majoring or minoring in communication studies. Based
?n a seminar format, students in rhis course will c:x:plore
m depth several advanced theories of communication,
me0a"�tic rhrough interactive, wirh examples and
apphcanon for each. Prerequisites: COM 1 02), COM
265, COM 272, COM 280, COM 300, COM 330,
COM 390 and junior or senior standing.
Cr 3

Criminology

CRM 2 1 5J Crinlinology

This course focuses on the nature of crime and on
problems concerning its measurement and distribu
tion . Th� course examines some ofthe popular images
.
.
of cnme m the media and elsewhere, the creation and
utili fJ:' of official and unofficial crime statistics, and
theones about the causes ofcrime. Prerequisite: SOC
I�
D3

CRM 317 Gender and Crime

T�is course concentrates on gender and its relation to
cnme. It explores such issues as histories of gender
inequality, the gendered character of criminological
theory, and how gender is related to a variety ofcrimes
such as rape� violence in the family, crimes bywomen,
property cnmes, and corporate crime. Prerequisite:
CRM 2 1 5J .
Cr 3

CRM 337 Youth Crime
This course provides an overview of justice issues as
they affect juveniles. Theoretical explanations for
youth crime as well as the emergence of both " adoles
cence" and "delinquency" as socially constructed con
cept� will be examined. In general, the course adopts
an hiStoncal approach to youth crime. Prerequisite:
CRM 2 1 5J .
Cr 3

CRM 345 Criminology in Sweden

See special program section of this catalog.

Cr 6

CRM 350 Ft.lrn and Social Order

The fixus of this coune is the cross-cultural relationship
betWeen social order, crime, and film. Var-ious method
ological approaches t<> crime and film, including
ethn<>meth<>dology, semi<>logy and post-modernism,
will be employed thro�out the course.
Cr 3

English

ENG IOOC College Writing
Classes meet regularly to analyze pmfessional and stu
dent writing as a wayofsharpening awareness of how to
use language effectively. The writing assignments en
courage stu<ients to applytheprinciplesdiscussed in class
to their own W<>rk. Students may n<>t take both ENG
!OOC and tOtC for credit. This course cannot be used
to satisfY a humanities requirement. Prerequisite: writ
ing proliciency.
Cr 3
ENG t20H Introduction to Literature
A general introduction to the various literary genres-
poetry, the short story, drama-which will include a
study of critical terminology, dose texrual reading, and
pnctice in writing. Prerequisite: ENG t00Cor 1 0 1C or
waiver.
Cr 3
ENG 199 The Writing Process from Grammar to
Editing and Revising
The course will give students a thoroughworking knowl
edge of rraditional English grammar and an introduc
tion to primary descriptive grammar. Students will be
required to analyze all thc:ir major writing assignments.
Descriptive grarnnnar will address matters of style. Stu
dents will develop skills of editing and proofreading by
working on their own papers and by reading and analyz
Cr 3
ing works of fiction and non-fiction.
ENG 201F Creative Writing
An introduction to the principles and practice of
writing fiction, poetry, and drama. Emphasis is on
fresh observation and meaningful selection of con
crete details and their uses in the different genres.
Recommended for beginners. Prerequisites: ENG
!OO C or 1 0 1 C and ENG t20H.
Cr 3
ENG 245 Introduction to Literary Studi.,.
This is a required course for all English majors. It may be
taken concurrently with other 200-level courses in the
Department but is a prerequisite for all 300- and 400level courses except those in creative writing. The course
will have a double focus. Students will be introduced to
a v.uiery of methodologies important to an insightful
anal)� is of literature and other culrural texts. They will
also learn research procedures and techniques ofeffective
critical writing.
Cr 3

ENG 302F Fiction Workshop
An advanced course requiringthecompletion ofshort

stories or a substantial part of a novel. Prerequisites:
ENG 300 and instructor's permission. May be re
peated for 3 additional credits with instructor's per
mission.
Cr 3

ENG 299 Creative Non.fiction Workshop
(Stonecoast Writer's Conference)
See Special Programs section of this catalog.
ENG 299 Genre Fiction (Stonecoast Writer's
Ccnference)
See Special Pmgrams section of this catalog.
ENG 300F Fiction Writing (Stonecoast Writer's
Ccnference)
See Special Programs section of this catalog.
ENG 302F Fiction Workshop: Short Stories
(Stonecoast Writen' Conference)
See Special Pmgrams section of this catalog.
FNG 303F Poetry Worlohop: P<>mU for the
Reader (StonecoastWriter's Confcrmce)
See Special Programs section of this catalog.
ENG 3()4 Novel Workshop: Writing the Novel
(Stone:coast Writer's Confirmce)
See Special Programs section of this catalog.

ENG 309 Newswriting
This course will cover basic newswriting concepts
including recognizing news, collecting and organiz
ing information, and writing news articles. It will
show how newswriting relates to the writing process
in general and provide students with several models
for developing news and feature articles. Emphasis
will be on achieving writing of publication quality.
Prerequisite: ENG IOOC.
Cr 3
ENG 315 Ancient Masterpieces
A study ofselected major works ofclassical times which
will provide students with a background for understand
ing the most influential books of out culture. Included
are Homer, Plato, Greek dramas, Virgil. HON 1 0 1 The
Ancient World satisfies the English Department re
Cr 3
quirement for this course.
ENG 322 Modem Autobiography
The concept ofthe self has undergone critical changes
in the history of autobiography. Many modern auto
biographical writers have completely dispensed with
traditional notions of the self, expanding the genre
and giving it a strong literary focus. By comparing a
selection ofautobiographical texts by modern authors
like Rilke, Stein, Barthes, and H. D., with more tradi
tional forms ofautobiography, the course investigates
the historical vicissitudes in the conceptualization of
a "self." 2 year cycle.
Cr 3
ENG 327 Modem Short Story:
Themes and Methods
Detailed consideration of six to ten short story collec
tions reflecting contemporary themes and narrative
methods. AI though selections will vary, the recent read
ing list has included Jorge Luis Borges, Franz Kafka,
Anton Chekhov, James Joyce, Thomas Mann, Virginia
Woolf, and Isaac Babel. A necessarily wide range of
themes is confronted: the corruption ofrealityby dream;
personal inadequacy, alienation, and paranoia; self-de
ceit; varieties of ignorance and cowardice; the mota!
insight afforded the artist; violence as a mode of self
discovery. Prerequisite: junior class standing or permis
sion of the instructor.
Cr 3
ENG 330 History ofthe English Language
This course included a survey of the prehistory of the
language as well as a detailed study of the Old, Middle,
and Modern English and the forces whichshaped these
stages. Some methods of modern linguistic science are
utilized in c:xantining current usage. Change and devel
opment of the language are emphasized.
Cr 3
ENG 369 Earlier En!dish Novel
In this course, we will read some interestinP. fictional
narratives from the first great age of the English novel:
the 18th century. We shall read each novel mainlyfor the
pleasure and stimulation a thorough reading of it can
provide. We will, however, also gain practice in the art of
reading novels, especially novels of this period; knowl
edge and skills useful i n reading other works of the
period; and, we hope, some insight into the human
condition. No research or readingofsecondary materials
is required.A readinglistwill beavailablewell before the
class starts, probably in May, in case anyone wants to get
a head start.
Cr 3
ENG 395 Anglo-Irish Literature
A study of the major Irish writers from 1 880 to the
present. Topics may vary, bur they will typically include
some of the foremost Irish writers of the past century,
such as Yeats, Lady Gregory, Wilde, Shaw, Synge, Joyce,
O'Casey, Behan, Beckett, O'Connor, Bowen, Lavin,
Cr 3
Heaney, Friel.
ENG 399 Magazine Feature Writing
Magazine Feature Writingwill help reasonably skilled
writers learn to p roduce publishable magazine feature
stories. Through examples provided by the instructor
and through their own work, participants will learn to
develop and propose an idea for a magazine story, to
gather and organize the material. and to write it.
Students will learn the differences between newspa
per and magazine features; how to undertake effective
and focused research, and use ofadvanced interview
ing techniques and selective observation; how to
establish scenes and context; and explore structural
considerations from leads to complications to resolu
tions; and the art of revis ion.
Cr 3
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ENG 399 African-American Literature & Culture
This course will address the history ofAfrican American

literature from its mid-eighteenth century beginnings
through the end of the nineteenth century. We will
examine transcriptions of oral folk productions, slave
narratives, speeclies, autobiography, essays, poetry and
prose fiction in order to trace the development ofAfrican
American literaryculturefrom aprimarilyoral tradition.
We will take into consideration the social, political, and
cultural conditions under which the works were pro
duced so as to best understand their significance. We will
pa)' close artention to rhetorical issues and to issues of
gender in identifying the beginnings of an early African
Cr 3
American literary tradition.

ENG 399 The Pro£Ie as News Story
This course will introduce srudents to writing profiles of
persons in the nc:ws, a journalistic form that explores the
intersection ofcontemporary issues and personalities. It
will offer practical ways to collect and shape information
into short, textured biographies that meet professional
publication standards. A previous nonfiction writing
course is desirable by not required. The instructor is the
Cr 3
editor of the PortlAnd Pms Herald.

English as a Second Language

ESL 398 Intensive Higher Intermediate FSL
This English as a Second Language Course is a higher

intermediate course designed fur non-native speakers of
English who need to develop more skills in academic
writing, reading, vocabulary development and oral com
munication. Emphasis will be placed on a better under
standing of the more advanced grammatical concepts
which will be a benefit to more accurate and intelligible
oral and written production of language in preparation
furacademiclife. lnteracrive oral communication through
project work will be a fixus of this course. While this
course is not focused on preparation for the TOEFL
examination, help will be available for those who need to
Cr 3
prepare for it.

Foreign Languages

Note: any students taking FRE 1071. FRE 2071, SPA
l 07lor SPA 2071 must register for both lectureand lab.

FRE 1071 Intensive Beginning French
An intensive course for the beginning student, covering
a full year's work at the college level to prepare the
student for the intermediate level of college French.
Emphasis is placed upon the four skills of language
learning: speaking, understanding. reading. and writing
along with an introduction to contemporary culture and
civilization. Daily practice in the Language Lab is re
Cr 6 (With lab. Cr 8.)
quired.
FRE 2071 Intensive Intermediate French
This is an intensive course for the intermediate student,
covering a full year's work at the college level. Emphasis
is placed upon the four skills of language learning:
speaking. understanding, reading, and wriring. Daily lab
work is mandarory.
Cr 6 (With lab, Cr 8.)
FRE 299 French Topic::s:
French for llusiness and Tourism
This course presents the basic vocabulary and funda

mental concepts required by business professionals or
peopleintendingtopursue a career in tourism. Students
will review grarnrnatical structures and use them in
practical application. This course taught in French rep
resents the first preparatory step for those whose aim is
to take the prestigious Cettificat Pratique de Ia Chambre
de Commerce et d'lndustriede Paris exam. Prerequisite:
FRE 2()2 or equiv:l.lent or instructor's permission. Cr 3

FRE 3'>9 French Cultures through Cinema
This course is designed to familiarize students with

aspects of French and Francophone cultures through
representative films from France and the French speak
ing world. Class periods will be devoted to the presenta
tion, the viewing and discussion of films. During this
particular course, the focus will be on the quest of
identity as centtal and common theme. This advanced
dass will be conducted in its entirety in French, thus
enabling students to fUrther develop their proficiency
skills in the language. Prerequisite: FRE 331 or equiva
Cr 3
lent or permission of instructor.

SPA 1071 Intensive Beginning Spanish
An intensive course for the beginning student, cover

ing a fullyear's work at the college level to prepare the
student for the intermediate level of college Spanish.
Emphasis is placed upon the four skills of language
learning: speaking, understanding, reading, and writ
ing along with an introduction to contemporary
culture and civilization. Daily practice in the lab is
Cr 6 (With lab, Cr 8.)
required.

SPA 2071 Intensive Intermediate Spanish
This is an intensive course for the intermediate stu
dent, covering a full year's work at the college level to
prepare the student for an advanced language level.
Emphasis is placed upon the four skills of language
learning: speaking, understanding, reading, and writ
ing. Readings and discussions of contemporary His
panic civilization and culture are included. Daily lab
Cr 6 (With lab, Cr 8.)
work is mandatory.
SPA 331 Advanced Convenation
SPA 331 is a group discussion course for advanced
students. Collateral reading and study of vocabulary
idioms and expressions are required. Prerequisite: SPA
301 or equivalent.
Cr 3

Geography andAnthropology

ANT 1 01J Anthropology: The Cultural View

This course is a basic introductory survey of cultural
anthropology. It examines the differences between cul
tures as well as cultural universals, and the relationship
berween social organization, ideology, economics, and
political structure in different types of societies. It re
views the various theoretical approaches in cultural
anthropology's atremyt to explain human behavior,
presenting examples from foraging. farming, and con
temporary industrial societies through readings and
films.
Cr 3

GEO 220 International Geography
This course will blend the recent upsurge ofglobal events
and the student's desire to be knowledgeable of geo
graphic locations and influences. Up-to-date insights
and assessments of regions and countries will be exam
ined by selective artiCle readings, maps, video, lecture
and class dialogue. Particular emphasis will be placed on
the former USSR, the Middle East, South America, and
the European community.
Cr 3
GEO 360 Field Mapping: Data Collection-GIS
See Special Programs section of this catalog.
GEO 450: Topics in Geography: Global Water
Conflicts and Cooperation
This course focuses on significant international water
resources, their guardians, and recent resolutions to
protracted conflicts. Case studies of the Connecticut,
Jordan, Yangtze, Tumen, Nile River basins as well as the
Sea of Japan, are analyzed and the sources of conflict/
cooperation are examined. This timely course provides
us with an opponunity to become perceptive of finite
water resources in an international context. Journal
keeping. a research assignment and a team consensus
building workshop on Saturday, June 24, 1 995 are
partial requirements of the course. Prerequisite: Permis
sion of instructor. Please call 3 24- 7 1 5 1 (evenings), fax
(207) 324-1 072 or e-mail <tursia@igc.apc.org> Cr 4

will be presented bythe student at the end ofthe semester
to a deyartmenral seminar on applied geography-an
thropology. Prerequisite: junior or senior standing in
geography-anthropology.
Cr 1-6
GYA 400 Independent Study in Anthropology or
Geography
The Department faculty offers independent study in a
topic in anthropology or geography for upper-level
students Gunior and senior status). Students must have
had at least one course from the faculty member super
vising the independent study; the proposal is subject to
Cr Var.
departmental approval.

OCE 100K introduction to Oc:eanography
Origin and extent of the oceans; nature of the sea
bottom; causes and effects of currents and tides; chemi
cal and physical properties ofsea water; animal and plant
life in the sea.
Cr 3
OCE 101K Oceanography Laboratory
A laboratory course in which the student is introduced
to some of the techniques and technical processes in
volved in oceanic measurements and data reduction.
Prerequisite: OCE lOOK which may be taken concur
rently.
Cr 1

History

Geosciences

GEY l lOK Field Studies in Environmental
Geology
See course description in special programs section ofthis
catalog.
Cr 4
GEY l l lK Physical Geology
A study of the ever-changing earth by wind, water,
volcanism, plate tectonics, and glaciation. GEY 1 1 1 K
may be taken without GEY 1 1 2K.
Cr 3
GEY 112K Physical Geology Lab
Identification of common rocks and minerals, intro
duction to topographic maps, and development ofthe
processes covered in lecture; field trips when weather
permits. To be taken concurrently with GEY 1 1 1 K.
Cr 1

GE¥210 Field Trips in the Geology of

Coastal Maine
This course offers theopponunityto examine first-hand
the exquisite and complex bedrock geology of southern
coastal Maine through a series of summer field trips to
key localities. Preliminary lectures will outline the ex
pected rock types, structures and geologic history for
each field trip.

Cr 3

GEY 360 Field Mapping: Data Collection-GIS
See Special Programs section of this catalog.
GEY 490 Senior Thesis
The Senior Thesis is designed for the senior level student
to pursue independent research in geology. The thesis is
designed to be a scholarly effort in culmination of the
Cr 3
student's baccalaureate program.
GEY 498 Independent Study in Geology
To provide junior and senior majors who have demon
strated critical and analytical capability an opponunity
to pursue a library, laboratory, and/or fiela project
independently. Topic selection to be arranged mutually
berween student and faculty in the semester preceding
planned registration. Prerequisite: junior or senior stand
Cr 1 -3
ing. On demand.

GYA 300 Archaeology Field School
See Special Programs section of this catalog.
GYA 350 Internship in
Applied Geography-Anthropology
Internships offer the student practical experience in
wo�'?ngwith public agencies, private firms, andmunici
palmes engaged in applied geographical-anthropologi
cal activities including. but not limited to planning.
transponation, delivery of human services, and natural
resowces .
A written contract will be drawn up by advisor and
stud�nt for each internship, specifYing the nu'?ber of
credits sought and work required for these credits. As a
general rule, internships will require at least eight hours
ofactual work per week. Interns will be expected to meet
at least once every two weeks with instructor to discuss
experiences and/or problems.
In addition, a major paper will be required from each
student intern discussing an aspect of the internship or
the work performed during the internship. The paper
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HlY 1 Oll Western Civilization I
A basic survey and introduction to the heritage of
Western man from ancient to early modern times.
Panicularanenrion is given to the ancient civilizations of
Egypt, Greece, and Rome. Medieval civilization is ex
plored with a focus on the institutions it bequeathed to
the modern world. The Renaissance and Reformation
and the riseoftbegreatnation-statesaresrudied. Through
out the course, important individuals are considered
such as Alexander the Great, Caesar, Charlemagne,
Michelangelo, and Elizabeth I. The course also intro
duces students to h�torical method.
Cr 3

HlY 1021 Western Civilization II
A basic survey and introduction to the heritage of
Western society from early modem times to the atomic
age. Particular attention is given to the Enlightenment,
the French Revolution, the rise of the industrial era, the
growth ofnationalism, and the World Wars. Personali
ties such as those of Napoleon, Hitler, and Stalin are
studied. The course also introduces students to historical
method.
Cr 3
H1Yl31I United States History to 1877
A basic survey and introduction to the field ofAmeri
can history, covering the political, social, and eco
nomic development of the United States through
Reconstruction.
Cr 3

HlY 1321 United States History Since 1877
The course is a continuation ofHIY 1 3 1 1. A survey of
American political, social, and economic development
Cr 3
since about 1877.
HlY 330 Germany: Bismarck to Hider
A studyofthe formation ofthe German Empire, the rise
of a powerful industrial state, Weltpolitik and defeat in
World War I, the Weimar Republic, Nazism and the
Third Reich, Germany in World War II, and the
partition of Germany in 1945. The course analyzes
nationalism and examines cultural, social, and economic
faaors which help clarifY Germany's role in modern
world. Prerequisite: HlY 1 021 or permission. Juniors
Cr 3
and seniors only.

MAT 1 OOD College Algebra
The

real number system, algebraic operations, sets,
equations, inequalities and their graphs, functions
and relations, quadratic functions, exponen�ial and
logarithmic functions, theory ofequations, systems of
equations, permutations, combinations, probability,
sequences and series, matrices and determinants, and
mathematical induction. Prerequisite: two years high
school algebra.
Cr 3

MAT 1050 Mathematics for Quantitative
Decision Mahlng
This course is designed to give students not majoring in

mathematics or related fields an understanding of some
key ideas in quantitarive decision making. The material
is chosen to develop awareness of the utility of math
ematics in life and to instill an appreciation of the scope
and nature of its decision making potential. The com
puter packaged programs may he used as tools to assist
the students in performing calculations necessary for the
decision-makingprocess. Prerequisite: successfulcrrnple
tion of the University's mathematics proficiency re
quirement.
Cr 3

MAT 1 100 Bwiness Calculus
A unified treatment of the elementaty functions of
HIY 360 Hirtory ofMaine
A survey of Maine's social, economic, and political
life from exploration and early settlement to the
Cr 3
present.
H'IY 394 The United States in Vietnam,
1941-1975

Theorigins,evolution and denouernentofUnitedStates
political and militaty intervention in Vietnam, which
became a dominant and divisive issue in American
Cr 3
politics in the 1960s and early 1970s.

HIY 394 20th Century American Women
The objective ofthis course is to examine the position of
women in American history and global history-both
the experiences and the formal interpretation of those
experiences. Wewill ctnsider theways in which gender
intersects with otherfacrorssuch as race, class, ethniciry,
rdigion,andnationalism. The particular focus will be on
the twentieth century and "America." thatis not only the
United States but other countries, specifically Mexict
and Canada Each student will select one ·American"
ctun try, other than the US, for specific focus in selected
readings. Readings will include Susan Ware's Modem
Amt'Tic.an Womm: A Docummtary History, Nekola
and Rabinowitz's WritingRrd:AnAnthology oJAmrri
C"an Womm Writm, 1930-1940, and Cynthia Enloe's

Bznanas, Btacbrr, andBllSrs: Making h·mirzist Stmt of
Cr 3
lnttmatiorz.al Politicr_

H1Y 394 The South in United States History
A history of the Amerian South from 1820 to 1948
crvering the growth of sectionalism, the Confederacy,
Reconstruction, the Populist and Progressive periods,
and South and the New Deal.
Cr 3
HIY 394 Judaism, Ou:isrianity, and Islam:

Origins and lnterattic>ns
On one level, thiscrurse isafairlystnightforwardsurvey
of the origins and early revolutions (both institutional
and theological) of the three religions. This survey also
will note some of the lineal and historical/coincidental
relationships which ocist(ed) among the three. At the
sa.'l'le time, the cotme also uses the three religions as
convenient vehicles for exploring cert!i�. ph�no_mena
which are common to all three: e.g., the Instltuttonal
iza�ion" ofcharismatic prophecy and the fOrmation of a
Cr 3
sacred, literary canon.

Linguistics
LIN 1 1 2E Analyzing Language

In this cturse, students will become aware of their tacit
lrnowledge of the rules and principles that guide lan
gu<q;e usage_ They will learn how to formulate these rules
and how to test and evaluate claims about the form that
the rules take. Sruden!S will thereby develop skills in
rnalysis and argumentarion that are applicable in many
areas of study. The course will concentrate on the
rnalysis ofsentencestructure, but will also deal with the
sound '}�tern, word structure, meaning. and language
Cr 3
acquisition.

UN 201] Child Language

An introductory overview of the phenomena ofcom

munication and language development. The course
deals with the process by which children become able
to understand, to speak, and to use effectively their
native language. It touches on the develc>pmentof the
sound system, word learning, the emergence of sen
tence structure, and the developrnentofcommunica
tive competence.
Cr 3

UN 121 Beginning American Sign Language
This is a beginning course in American Sign Language

(ASL.) !twill include extensivestudyofreceptionand
espressive use of ASL, as well as an introductory
discussion of deaf culture. Course content covers
basic principles in the use of sign, sign vocabulary,
and aspects of the grammar of ASL. In addi�ion to
class sessions, students will use written and videotape
Cr 3
materials out of class.
UN 498 Thesis

Students enrolled in the self-designed major in linguis
tics are required to write a research-based senior th.esis.
The topic for this project must be selected in consulta
tion with the student's advisor and approved by the
Linguistics Council. Students must give a presentation
and defense of their projects upon complerion. The
fmished thesis must be approved bythe Liguistics Coun
cil and should be completed by the end of the fall
semester ofthe student's senioryear. This crurse may be
taken for credit twice. Prerequisites: LINI85J, LIN
31 1-314, approval of project proposal.
Cr 3

Mathematics

Note: Credits earned for MATOI OandMAT01 1Bwill
not count toward fulfilling a baccalaureare degree_

MAT 010 Elementary Algebra
The first course of a two-<:ourse sequence designed for
studentswho aredeficientinhighschool algebra. 'Topics
crvered include: basic operations with integers and
rational numbers; equations withvariables; algebraword
problems; operations with polynomials and algebraic
fractions (including factoring), and operations with
exponential and radical expressions. Prerequisite: MAT
009 or its equivalent. Associate degree credit only. Cr 3
MAT OllB Intermediate Algebra
Acrntinuation ofMAT OIO. Topics indude: graphing
linear equations in two variables; quadratic eq=ions;
graphs of functions and relations; conic secrio ns; solu
tions to systems of equations; solutions for ineqtulities;
and exponential and logarithmic funaions- Prerequi
site: one year of high school algebra or MAT 01 Q_
Associate degree cre<lit only.
Cr 3
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analysis; their analytical properties including derivatives,
integrals, and series; introduction to rnultivariatecalru
lus; applications_ Prerequisites: successful completion of
the Universiry's mathematics proficiency requirement
and a passinggradeonan algebracornpetencytestwhich
will he administered at the first class meeting.
Cr 3

MAT 1200 Introduction to Statistics
AI! introduaory course including basic probability,

random variables, and �heir distributions; esrimation
and hypothesis testing; regression and ctrrelation_ J.>re
requisite:successfulcompletionofthe University'smath
Cr 3
ematics proficiency.

MAT 1400 Pre-Calculus Mathematics
A briefreview of elementaryalgebra followed by a study

of the algebraic, exponential, logarithmic, and trigono
metric functions_ Prerequisites: successful completion of
the University's mathematics proficiency requirement,
and a passinggtadeonan algebracornpetencytestwhich
will be administered at the first class meeting.
Cr 3

MAT 1520 Calculus A
This is the first of a sequence of three basic calculus

coune covering functions of one or more variables,
graphs, limits, derivatives, integrals, optimization, infi
nite series, vectors, and various applications. Calculus A
provides an introduction to the differential and integral
calculus of functions of one variable. Prerequisites: r:wo
years of high school algebra plus geometry and trigo
nometry, or MAT 1400.
Cr4
MAT 153 Calculus B
A continuarion of Calculus A Calculus B will usually
include infinite series and an introduction to vectOrs.
Prerequisite: MAT 1 520.
Cr4
MAT 2 1 1 Probability

Common probability laws and distributions of discrete
and continuous random variables; matrix operations
and applications in probability. Prerequisite: MAT 1 100
or MAT 1 52 0.
Cr 3

MAT 212 Statistics

Sampling distributions; estimation; hypothesis testing;
introductio n to regression analysis and analysis of vari
ance.Applications primarilyin business and economics.
Prerequisite: MAT 2 1 1 .
Cr 3

- MAT 252 Calculus C

Multivariate calculus and vector calculusMAT 153

MAT 381 Introductio11 to
Probability an<l Statistics

Prerequisite:
Cr4

Basic concepts of probability theory with an introduc
tion to irs statistical applications_ Particular topics will
indude discrereandcontinuous distributions, moment
generating li.tncrions, characteristicfunctic>ns, limittheo
rems, sampling distributions, basic elements of estima
tion and hypothesistes�ing. and simplelinear regression
Prerequisite: MAT 1 53
Cr4

MME 502 Number Systems
An intuitive approach to the number systems with the
aid of manipulative materials. Topics include: sets and
relations; systems ofwhole numbers; integers; rationals
and reals; numeration systems; elementary number
Cr 3
theory; and related topics.
MME 514 Laboratory: Project ASPIRE Calculus II
This is a supervised practicum designed to prepare
academically qualified, experienced high school faculty
to teach sections of introductory calcufus offered by the
Department of Mathematics and Statistics at USM.
Prerequisite: MME 5 1 3, must be taken concurrently
Cr 3
with MME 520.
MME 520 The Teaching of Calculus in
Secondary Schools II
This is a review of basic calculus and will include
functions ofone or more variables, graphs, limits, deriva
tives, integrals, applications ofderivatives and integrals,
optimizations, infinite series, and analytic geometry in
the plane. Prerequisites: an undergraduate degree in
mathematics, teaching experience, and recommenda
tion of the high school principal and the department
chairperson. Students must apply directly to the instruc
Cr 3
tor for acceptance to the course.

Music

MUE 599 Music in the Early Years
Allchildren are born with some potential to succeed with
music. With inappropriate or no music experiences in
the early years , children consistently lose their intuitive
ness for making accurate musical responses. This work
shop will provide a bridge from research to practice and
demonstrate tonal and rhythmic readiness activities
which will develop young children's musical intelli
gence, musical behavior and musical spirit while en
ablingthe rediscovery ofthe rich repertoire oftraditional
children's songs and games. A model of parents and
children playing together in the years from birth to age
three will be presented as well as group activities for
Cr 3
children &orn ages three to nine.

MUS l lOF Fundamentals of Music

A background study ofconcepts and skills essential co an

intelligent reading ofmusic. The development ofnatural
music abilities through participating in singing. rhyth
mic activities, and instrumental work. An appreciation
of music through awareness of basic structures. Cr 3

MUS 498 Independent Study in Music
To provide juniors and seniors who have demon
strated critical and analytical capability an opportu
nity to pursue a project independently, charting a
course and exploring an area of interest within tlieir
major field. Music majors only. Departmental per
Cr 1-3
mission required.

Philosophy

PHI lOSE Introduction to Philosophy: Philosophy
Through Its History
An introduction to philosophy through its history and
development, i.e., through an examination of central
texts in the history of phTiosophy, up to and including
contemporary works. Specific readings may vary from
semester to semester, but will always include some
canonical works by classic Western philosophers (e.g.,
Plato, Aristotle, Descartes, and Kant). Prerequisite: ENG
I OOC or concurrent.
Cr 3
PHI 107E Introduction to Philosophy:
World Philosophy
This course presents the world views of philosophers
from ancient to contemporary times. The thinkers will
be chosen from a broad range of cultural and ethnic
backgrounds. Emphasis will be placed on the wide
diversity and historical background of philosophical
positions. Prerequisite: ENG IOOC or concurrent.Cr3

An opportunity to continue at the college level the

PHI 109E Law, Politics and Society
This course examines the traditional political questions
which face every society: who should rule? what ap
proach should the rules be? and why should the rules be
obeyed? The approach is largely historical. One classical
work, Plato's Rt
public, is read nearly in its entirety. The
relevance of enauring answers to these questions to
contemporary social issues is also stressed. Prerequisite:
ENG IOOC or concurrent.
Cr 3

MUP 102F Applied Music

PHI IIIE Introduction to Philosophy:
Philosophical Reading (and Writing)
This course aims to teach the student a particular skill:
philosophical reading (andwriting). On the most imme
diate level this will lle a course in reading (and writing
about) philosophical texts. The texts will give the student
a sense ofthe immense history, wealth, and suggestibility

MUP 101F Applied Music

private study of piano, voice, organ, guitar, or any
orchestra or band instrument to fulfill one credit ofCore
requirements in a performance-<:entered art. One half
hour lesson per week for twelve weeks. Restricted to
non-majors and certain music students. May be re
Cr I
peated for credit. Special fee assessed.

�

opportunity to continue at the college level the
prwate study of piano, voice, organ, guitar, or any
orchestra or band instrument to fulfill two credits of
Core requirements in a performance-centered art. One
hour lesson per week for twelve weeks. Restricted to non
majors and certain music students. May be repeated for
credit. Special fee assessed.
Cr 2

MUP 201F Applied Music

May be taken in piano, voice, organ, guitar, or any
orchestra or band instrument. One half-hour lesson per
week for twelve weeks in the minor performance area in
fulfillmentofapplied music requirements. Restricted to
music majors and minors. May be repeated for credit.
Special fee assessed.
Cr I

MUP 202F Applied Music

May be taken in piano, voice, organ, guitar, or any
orchestra or band instrument. One hour lesson per week
for twelve weeks in the major performance area in
fulfillment of applied music requirements. Restricted to
music majors and minors. M ay be repeated for credit.
Cr 2
Special fee assessed.

MUS 1 OOG Music Appreciation and History

� survey of music from the Gregorian chant to modern
Urnes, covering musical practices of the renaissance,

baroque, classical, romantic, and contemporary periods.
Representative works by the outs randing composers of
each period.
Cr 3

MUS 1 03G Introduction to Jazz

A survey of jazz from its inception to the present day.
ln':olves a study of the origins and stylistic development
ofJazz.
Cr 3
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of philosophical writing. irs various genres, and its
authors. On another level, rhe course will teach the skill
of reading (and writing) hilosophically. Any piece of
writing can be read (an written about), wicli profir,
philosophically. Theseoondskill and its profit cannot be
acquired without first studying rhefirst, thus the bulk of
the course will focus on reading {and writing about)
philosophy texts philosophically. About one month will
be devoted to the reading of each book. Prerequisite:
ENG IOOC or concurrent.
Cr 3

J

PHI 290 Problems in Philosophy
Consideration ofselected problems or systems of philo
sophical significance, including general problems of
metaphysics, epistemology, axiology, specialized areas,
etc. Prerequisite: any PHI 100--level course.
Cr 3

Physics

AST lOOK Astronomy

A descriptive survey of modern astronomy. Topics

include theories aboutthe origin and developmenrof
the universe, stellar evolution, the solar sysrem, galaxies,
observational methods, and recenr discoveries. No pre
requisite.
Cr 3

AST 103K Activities and Experiments
May be taken concurrently wirh AST lOOK to fulfill

requirements for a science laboraroty experience. In
cludes exercises on the Moon's orbits, Earth's orbiral
motion, rotation of Saturn's rings, the Sun, the Crab
Nebula, variable stars, pulsars, Hubble's law, and galax
ies. Planetarium sessions. Prerequisite: AST lOOK. Cr 1

PHY 111K Elements of Physics I
This course is an introducrion to the fundamenral
concepts ofmechanics, so11nd and hear. Lectures, prob
lem solving. demonstrations, laboratoryexercises will be
used to develop an understanding ofphysical phenom
ena. This course is not recommended for students
planning to major in the physical sciences or engineer
Cr 4
ing. Prerequisire: high school algebra.
PHY 1 12 Elements of Physics II

A continuation ofPHY 1 1 1K introducing the concepts

ofelectricity, magnetism, optics, and modern physics.
Prerequisite: PHY l l lK or equivalent.
Cr4

PHY 123 General Physics II
A continuation ofPHY 121 K. introducing the concepts
ofelectricity, magnetism, and light, using calculus. This
course is intended forstudenrswho plan further srudyin
physical sciences, mathematics, or engineering. Pr<req
uisites: PHY 1 2 1 K or equivalent and one semester of
calculus.
Cr4

Political Science

PSY 201D Statistics in Psychology

POS 101J Introduction to American Government

This coutse focuses on the political institutions, pro
cesses, behavior, and problems of government in the
United States. The national government is emphasized.
Key topics include: the Constitution, Supreme Court,
Congress, Presidency, political parties, public opinion,
Cr 3
and interest groups.
l'OS 102J People and. Politics

This coutse introduces the student to modern politi
cal analysis. It centers on basic questions in the study
ofpolitical behavior; how people learn about p ol itics,
what kind of political system they adopt and support,
who does and who does not participate in politics,
how political conflict is expressed and res olved in
various societies. Thecourse aims at familiarizing the
srudent with major approaches or methods that po
litical scientists have found he! pful for un derstanding
real poli tical behavior. Note: POS I O IJ is not a
prereq uisite for POS 102J.
Cr 3
l'OS 1 04J Introduction to International Relations

Examination of the relationships of nati� ns in their
.
efforts to deal with each other from differmg polmcal,
economic, and cultural bases.
Cr 3

l'OS 1 20 Government and Politics of Maine

This cou.ne concerns Maine state government, includ
ing legislative, executive and judicial programs and
powers as exercised within the system ofMaine values,
polit ical parties, and interest groups. Open to political
science majors and as an elective to the student who has
an interest in the programs and politics of the state of
Cr 3
Maine. No prerequisite.
l'OS 355 Congressional Internship

Provision may be made to gain professional experience
in the local offices of Maine's U.S. Congressmen and
Senators. The course is open only to sel ected srudents;
see Depanment chair for details. Students will meet for
a series of internship seminars, for which readings and
research reports are required.
Cr 6
l'OS 356 Intemshlp in Washington, D.C.
Provision may be made to gain

professional experience
in a congressional office, an agency of the national
government, or with a private or semi-p ublic organiza
tion in Washington, D.C. The course is open only to
sdectedsrudents; see Departmen tchair for details. Read
ings and research reports are required.
Cr 9

PSY 330 Social Psychology
The psychological principles that enter into the social
behavior of the individual. Areas of consideration in
clude perception, communication, attitude formation,
interpersonal attraction, and group behavior. Prerequi
Cr 3
sites: PSY 101J and 102.
PSY 333 Psychopathology

The etiology, development, and manifestation of the
major forms ofmental illness-with particular emphasis
upon the neuroses and psychoses--are discussed. Psy
chological, social, and biological factots which contrib
ute to maladj ustment are examined. Prerequisites: PSY
101] and 102.

Cr 3

PSY 365 Physiological Psychology

Basic neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, and endocrinol
ogy, and the relationships between nervous system func
tioning and behavior. Physiological analysis of sensory
function, motivation, and learning. Prerequisites: BIO
105K and 2 1 1; PSY 1 01], 102.
Cr 3
PSY 400 Sport Psychology Institute
See course description in special programs section ofthis
catalog.
Cr 3
PSY 400 Health Psychology Institute

See course description in special p rograrns section ofthis
catalog.
Cr 3
PSY 400 Childhood Psychopathology Institute

See course description in sp ecial progtarns section ofthis
catalog.
Cr 3

PSY 101J General Psychology I

This course is an introduction to the study of behavior
as a narural science. Among the topics covered are:
method ofinquiry, physiological foundations ofbehav
ior� sensation and perception, motivarionand emotion�
learningand thinking. Thiscourse is aprerequisiteforall
courses in the department
Cr 3
A continuation of Psychology 101]. It deals with
complex psychological processes such as ability test
ing, personaliry, conflict, behavior disorders and
therapy, and social and industrial b ehav ior. Prerequisite: PSY I 01].
Cr 3

SWO 388 Substance Use and. Abuse: Alcohol and
Other Drugs
Examines the use and abuse of psychoactive substances:

street drugs, prescription drugs, alcohol, caffeine and
nicotine. Consideration of the history, pharmacology,
and physical and psychological effects ofeach substance.
Explo ration of prevention and treatment models, with
special reference to those in use locally. Prerequisite:
junior standing or permission of instructor.
Cr 3

SWO 397 Departrnent Projects

Individual or group projects, requiring independent
study or field work in some aspect ofsocial welfare, to be
selected by students in consultation with faculty. Prereq
uisite: Deparrment permission and application prior to
regis tratio n.
Cr var.

Sociology

SOC 100] Introd.uction to Sociology

This course discusses the fundamental concepts, prin
ciples, and methods of s ociology; analyzes the influ
ence ofsocial and cultural factors upan human behav
ior; evaluates effects ofgroup processes, social classes,
stratification, and basic institations on contemporary
society.
Cr 3
SOC 2IOE Critical Thinking about Social Issues
Designed to follow Introduction to Sociology, this
course further devdops students' skills ofcritical analysis

through the application of sociological principles to
current social issues. The course uses popular media as
well as sociological materials. Examples of issues which
maybe examined are: poverty, healthcare,homelessness,
aging. drugs, violence, bureaucracy, white collar crime,
and changing gender roles. Prerequisite: successful
completion ofSOC 100J with a grade ofC or better or
permission of the instructor.
Cr 3
SOC 3 1 2 Inequality and Power
A systematic assessment ofstructured social inequalities
in wealth,

PSY 400 Research in Psychology 1
This course is open to qualified majors in

psychology
who wish toconductresearch projeers. With permission
of Dep artment chair.
Cr 3

power, and status in industrialized societies.

Emphasis is placed on assessing social policies employed

to reduce, ameliorate, or sustain such inequalities. Pre
requisite: one 200-level SOC course or permission of
instruaor. Offered spring semesters.
Cr 3
SOC 371 Minority Groups

Social W'Ork

Provides an introduction to the institution of social
welfare through a review of social welfare history; the

Considers the factors that produce and maintain struc
tured social inequality based on minority status, and the
social consequencesofsuch inequality. Incl udes analysis
ofseleaed minorities both in the U.S. and cross-cultur
ally. Prerequisite: one 200-level SOC course or permis
sion of instructor.
Cr 3

welfare.

SOC 389 Law and Society in England
See Special Programs section of this catalog.

SWO 101J Introduction to Social Welfare

values and philosophy in America oftreating the poor,
the ill, and others in need; contemporaryapproaches to
social policy; and possible alternative models of social

Psychology

PSY 102 General Psychology II

A general introduction to the techn iques ofdescriptive,
predictive, and inferential statistics. Emphasis is placed
on measures of central tendency and variability, correla
tion, hypothesis testing. and simple analysis ofvariance.
Prerequisites: PSY I 0 1J and any 1 00-level math course
Cr 3
or permission of the instructor.

Cr 3

SWO 333 Social Work Research I
A study ofthe methods ofsocial work research for social
pol icy and social work practice. The course emphasizes

both quantitative and qualitative research processes with
the goal of enabling the student to be competent as a
"practitioner-researcher." Prerequisites: SWO 10 1J; any
introductory statistics course (MAT 1 20 or PSY 201 D
or SOC 3070).
Cr 3

--------��--����.r--�rm,.�---,

Cr 6

SOC 3�0 Individualized Insttuttion I

Independent reading and!or research fUr juniors and
seniors. App ly to Department chair. Prerequisite: 15
hours in sociology.
Cr var.

Theatre

THE 101 G Introdw:t.ion .to Drama.
This is a lecture-discussion course designed to provide
students with a conception of rhe development of the
theatteandits literature. The course consists ofa survey
ofG reek, medieval, Elizabethan, French neo-dass ic, and
18th, 19th and 20th century theatre and drama. Cr 3
THE 102F Acting: Performance
This course will introduce core smdents to theatre
thro ugh the eyes of the performer. The student will gain
a basic understanding of theatre as a performing art
through lecture, discussion and performance ofscenes.
Improvisational exercises, relaxation techniques and
character analY'is strategies will be included. Students
will also attend campus and area theatrical productions
and be required to write critical reviews of the perfor
mances.
Cr3
THE 170F Public Spealing
This is an introductory course in the fundamentals of

public discourse. Primarilya lecture-performance course,
students will learn the basics of informative, petsuasive,
and argummtarive speaking. as well as the ptocesses of
problem solving and informative discussion.
Cr 3
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WST 485 Internship

Students will have the opportunity to do an internship
or a thesis. The internship requires students to work
closely with a group, business, or organization for one
semester, after which they will repott to the Women's
Studies Council. Prerequisites: senior standing and
women's studies major or minor.
Cr �
WST 486 Thesis
Students will have the opportunity to do a thesis or an
internship. The thesis allows students to pursue guided
research on a topic of their choosing. The recom
mended length for a thesis is 30 pages, and it should
include a substantial bibliography. Thesis students
should choose three readers, including an advisor
.
whose Interests and scholarship are in line with their
Wn.
P_rerequis�tes:
senior standing and women's srud
?
Ies maJor or mmor.
Cr 3

THE 270F Oral Interpretation

A co�e

in the assimilation and analysis of literary
material (poetry, prose, drama) with emphasis on the
techniques used in reading written material aloud to an
audience. Designed to stimulate an understanding and
responsiveness to literature and to develop the ability to
convey to others, through oral reading, an appreciation
ofthat literature.
Cr 3

THE 370 Advanced Oral Interpretation
This course is offered as part of the Readers Theatre
Insmute. See Special Programs section for more in
formation.
THE 371 Readers Theatre
This course is offered as part of the Readers Theatre

lnst�tute. See Special Programs section for more infor
mation.
Cr 3

THE 399 Theatre Institute:
Michael Chekhov' s Acting Technique
. Programs section of this catalog.
See Speaal
THE �90 Independent Study

IntensiVe srudy of a particular reader's theater genre

Cr 3

THE 491 Project I

lnv�tigation of special topics, or execution of special
proJects that fall within the purview of theaue. Students
maysdeccan inter- orintta-departmental committee of
three P�\essors to approve, assist, and oversee theproject.
�rereqwsi:es: junior and senior standing; precise defini
tlonofproJectand unanimous permission ofcommittee.
Srudents must obtain rules for this course from the
departmen t chairman.
Credit hours arranged.

THE 492 Theatre Internship
S rudents �ll assume a full one--semester internship with

a professiOnal theatte or Reader's Theatre Company.
�rudents will be involved in management, acting. direct
mg. or technical theatre as a member of the company.
Each srud_enr will be assigned a faculty advisor who will
make a btweekly evaluation of ongoing work. Partici
.
pants will be required to keep a diary and/or portfolio to
be reviewed by the faculty ofthe Theatre Department at
the conclusion of the internship. All creative work done
bythestudentwill be evaluated bythe advisor and at least
one oth�r or ifpossible, all members of the department.
=
PrereqUISite: permission ofthe Theatre Departtnent. To
be arranged.
Cr 3-15

WOmens Studies

WST 1301 Introduction to Women's Studies

What is women's studies? This course introduces stu�
dents to the study of women as a diverse social group
with a history, culture, and experience of its own. It
examines the creative, intellectual, and social contribu
tions of women as well as the historic biases against
women and the "feminine." Drawing on the writing of
earlier women who found their own voices as musicians,
painters, poets, and philosophers we will consider the
creative possibilities forwomen now. Recognizing along
tradition ofwomen organizing politically and socially,
we will conclude with an assessment of feminism as a
political movement for diversity and liberation. Cr 3

WST 345 Gendering War, Engendering Peace:

Gender and Sexuality in Modem War literature
War has traditionally been seen as man's business. But
women and constructions of femininity have always
been instrumental in war-making as well, both as
symbols (the Motherland) and active participants
(Rosie the Riveter). How does modern literature
construct and deconstruct the gendered and sexual
ized notions upon which warfare is based? What does
warfare look like from the perspective of a nurse, and
does it matter whether the nurse is Clara Barton,
founder of the Red Cross, or Walt Whitman, patri
otic and homoerotic poet? What does the war look
like to participants on or near the front, such as
Wilfred Owen and Helen Zenna Smith? What hap
pens to distinctions between battlefront and homefront
when a nation declares war on its own citizens, as
when the US imprisoned Japanese-Americans during
World War I!? What does it mean for a nation to wage
war in timeof "peace," as during the Cold War in the
United States? While examining texts historically, the
course will also ask what an anti-war ethics might
demand ofwomen and men in the present, in our own
Cr 3
local communities as well as in our world.

WST 470 Independent Study

This course provides junior and senior students with
the opportunity to pursue a project independently,
concentrate on a particular subject of concern, or
conduct individually arranged reading or research
studies under the advice and direction of a faculty
member. Prerequisites: advanced standing and per
Cr 3
mission of the director.

THE 599 Topics in Readers Theater
An intensive study o freader's theater technique. Which
�y or may not include the development ofan original

scnpt. P�rmission of the instructor is required as certain
pre�aranons must be made prior to the actual summer
session.
Cr 3-6
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HTY 394 20th CenturyAmerican Women
The objective ofthis course is to examine the position of
wom�n in American history and history-both the
'?'penences and the formal interpretation ofthose expe
�Iences. W� will consider the ways in which gender
mtersecrs with other factors such as race, class, ethnicity,
religion, and nationalism. The particular focus will be on
the �entieth century and"America", that is not only the
Umted States but other countries, specifically Mexico
and Canada. Each student will select one "American"
country, other than the US, for specific focus in selected
readings. Readings will include Susan Ware's Modm.
Am'!'can �omm; 1 Documt71tary History, Nekola and
.
Rabmownz s Wrztzng Rtd: An Anthology o(Amn-ican
.
Womm Wrtten, 1930-1940, and Cynthia Enloe's
Bananas, Beachts, and BastS: Making Feminist s�nse of
lnttmational Politics.
Cr 3

Core Cuniculum

COR llOJ Old and in the Wayl: Aging in America
Aging is a process that is common to all of us, yet
man� misco �ceptions and debates exist regarding
growmg old m American society. This course intro
duces students to the study of aging, its utility and
ubiquity. We will examine the ways in which three
different discij(lines-biology, sociology, and the de
velopmental view-conceptualize and discuss issues
Cr 3
and questions about aging.
COR 1 19F The illuminated Autobiography
An introduction to two creative processes-the visual
and the literary. The course will explore the means

(shared, specialized, and complementary) by which they
communicatethematiccontent,and the transformation
through which subjective discovery becomes accessible
form. Students will develop a control of structural
elements within and between the two disciplines suffi
cient to write, illustrate, design, and publish a limited
Cr 3
autobiographical narrative.
COR 126} Global Enlightenment
This course is designed to familiarize students with the
major problems confronting civilization as we approach
the 2 �st century. Emphasis will be placed upon a variety
of cntical global issues dealing with such themes as
energy/power generation•.ho�ing, pollution, waste dis
.
posal_, e�ectiVC resourceutil�uon, transportanon,com
muntcattons, food producnons, water, ecological/envi
ronmental roblems, world population, cultural co
existence,
ucation, and technological literacy. Solu
tions to such problems will be analyzed and discussed
and the importance of interdependence among nations
will be sttessed throughout the course.
Cr 3

J

COR 127} The Documcnt.ary: Its Social, Politial,
and Emotional Impact
Documentary films have had and continue to have a
strong effect o n individuals and society. A major goal
of this survey is an understanding of the documentary
process and an appreciation of the media (news,
shotts, features) in which this form is used. Before the
end of the semester, students will achieve the ability to
analyze the form, structure, sq1e, content and impact
of documentaries.
Cr 3

School of Business,
Economics, and
Management
Accounting

ACC 2()1 Principles ofFinancial Aa:ounting
This is an introduction to accounting principles

and
concepts. Emphasis is placed on undersrandingfinancial
statementS and the accounting for assets, liabilities,
equities, revenue, and expenses. Prerequisite: sopho
more standing.
Cr 3
Principles of Management Aa:ounting
This course focuses on uses of accounting informa
tion to assist in managerial decision making. Empha
sis is placed on fundamentals of cost accounting,
inventory controls, cost-volume-profit analysis, capi
tal and other budgeting, statement of cash flows,
incomt tax considerations, and quantitative tech
niques. Prerequisites: computer proficiency or ABU
190 and ACC 201 and sophomore standing. Cr 3

ACC 2()2

ACC 3()1

lntennediate Aa:ounting I
A study of accounting theory and practice applicable
to the recording and reponing of assets. Includes
study of the underlying conceptual framework. Pre
Cr 3
requisite: ACC 202.

ACC 3l3

n

n n

ABU 271 I depe de

t Study
Selected business topics relating to the student's degree
program may be studied and researched on an inde
pendent basis. Prerequisites: GPA 2.5, sophomore
standing and permission ofthe instructor and chair of
the department.
Cr Vari.

Undergraduate Business

BUS 190 Personal Finance

In dealing with the problems of managing personal
finances, primary emphasis is placed on methods of
measuring and evaluating expenditures to assure opti
mal benefit from the income. It includes an evaluation of
typical occupations and incomes; of life insurance with
the various types, investmentS and mutual funds; of the
borrowing ofmoney and use ofcredit; oftaxes and estate
plannings. The course work will be a series of readings
with brief case problems in each of the major areas.
(When taken by business or accounting majors, this
course will give general elective credit.)
Cr 3
BUS 28() Legal Environment of Business

This course introduces students to the legal system,
consumer law, agency law, administrativelaw, antitrust
law, labor law, equal employment law, environmental
law, and other topics. It stresses the social responsibility
ofbusiness and the legal and ethical framework in which
businesses must function.
Cr 3

on income taxes at the individual entiry, level. Em
phasis will be on a conceptual approach with limited
procedural applications. Prerequisites: ACC 201 and
junior standing.
Cr 3

ACC 3!)5 lnterruhip I
This is the first internship

coune (junior or senior
standing; special students with (permission). See de
scription of internship program in catalog text. Cr 1-3

lnterruhip ll
This is the second internship course. Prerequisite:
Cr 1-3
ACC 395.

ACC 4!)0 Indc:pendent Readings and. Research in

Aa:o11nting
Selected topics in the various areas of accounting,
auditing, and income taxes may be studied and
researched on an independent basis. Prerequisites:
Permission of instructor and Department chair and
senior standing.
Cr 1-3

A theoretical analysis ofthe basic characteristics, institu
tion, and operational activities of a modern capitalistic
economy which is involved in the transformation of
scara economic resources into the goods and services
demanded by consumers. Topics discussed include in
flation, unemplo�nt, government monetary and �
cal policy to achieve full employment and econorruc
growth. (Cannot be applied toward Core curriculum
Cr 3
requirement in Social Science)
AllU 112 Principles of Financial Aa:ounting II
A study of the procedures of accounting, in acc�J r

_
Prm
dance with Generally Accepted Accounung
ciples (GAAP), for property plant and eq � pment,
long-term inv�tmems, and bonds.. In add1t1on, �he
_ of propnetotships, partnerships
following entitles
and corporations are covered from a practical ap
proach. Analysis of financial statements concludes
Cr 3
this coune. Prerequisite: ABU III.

ABU 220 lntrodtlction to Business Ftnance
A study of the promotion, organization, and financ
ing of the single pr�prietorship, panne �ship. a':d
corporation. Such topics as fund flows, rauo analysts,
breal<even analysis and leverage, timevalueof money
concepts, cost of capital and capital budgeting are
examined. Prerequisites: ABU 1 0 1, ABU I 02, AllU
Cr 3
1 1 1 , ABU I I2, and MAT 01 1.

BUS 395 Internship I
the first internship course (junior or senior
standing; specialstudents with permission). See descrip
tion of internship program in catalog text.
Cr 3
This is

BUS 396 Internship II
This is the second internship course. Prerequisite:
BUS 395.
Cr 3

BUS 452 Organizational Behavior
An analysis of the interplay between individual and
group behavior, leadership styles and the culture of an
organization. The findings of behavior science are ap
plied to such processes as motivation, influence, the
structure of work, organizational design, leader-group
relations and organizational change. Models, case stud
ies, simulations, and applications. Prerequisites: BUS
340 and junior standing.
Cr 3

ACC 3!)6

AllU 1()1 Principles of Economics I

BUS 380 Bwiness Law I
This course, an introduction to the study ofbusiness law,
in dudes a thorough survey of contracts, agency, nego
tiable instruments, partnerships, corporations, secured
transactions, bankruptcy, and other topics. This course
is intended to provide a broad overview ofbusiness law
and theUniform Commercial Code. Prerequisite: BUS
280, junior standing, or permission of instructor. Cr 3

BUS 450 Bwiness Managc:men� and Policy
This course discusses administrative practice at the
higher levels of business management through case
analysis and discussion. The course attempts to coor
dinate the background of business majors in the
formulation and administration of sound business
policy. Prerequisites: BUS 320, BUS 340, BUS 360,
BUS 371 and senior standing.
Cr 3

Federal Taxes

An overview of federal tax laws, with a concentration

Associate Business

BUS 346 Personnel and. Human Rerource
Management
An analysis of the issues involved in the professional
practice of personnd and human resource management.
Topics include human resource planning (strategy, job
analysisandforecasting),staffing(recruitmentandsdec
tion), performana appraisal, compensation and reward
system design, training and devdopment, employee
rights and safety, labOr management relations, legal
aspects of human resoura management practice, and
the international dimension ofhuman resource manage
ment. Prerequisite: BUS 340.
Cr 3

BUS 490 Independent Readings and Research
Selected topics in the various areas of finance, man
agement, and marketing may be studied and re
searched on an i ndependent basis. Prerequisite: jun
Cr 1-6
ior standing.
BUS 327 lnvc:stment Management

Introduction to the securities markers, investment me
dia, and strategies for managing individual and institu
tional investment portfolios. Special anention is di
rected to the risk and rate-of-rerurn aspeCtS ofcorporate
stocks and bonds, government bonds, options, futwes,
and mutual funds. Prerequisites: BUS 320 and junior
standing.
Cr 3
International Bwiness
Introductory course on the international aspects of
economics, fin ance, marketing.. and management.
Among the topics included are: fixed and floating
exchange rates, gold standard, Eurocurrency market,
international taxation, transfer pricing, foreign ex
change hedging and forecasting, balance ofpayments,
global marketing, theory of multinational corpora
tion, joint ventures!licensinglwholly owned subsid
iary, compensating managers abroad, international
leasing, Prerequisites: ACC 202, ECO 201], 202],
and junior standing.
Cr 3

BUS 335

BUS 34() Management

This is a comprehensive introductory survey of the
problems encountered by managers and the p=�ices
they employ in planning, organizing. leading and con
trolling organizations. Theroleofthe general mana,aer in
business is explored, as is the bc:haviorofother individu
als and groups within business organizations.Amo ngthe
various topics covered are: devdopmentofmanagemem
as a discipline, motivation, power, leadership. strategic
management, decision making, organizational design,
job design, information and control systems, and oLfter
areas related to the functions and process of manage
ment. Prerequisite: junior standing.
Cr 3
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Economics
ECO 2()1J Principles of&onomic:s

I

This is a theoretical analysis of the basic characteristics,

institutions, and activities of a modern capitalistic
economy. Topics discussed indude inflation, unem
ployment, government monetary and fiscal policy, full
Cr 3
c:mployment, and economic growth.

ECO 2()2J Principles ofMicroea>nomic:s
This is an introduction to the analysis of

individual

markers: the functioning of prices in a market economy,

economic decision maKing by producers and consum
c:rs, and market structure. Topics discussed include
consurner preferences and conswner behavior, produc
tion theory and production costs, the monopoly fum,
and resource pricing. Additional topics are determined
by individual instructors.
Cr 3
ECO 361 Case Studies in

lntema.tiond
Dc:vdopmeot
This couneprovidescasesrudies ofthe issues, problems,
and policies of economic development. The develop
ment experience of various countries is ocarnined in a
comparative context. Prerequisites: ECO 201] and
Cr 3
junior standing.
Economics
Analysis of international markers and exchange theory,
functioning of prices in the international economy,
international finana. tariffs, quotas, and other instru
ments ofimemational economic policy. Prerequisites:
ECO 20 1], ECO 202J. and junior standing.
Cr 3

ECO 370 lntematiorud

EDU 524 Supervised Practicum in Reading
Disabilities

This clinical experience is given in conjunction with the
Reading Clinic or the University Reading Academy.
Working under supervision, students use selected assess
ment instruments with adults/children who have learn
ing and reading difficulties. Testing sessions will be
unique and geared to specificdiagnostic needs perceived
by instructors.
Cr 1-6

EDU 529 Reading/Writing Workshop

Clinical experiences require the utilization ofdiagnostic
and prescriptive methods for planning and implement
ing reading programs for srudents at different stages of
re:iding progress . Tutoring experiences are augmented
and related to the professional literature and research
through frequent opportunities to explain and defend
observations in seminars. Extensive reading from basic
texts, current references, and periodicals are suessed.
Emphasis is on rhe appropriate application of research
validated teaching and diagnostic techniques in super
vised settings. Prerequisites: completion ofcore courses
Cr 6
and instructor permission.

EDU 560 ESL Oassroom Teaching Practices

ECO 450 Readings in Economics

A series of readings and discussions of important
books of a socio-economic and politico-economic
nature books with which the well-informed econom
ics major should be familiar but which, due to time
constraints, have not been integrated into the study
Cr 3
hours of economics.

ECO 490 Independent Readings and Research in

Eronmnics
Independent study and research of various student
selected areas of economics. Prerequisites: senior stand
ing and a completed independent study form (available
Cr 1-3
from SBEM Dean's office).

Graduate Business

MBA 645 Intemational Business

A study of the business firm in the international
environment using the model of the multinational
firm. It focuses on the application of international
trade and investment tlieory to the management
operations of the multinational firm through the use
of computer simulation gaming, case studies, and
experiential exercises. Prerequisites: MBA 60 I A & B,
MBA 602 A & B.
Cr 3
MBA 648 Advanced Organizational Analysis

Focuses on understanding organizations through differ
em images. Each image draws attention to different
aspects oforganizing, and leads to different understand
ings of, and ways of managing, the organizing process.
Shows how organization members can use these images
as tools for informing and guiding action.
Cr 3

MBA 691 Independent Study

Selected topics in the areas of Business and/or Adminis
tration may be studied and researched on an indepen
dent basis. Prerequisites: permission of the instructor
and the director of Graduate Programs.
Cr 3

College of Education and
Human Development
Teacher Education
EDU 200 Education in the United States
This course provides an introduction to the srudy of
American education. Problems and issues in contempo
:-"Y education are examined from several perspectives,
mcluding the social, historical, and philosophical. Cr 3

EDU 210 Theoretical Foundations of Learning
An. examination of theories of learning and their appli
cauon to motivation, concept development, classroom
management, methodology, and evaluation.
Cr 3

EDU 300 Educational Media and Technology
An examination of educational media and technology
with special emphasis on school-based developments
and applications.
Cr 3

EDU 308 Science fur Children
An alternative to EDU 307. This course is conducted

in a University science resource center and provides
opportunities for stu?ents to apply learning th�o;'Y by
.
exploring current science curncula. EmphasiS IS on
content analysis and comparison and on i �plem.en�a
tion in public classrooms. A field expenence IS In
cluded whenever possible. Recommended prerequi
Cr 3
site: EDU 2 1 0.

EDU 335 Excertional Students in the Oassroom

This course shal serve as an introduction to the unique
characteristics and needs of exceptional students in
grades K-8. Legislation and its implications, roles and
responsibilities of the regular classroom teacher, re
sources and characteristics of exceptional srudents shall
Cr 3
be discussed.

EDU 336 Children's Literature

Asurveyofchildren's literarurewith special �mphasison
the selection of appropriate books for children from
preschool through the elementary school years. Cr 3

EDU 358 Teaching Social Studies

The content of this course will focus on teaching strat
.
egies approp riate for social studies Emphasis is on
Cr 3
content analysis and curriculum development.

Professional Education
Graduate
EDU 510 Development of the
Composition Process

.

This course in language arts emphasizes the develop 
ment ofwriting proficiencies. Writing growth and Its
relationship to reading and oral language develop
ment 1s exammed. A thorough study of current re
search and theory relating to the composition process
leads to the development of instruct.ional progra�s
that will foster students' growth as wnters. Appropri
ate for elementary teachers; most secondary teachers
Cr 3
can be accommodated.

EDU 514 Teaching Reading in Content Areas

This course explores techniques and �rocesses that can
be applied by content teachers . to Improve readmg
abiliry. Emphasis is on competenctes that srudents use In
content areas and strategies for teaching them how to
apply them-a P.rocess of inteprating e teaching of
.
reading/srudy skills while teachmg a subject matter. The
course"has practical application for all classroom teachers
Cr 3
in grades 4 through 12.

�
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This course will explore current methods and practices
in English as a Second Language {ESL) atvarious age and
proficiency levels with an examination ofthe underlying
assumptions about language and language learning; the
role of the teacher; the role of learners; the nature of
learning experiences; and the role of instructional mate
rials. Emphasis will be on evolving a thoughtful ap
proach to meaningful ESL dassroom instruction. Cr 3

EDU 561 Aspects of the English Language

This is asurveycourse examining the elements ofEnglish
and their relevance in second language acquisition. The
course will analyze the phonetic, morphological, syntac
tic, and semantic structure of English; rhe social aspects
such as variation, change, and register; and the commu
nicative aspects such as pragmatics, psycholinguistics,
and acquisition. Application of these language aspects
will be accomplished through problem solving and
discussion activities integrating the aspects of English
within the second language classroom context.
Cr 3

EDU 600 Research Methods and Techniques

This course srudies the concepts, principles, and tech
niques of educational research with emphasis on scien
tific inquiry and problem solving. designed for both the
producer and consumer of educational research. Indi
vidual research proposals and reports are completed.
Prerequisite: open to matriculated students only. Cr 3

EDU 610 Critical Issues in Teaching and Learning

This course provides grounding and direction for a spiral
of learning to continue throughout the program. It
draws on direct and observed experience of participants,
as well as on the literature of theory, research, and
practice, to explore critical issues in teaching and learn
ing. lt aims to provide students with a process ofinquiry
useful for identifying, classifYing, and analyzing instruc
tional problems and the skill in making decisions about
curriculum and pedagogy. Prerequisite: matriculation
or permission of instructor.
Cr 3

EDU 617 Teaching in the Middle Level School

The p urpose of this course is to provide an under
standing of the role the teacher plays in the intellec
tual, social, emotional and personal development of
young adolescents. The course will investigate, tryout
and evaluate responsive teaching strategies and ex
plore the design and structure of an advisor/advisee
programs/curriculum.
Cr 3

EDU 621 Literacy Problems: Assessment and
Instruction

This course conceprualiz.es reading diagnosis as a process
ofbecoming informed about a learner. Heavy emphasis
on developing diagnostic insights and corrective strate
. Updates traditional
gies for disabled reader; of all
approaches and elaborates on current trends from re
search and practice. Stresses case studies and in-class
practice to help reachers implement diagnostic correc
tive procedures in the classroom. Prerequisite: EDU 620
or equivalent.
Cr 3

ages

Human Resource
Development

HRD 333J Human Growth and D"""'opment

This course introduces developmental theory and re
search which encompasses the entire life span. Emphasis
will be on prenatal development through adolescence,
with an overview of adult development. A multi-disci
plinary view ofhumandevelopmentwill be taken whi�h
considers stability as well as change throughout the life
cycle. The interaction of hereditary and environmenral
factors will be considered in studying physical. cognitive,
andpsychosocialdevelopment. Prerequisite: sophomore
level standing.
Cr 3
HRD 554 Institute in Educational Gerontology:
Aging. Death :and Bereavement

This course examines the phenomenon of death in
modern society, with a special emphasis on implicatioru
for older persons. Issues such as the meaning of death,
the dying process. survivorship, and suicide are treated.
Special attention is paid to the role of the professional in
death education.
Cr 3
HRD 600 Adult Education :and Human Resource

EDU 622 Language :and Literacy for
Young Children
The focus of the course is the development of!angua�e
{both oral and written) in children three through eight
years of age. Content includes the characteristics of
language learners, the conditions that promote emergent
literacy, and organization and management ofliteracy
instruction in the primary grades.
Cr 3
ED U 630 Organizing for Literacy Instruction

The course identifies and explores the components of
effective l iteracy programs ar the upper elementary
and middle school levels. Emphasis is on the design
and implementation of literature-based instruction
and management of self-selected reading. Prerequi
site: EDU 620.
Cr 3
EDU 633 Special Appli=ions in literacy

Independent study opportunities to apply course expe
riences infield-based situations are encouraged. Consid
erable latitude is possible in pursuing �ptions ofprofes
sional interest with approval of adviSor. Examples of
activities include: writing project (meeting standards of
professional journals). intensive clinical experiences,
educational consultation and research Independent
options must be approved in writing by the Program
Coordinator.
Cr 1-6
EDU 671 Organizational Behavior

A systems approach to understanding and predicting

h uman behavior within organizarioru is studied. The
course emphasizes analytical means to I ) reveal forces
which affect decision-making and leadership behavior,
2) identify implications for managerial functions. Basic
concepts such as authority, influence� motivation, com
munication, conflict, pattern maintenance, and tension
management are discussed and applied.
Cr 3

EXE 61 1 Natun: :and Need.s of Lc:amen Who Are
Exceptional

This course focuses on the unique characteristics and
educational and sociaVernmional needs ofchildren and
youth who display a range of learning and behavioral
difficulties mcluding learning disabilities, mild forms of
developmental delay, and mild to moderate forms of
Cr 3
behavioral and adjustment problems.
EXE 6 1 5 Oa.s.!room and Behavior Management
for Learners Who Are fu:reprional

This course examines a variety of strategies for promot
ing positive behavior. Topics include preventing misbe
havior through class room organtZ.atton srrategtes. re
sponding to misbehavior in constructive wa)�. �nd
designingsrraregies tohcl pch ildren devdop appropnare
social skills. Students are expected to conduct several
classroom application projects.
Cr 3

EXE 640 Communication and Deafness
The course will describe the ful l range of communi
cation modes currently used with hearing impaired
children in the United States, and the presuppositions
behind the various approaches, including. oral/aural,
American signlanguage, manual English, cued speech,
fingerspelling, etc. The relationship between com
munication and language and the role of vision and
residual hearing in language acquisition will be stud
ied. Factors associated with selection of a particular
mode of communication over the other modes will be
examined.
Cr 3
EXE 684 Administrarion in Special Education
This is a field-based course designed to offer experience
in administering special education programs. The course
emphasizes the organization and administration of spe
cial education programs. Prerequisite: EXE 61 1 or per
mission of instructor.
Cr 3
EXE 685 Advanced Seminar in Special Edncarion

This is an advanced course that will integrate and
synthesize research and practices across disciplines in
exceptionality. Individual and group presentations will
be requiredaswellasamajorpaper. Prerequisite: comple
tion of three core courses or advisor's permission. Cr 3

EXE 687 Technology in Special Education and
Rehabilitation

This course introduces students to the use oftechnology
in the education and rehabilitation of individuals with
special needs. A range of technological systems will be
exarnined from"lowtech" devicessuch as simple switches
to computers, adaptive devices, and software appropri
ate for handicapped individuals. A varietyofequipment,
materhials, hardware, and software will be available for
demonstration and student use. Methods and tech
niques for evaluation and determination of appropriate
and inappropriate use of technology will be stressed.
Cr 3
EXE 688 Internship in Exceptionality
This course is designed to provide experiences in practi
cal and applied aspecrs of special education administra
tion. Students will be expected to focus on one or two
majorprojecrs developed in conjunction with the course
instructor. Prerequisite: completion of four courses in
Cr var.
special education administration.
EXE 694 Vocational Education for Special Needs
Students
This course will provide an in-depth study ofappropri
ate vocations for disabled secondary school students.
The skills to be taught are job analysis, job development,
and job search and placement. Students will examine
regional job opportunities and identify potential train
Cr 3
ing sites, work sites, and employer needs.
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Development
This is the mandatory first course in the master's pro
gram. The course inttoduces the student to adult educa
tion, continuing education, and human resource devel
opment, including irs history, philosophy, and trends in
the United States and worldwide. The course also intro
duces the student to the graduate program and to the
network of current students and program graduates.
Particular attention is given to career and educational
planning. including the assessment of prior experience,
the beginning of a professional ponfolio, the develop
ment ofa career plan to be soughtthrough the program,
and the development of an educational plan for the
Cr 3
completion of the program.
HRD 603 Coruultarion
This cowse is designed to· introduce students to the
practice of consultation within the counseling profes
sion. A varieryoftheorerical approaches to the role ofthe
consultantwill be offered, indudingfocus onbehavioral
observation, organizational development, relating to
staff people as a consultant and communicating the
results ofa consultation. Prerequisites: HRD 686, HRD
690, or permission of the professor.
Cr 3
HRD 608 Career Development
This course will examine the way> in which counse
lors assist people of all ages in their life/career devel
opment. Emphasis will bean understanding theories,
information systems, materials, activities and tech�
niques for fostering career awareness, exploration.
decision-making and preparation. The interrelation
ships among work, family, and orherlife roles, incl ud
ing multicultural and gender issues, will also be ad
Cr 3
dressed. Prerequisites: None.
HRD 620 Fundamentals of Ccunseling Skilli
This course will emphasize the development of fUnda
mental counseling skills, such as attending behavior,
listening. reflection of feeling, paraphrasing and ques
tioning. Thecoursewillexamine theprooess and content
of the counseling inteNiew, as well as verbal and non
verbal factors which influence the interactions within
the counselin grelationship. Primaryfocus will hero he!p
the student develop greater knowledge and skills in
interpersonal communication ,.;thin the counseling
relationship. Prerequisite: Restricted to matriculated
Cr 3
graduate students.
HRD 621 Fundamentals of Ccunseling Theories
This course is for those who are or will be engaged in
counseling in an educational or mental health setting
Selected theories and related techniques will be closely
examined. Research literarurewhichhasa bearing on the
effectiveness and noneffectiveness of counseling will be
Cr 3
reviewed. Prerequisites: None.
HRD 622 Ccunseling Children and Adolescents
This course provides an overview of theories and tech
niques that are used in counseling children and adoles
cents. Artention will be given to examining personal
philosophies about working; with children and adoles
cents and to the exploration of plausible intervemioru
for various counseling situations"'ith these populations.
Prerequisites: Matriculation in counselor education or
school p5)-chologyor permission of instructor.
Cr 3

HRD 626 Group Process and Procedures
The course focuses on basic principles of group devel
opment and on dynamics of group interaction. The
improvement of facilitative skills will be emphasized.
Prerequisite: Open to matriculated graduate students
Cr 3
only.
HRD 627 Group Counseling
This course focuses on the development of concepts,
attitudes, and skills necessary to effectively lead counsel
ing gro�ps i� a variety of settings. Integration of group
dynam•cs Wlth counselmg theory and group techniques
is emphasized. Additionally, behavior of leader and
participants will be analyzed to promote a deeper under
standing of group roles and functions. Prerequisite:
Cr 3
HRD 626 or equivalent.
HRD 633 Managing Adult Education and HRD
This course examines the administrative and leadership
skills necessary for the development and management of
units such as adult education centers, continuing educa
tion offices, and training and staff development depart
ments in profit and non-profit organizations. Particular
attention is given to the development of mission state
ments, the use of advisory boards, community needs,
assessment approaches, developing goals and objectives,
program development, personnel management, and the
development ofa management style.
Cr 3
HRD 660 Life Span Development I
This course examines the processes underlying growth,
development and behavior changes of humans from
conception through adolescence. The interaction of
biological and environmental factors will be considered
in studying physical, cognitive, and psychosocial devel
opment during these earlier stages of the life span.
Prerequisites: None.
Cr 3
HRD 665 Psychological Measurement and
Evaluation
This course focuses on group tests and related measure
ment techniques. The course content will include a
review of the history and resting, current issues, funda
ment� statistics for understanding. evaluating and using
.
tests, mcludmg selected aptitude, intelligence, achieve
men�, interest and personality rests. A variety of stan
dardiZed and non-standardized evaluation measures will
be reviewed. Prerequisites: None.
Cr 3
HRD 671 Physical Ba5es of Behavior
This is an examination of neurological, sensory, and
muscular disorders. Consideration is given to health
Cr 3
problems of school-aged children.
H� 674 Abnormal Psychology
ThiS IS an overview of normal and abnormal personality

development and functioning. Emphasis is on symptom
patte�s, eti?logy, and treatment of developmental and
behaviOral drsorders from earlychildhood through adult
hood.
Cr 3

H� 686 Internship

ThiS co�me will provide an opportunity for the stu

HRD 692 Advanced Individual Practicum
This is ��e advanced course in counseling practicum.
In addmon to butldmg on the skills developed in
HRD 690 (Practicum), emphasis will be placed on
the structural analysis of typical client problems and
the use ofappropriate strategies ofintervention. Other
emphasis will include the staffing of actual cases and
a knowledge of community resources available to the
Cr 3
counseling clientele.
HRD 693 Life Stories and Personal Mythmaking
ThiScourseserves asareflective,self-exploration compo
nent of the master's program for counselors, educators,
administrators, and other service-providing profession
als. It o �ers a theoretical and methodological framework
for the m-depth study of individual lives. As a course in
�utobiographical reflection, the underlying assumption
IS that tellu:g the stories of our lives is an important way
of uncovenng the personal truth in our lives. As a course
in t?eory and research, it takes a broad look at the study
of hves approach to defining personality development
.
across ume, drawing upon the writings of those from
various disciplines who use personal narratives and life
stories as primary documents. This seminar uses a
wo r�hop approach, combining autobiographical
_
wnung,
personal myrhmaking, writing circles, and
life story interviews to better understand process and
pattern in life cycle development from a subjective
Cr 3
point of view.
HRD 698 Directed Study in Human Resource
Development
This course provides students the opportunity to
pursue a project independently planning and explor
ing an area of interest within the field of human
resource development. The project must be field
based, intellectually sound and reflect a high caliber of
performance. Specific content and methods of evalu
ation are determined in conjunction with the faculty
supervisor. An approved proposal is a necessary pre
requisite to registration.
Cr 1-3
HRD 697 Independent Study:
Orientation to Sehool Psychology
This course is designed to provide students with an
orientation to the role and funcrion of the school psy
chologist and to orient the student to the delivery of
regular education, special education, and psychological
services within school settings. Completion of HRD
697 is requiredprior to beginningHRD688 , Internship
Cr 1-3
in School Psychology.
HRD 699 Independent Study in Human Resource
Development
This course provides students the opportunity to pursue
a roject independently. planning and exploring a topic
o interest within the field of human resource develop
ment. The project must be library based, intellectually
sound and reflect a high caliber ofperformance. Specific
content and methods ofevaluation will be deterntined in
collaboration with the instructor. An approved proposal
Cr 3
is a necessary prerequisite to register.

r

dent �o mt�grate formal coursework with on-the-job
expenence m selected institutions. Prerequisites: HRD
690.
Cr 1-12

H� 687 �terruhip in Adult Education

ThiS c':lurse IS designed to provide professional expe
rience m the student's selected area of concern. A plan
for the internship is presented for approval to the
student's adviser. On approval, the intern completes
hiSiher planned program under the supervision and
.
evaluation of a responsible person for the internship
asSignment.
Cr 1-9

HRDX 623 Play Therapy
This course is designed to: 1 ) increase the student's
awareness ofthe child's inner world ofthoughts, feelings,
and behaviors; 2) increase the student's selfexploration;
3) mcrease the student's sensitivity to the acceptance of
�>rhers in order to better facilitate the child's expression
m a therapeutic relationship; and 4) assist the student in
the understanding of the theories of play therapy. Call
780-53 16 for prerequisites.
Cr 3

Physical Education

PHE 325 Workshop in Experiential Education
Leadership and Learning Center
at Wolfe's Neck Farm
This course is designed for those who wish to provide
se':"ice to groups using an adventure based prograrn
m�ng model andarelookingto enhancetheir faciliration
skills. The workshop covers group activities and initia
tives, including specific technical skills for ropes course
events. Ernpha5is is on developing the necessary lead
ership skills to conduct an adventure based program.
Cr 3
Fee course.

r

PHE 353 Teache Training-Experiential
Education
"I!>� course is designed to blend the process and interdis
ciplmary approach of experiential education with more
traditional forms oflearning. This non-traditional meth
odology will include teaching methods (safety) and
mat_eri�s. (construction) curriculurn design, group or
.
ganiZauon, lesson plannmg and evaluation. Observa
tion, peer reaching, and practical experience with groups
Cr 6
will be included. Fee course.

Professional Development
Center

EDUX 676 Cnrrent Issues in School law
This course is designed for students who are both
familiar with the general principles of school law and
hav� had considerable experience i n the public school
se�mg. Issues ro. be covered will include the legal impli
cau??S and habthry ofschool officials for employment
deciSIOns (mcludmg h�rmg. evaluations, terminations,
and references); a safe school environment (including
harassment, abuse, "hate crimes," weapons, discipline,
and values); dealing with children with disabilities (in
cluding exclusion, discipline, Section 504, and ADA);
.
�d reside�cy and custody problems_ Emerging issues
wuh organized labor, the mechanics and implications of
school � ns�lidations and with�rawals, and strategies
.
for dealmgwithconrroversial toptcs and confrontational
meetings will also be explored. Real-life case studies will
draw on students' combined experiences; classes will be
highly interactive. Guest speakers with specific expettise
will address many class to pia.
Cr 3
EPD 503 Arts Education Institute
The Arts Education Institute is de.igned to provide a
variety of arts experiences and arts education strate
gies for teachers ofall levels and subjects. The institute
offers the opportunity to plan creative interdiscipli
nary projects using the arts to enrich the classroom
environment_ The faculty of attists, arts educators,
an� classroom teachers offer 0 eir expertise about
usmg the arts to enhance teachmg. There is also a
focus on model arts programs and the relationship of
aesthetics, learning, and human development. Cr 3
EPD 542 Social Process and the
Cultt= of Sehools
This course focuses on the processes that occur in two
major social systems - organizations and groups. Par
ticular attention will be given to looking at schools as
organizations and at classrooms as groups. Students will
learn to diagnose various processes that occur in the
school organization and the classroom to develop inter
vention strategies to improve each process.
Cr 3
EPD 562 Comparative Curriculum Institute

HRD 688 Internship in School Psychology
"J?e 1,500-�lock hour in terns hip is a full-time, super

�ed ex�;enence within a public school system. The
Internship provides the student with specific skills
and competencies in the role and function of the
s �hool �sychological examiner. Prerequisite: permis
Sion of Instructor. (Three hours awarded in the fall
and spring semesters and two hours in the first sum
mer session)
Cr 8
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EPI 5Z6 Using Conflict Resolution and

Mediation in the Sch<>ols
This course for school counselors, administrators,
and teachers will teach conflict resolurion and media·
tion skills. Through lecture, demonstration, role play
and video, participants will improve their skills of
collaborative negotiation and mediation, how to be a
neutral third-party facilitator in conflict situations.
Emphasis will be on building skills ofactive listening,
discoveringyourown biases and maintaining neutral
ity, collaborative problem-solving skills, breaking
impasse, and consensus building in large groups.
Skills will be taught in the context o fissues ofconflict
in the school setring.
Cr 3

EPI 5Z8 Autism and Severe Disabilities:
Teaching Strategies
This course will focus on the use of systematic instruc
tion procedures and applied behavior analysis method·
ologies to teach functional and age-appropriate skills to
persons with autism and severe disabilities. During the
initial phase of the course, participants will develop a
pro-action habilitative program for a person with dis
abilities. The second phase ofthe course will include case
consultation and peer review in rhe implementation of
habilitative programs.
Cr 3
EPI 5Z9 Critical and Creative Thinking

in the Oassroom

EPD 562 Comparative Curriculum Institute
Through a comparison of curriculum and schooling
iss ues in various countries (China, Japan, England,
Sweden, Brazil, and othm), rhis course provides a
platform for develo p ing a global perspective and a
knowledge base in global education which can enable
teachers/administrators to provide leadership during
currirulum change. Thecoursewill modela transforma
tional approach and include guest speakers and various
technologies, including Internet. Summer reading as
Cr 3
signrnenr. Registration by June 3.
EPD 564 Counseling Tramnatized and

Dt.onl<red Children
Manychildrenexperience severe emotionaltrauma&om
a variety of stimuli: physical illness, death of a relative,
divorce, abuse, homeless ness, accidents, alcohol/drug
abuse, and other circumstances. This course will provide
an overview of traumatizing experiences and how they
impact children. !twill also present methodsofinterven
tion"'ith children and provide specific techniques rouse
with the problems children encounter. Emphasis will be
placed on intervention thar focuses on working with
individual children, families, school personnd, and re
wed community resources.
Cr 3
EPDI 5()1 Ccoperative Learning in the
School Setting

This course provides the learner with an overview of
cooperative learning systems and practical approaches to
implementing cooperative learning rechniques and ac
tivities in aschool setting. Special emphasis will be placed
on solving problems attendant to heterogenous group
ing, evaluating individual learning in a group setting.
and designing activities that engage all students in mulCr 3
. tiple modes oflearning.

EPDI 517

Computer Netwrorking: Linking

Educatcrs and Snu!ents to the Global V"tllagc

This course explores education:tl tdecomputing as a
vehicle for communication among K-1 2 students,
teachers, and administrators as well as among person
nd of post-secondary institurions and the private
sector. Skills for using relecommunication networks,
electronic mail and bulletin boards, and computer
C<Jnferencing will be taughr. Emphasis will be placed
on promoring educational improvement through
teacher exchanges of instructional ideas, facilitating
studenr motivation to read and write throu�h use of
technologr, and the reducing of teacher and admin
istrator isolation by providing access to colleagues in
Cr 3
schools and corporate settings.

EPDI 527 Educational Implications for Students
with Language Learning Disabilities

This course will focus on definition, diagnosis, and
intervention of the expressive and receptive language
processes of the language impaired population, specifi
cally the language learning disabled studenr. language
processing and the various difficulties and disabilities
Children exhibit in this area will be defined using an
information processing model. Various effects oflan
guage disabilities on school behavior, social interaction,
and academic development will be addressed. Collabo
rative teaching among specialists and mainmeam issues
will be covered.
Cr 3

EPDI 548 Leadership Tnining in
Experiential Education

The USM Outdoor Center for Experiential Education
at Wolfe's Neck Farm in Freeport is offering a graduate
course comprising: problem-solving and decision-rnalc
ing skills, self-confidence building. interpersonal skills,
team building strategies, and leadership development
training. Outdoor experiential learning activiries in
clude sequenced "hands on" initiatives designed ro meet
the goals of the participanrs.A major focusofrhe course
is thedevelopmentofleadership skills and thettansferof
these skills into orher environments, organizations, and
institutions.
Cr 3

EPDI 557 Foxlire Approacb to

Teaching and Learning: Level I
The Foxfire approach is a learner-centered approach to
education that has proven effective and valual>le in
classrooms nationally. Students learn to take acrive
responsibility for their education, discover rhe broader
C<Jmmunities in which theylive, develop aesthetic appre
ciation, learn complex problem solving. and find impor
tant audiences for their work. The Foxfi.re core practices
foster the growth ofcreative, productive, criticalcitizens.
Registrants should be prepared to commit to a fall
Foxfire CEU program.
Cr 3
EPI 507 PortfOlios in the Oassroom: Grades K--8
This course is designed for K-8 teachers and adminisrra
tors who wish to design, implement, or improve portfo
lio cultures in their schools. Topics to be addressed
include: definitions ofportfolios, instruction and assess
ment implications, validity and rdiabiliry; potential of
technology; rubrics and scoring guides; incentives for
qualitywork; communicatingwithwideraudiences;and
the challenges (practical and theoretical) to educators,
the students, and the system.
Cr 3
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The heterogeneous dassroom offers many challenges to
the teacher. One of the challenges includes how to
provide critical and creative thinking lessons for all
abiliryleamers.Wewilllookatways toadapr instruction
in order to create flexible, interactive, and authentic
aaivities. We will also look at ways to assess students'
thinking through the use ofcriterion reference tests and
the development of ntbrics. Topics will include: identi
fYing elemenrsofcritical and creative thinking, utilizing
inmucrional strategies/techniques, providing for a vari
ety of grouping arrangements, and developing assess
Cr 3
ment tools.

Communication Sldlls for the
Oassroom Teacher
This course introduces and familiarizes teachers with
how communication can function effectively in their
classrooms. Topics to be covered inc!ude how commu•
nication relates to such issues as classroom climate,
nonverbal immediacy, prejudice and bias, teacher ap
proachability, student communication, apprehension
and self-concept, and other behaviors/nuances associ
ated with classroom inreraction. This class is for elemen
tary and secondary teachers, delineating and discussing
ways to capitalize on rheir teaching potential.
Cr 3
EPI 530

EPI 533 Teaching Tolerance 1:

Institute in. Law-Related Education

This course is aimed at teachers, administrators, and

guidance counselots who wish ro bring tolerance educa
tion programs totheir schoolsor classes. TheC<Jursewill
explore discrimination under the law on rhe basis of
handicap, sex, and sexual orientationwirh a special focus
on sexual harassment in the schools and rhe workplace.
The course will use the interactive techniques of law
related education sucb as mock trials, case study, moot
court arguments, and simulations. The course will also
introduce participants to conflict management educa
tion and school-based peer mediation programs and
provide the resources needed to pursue these initiatives
Cr 3
in their own schools.

Mac Computer in. the Classrom
o
ThiscoursewillprovideanoverviewofhowtheMacintosh
computer can be used in a classroom. This is a lab course;
work will be done using Macintosh compurers and a
variety of software. Students will learn abour the
Macinroshoperatingsystem (and the metaphors behind
it); ClarisWorks softWare forwriting,outlining.publish
ing, and keeping track of various kinds ofinformation;
HyperCard as a tool forbuildingavarietyofeducational
applicarions. The course will focus on the design of
classroom activities that rnalcethe besruse ofC<Jmpurers
to reach skills and conrenr, and on ways to rnalce the
Macintosh accesis ble to stud en u with a variery ofleam
ing st)ies and physical abilities.
Cr 3

EPI 545

EPI 546 Educational Implications for Students

with Language-Learning Disabilities: Level ll

Prerequisite: EPDI 527 or permission ofinstructor. This
course will initially focus on a briefreview of language
based learning disabilities, current research, and how
disabilities influence academic development. This ad
vanced course will concentrate primarily on processing
problems related to reading and written language across
the curriculum and o n the integration ofstuayskills and
learning strategies. Specific intervention models, tech
niques, and strategies will be explored as well as contin
ued discussion ofappropriate modification and accom
modations. Other topics include diagnostic issues and
Cr 3
collaborative models.

EPI 547 Using HyperCard in Education
HyperCard is an authoring tool that has opened up
the software development process to non-program
mers. This course will introduce HyperCard as a tool
for building educational applications. This is a lab
course; workwill be done using Macintosh computers
and HyperCard software. Students will become fa
miliar with all the aspects of the HyperCard develop
ment environment: object oriented environments,
scripting, user-interface design, graphic design, type
and readability, animation, digitized sound, synthe
sized sound and speech, and building software that is
accessible to students with a variety oflearning styles
and physical abilities.
Cr 3
EPI 548 Media Technology
for the Oassroom Teacher
In this course we will examine the use of motion, audio,
projected and nonprojected media in the classroom. We
will also explore the advantages and limitations of using
such diverse media equipment as VCRs, videodisc play
ers, interactive video players, and CD-ROM. Hands
on projects will include producing video, audio and
sound slide programs; producing overhead transparen
cies using computer generated materials; dty mounting
and laminating materials for bulletin board displays; and
other ways to utilize technology in the classroom. Cr 3
EPI 549 Career Development Portfolio:

The Get a Life Model

This course is intended for those who wish to develop
skills in providing an integrated life/career development
curriculurn that is linked to the Get a Lift Career
Planning Portfolio model. Major areas of focus include
the theoretical and philosophical foundations of career
development, portfolio assessment, program manage
ment, training and staff development models, resource
Cr 3
identification, and curriculum planning.

EPI 550 Diversity in Schools
This course will focus on activities and policies that
individual educators and school districts may pursue to
create a more inclusive and welcoming classroom and
school environment for all students and employees. We
will examine the interrelatedness of oppression issues
and how they may unintentionally interfere with per
soruJ! and professional growth of teachers, counselors
�d administrators. Emphasis will be placed on identi
fying bias and differential treatment on the basis of race,
gender, national origin, language, religion, disability,
�d sexual orientation. We will develop strategies to
uuerrupt bias and discriminatory behaviors. A legal
overviewwilllookatsrate andfederallaws aswellas court
cases brought by students, parents, and employees
challenging school practices. Curriculum, classroom
management, extracurricular activities, and athletics will
be considered as we strive to be more inclusive in our
classrooms and schools.
Cr 3
EP� S? I Be��or Thernpy
ThiS IS an Intensive, one-week course for graduate
students and practicing professionals interested in the
application of behavior therapy methodologies within
educauonal and social service settings. The course will
cover a broad range of topics including: a) behavior
�essment, b) proactive behavior management strate
�es, c) cognitive behavior therapy theories and tech
ni�ues, and d) methods of monitoring the effectiveness
of mterventions. This course is applicable to graduate
students in psychology, counseling, special education,
and social work programs.
Cr 3

EPI 554 Planning Integrnted Curriculum
for Grades 9--12
This course is designed for those who are developing
integrated curriculum at their schools. Participants will
learn the steps of the "planning backwards process" to
planning curriculum. Each step will be modeled and
examined. Teams of parricipants will then use the ap
proach to develop a unit of instruction. The sessions are
designed to be practical and concrete. Examples ofother
teachers' work will be provided and analyzed. Tearns of
two or more from each school are recommended. Those
who are just considering the team approach are also
welcome.
Cr 3

EPI 558 Foxfire Approach to Teaching and
Learning: Level n
To deepen teacher practice of the Foxfire approach,
participants will explore such pedagogical influences as
constructivist theory, critical pedagogy, and dialogical
learning. There will be in-depth reflection on personal
classroom practice, and advanced skill building. A fall
independent study and follow up meeting are included.
Prerequisite: Foxfire Level One.
Cr 3
HRDX 601 Marketing Adult and
Continuing Education
This course is a practical overview of marketing concepts
and strategies and their application to the field of adult
educa.tion.Attention is given to development and imple
mentation ofa marketing plan. Special emphasis will be
given to identifying the potential audience, doing more
with less, and the role of collaboration in expanding
resources and reaching new audiences.
Cr 3

Lewiston-Auburn College
ENG IOOC College Writing
Classes meet regularly to analyze professional and stu
dent writing as a way ofsharpening awareness ofhow to
use language effectively. The writing assignments en
courage stui:lents to apply the principles discussed in class
to their own work. This course cannot be used to satisfY
a humanities requirement. Prerequisite: writing profi
ciency. Evety year.
Cr 3
ENG 120H Introduction to Liternture
A general introduction to the various literary genres
poetry, the short story, drama-which will inclu�e a
study of critical terminology, close textual readmg,
and practice in writing. Prerequisite: ENG IOOC or
Cr 3
I O ! C or waiver.

HUM 205 Creative Writing: Poetry
This course is designed to introduce students to the
art and practice of writing poetry. Organized as a
workshop, it features close examination ofthe student's
own writing as well as the work of outstanding con
temporary poets. Cr 3
HUM 398 IndependentStudy
ITP330ProductionControl
Lectures, discussions, and problems dealing with the
principles and practices of production and inventory
control. Study includes information flow, forecasting,
scheduling. capacity planning. material requirements
planning. economic order quantities, ABC analysis,
Cr 3
line balancing, and just-in-time techniques.
lAC 150MicrocomputenandApplieations
An introductory lecture and laboratory course designed

to introduce students to basic microcomputer concepts
and their application to education, business, and horne
management. Basic computer operation, operating sys
tems, formatting. language, architecture, consulting,
Cr 3
and communications will be covered.

lAC 199 Respondingtnfmergencies
This course is designed to train people on how to
recognize emergeney situations and respond to them
using basic first aid care. Course content is presented
in various ways including: textbook readings, audio
visuals, class discussion, and practical application.
Upon successful completion of course requirements,
students will receive an American Red Cross Course
Completion Certificate as well as a cettifteate in adult
CPR No previous first aid experience is necessary.
Cr 3

MAT I OOD College Algebra
The real number system, algebraic operations, sets
equations, inequalities and their graphs, functions
and relations, quadratic functions, exponential and
logarithmic functions, theory of equations, systems
of equations, permutations, combinations, probabil
ity, sequences and series, matrices and determinants,
and mathematical induction. Prerequisite: successful
completion ofthe University's Mathematics Proficiency
requirement.
Cr 3

GEO 120J Geogrnphy of Maine
.
This course will examine Maine as a geographic
region. Physical and cultural attributes of the sta:e
will be analyzed. Political, economic and demographic
factors will be emphasized in viewing the assets and
problems of the Maine environment and in planning
Cr 3
Maine's future.
HRD 333J Human Growth and Development
This course introduces developmental theory and re
search which encompasses the entire life span. Emphasis
will be on prenatal development through adol"'!ce��·
with an overview of adult i:levelopment. A muln-dtsci
plinaryview ofhurnan development will beraken which
considers stability as well as change throughout the life
cycle. The interaction ofheredit� and �nvuonm��tal
factors will be considered in studymg physical, cognmve,
andpsychosocialdevelopment. Prerequisite: sophomore
Cr 3
level standing.
HTY 132I Unites States History Since 1877
The course is a continuation of HTY 131. A survey of
American political, social, and economic development
Cr 3
since about 1877.
.
HUM 199 Landscq>e Photogrnpby
.
An exploration of the landscape and ';'ur relanonship to
an�
the natural scene utilizing the medium of black
entail
white photography. This intensive study _ will
work,
lab
photographic field trips, B&W photographic
and diS
demonstrations, slide presentations, lecrures,
have a
uld
sh
course
�
cussions. Students enrolled in this
photo
basic understanding of the black a.t_ld white
or. Cr 3
graphic process, or permission of the mstruct
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MOS 385 Internship in Management :md
Organizational Studies
Prerequisites: MOS 300 or junior standing and per
mission of instructor.
Cr 3
MOS 398 Independent Stu.dy
Prerequisites: MOS 300 or junior standing and p<r
mission of instructor.
Cr 3
POS IOIJ Introduction to American Government
This course focuses on the political institutions, pro
cesses, behavior, and problems of government in the
United States. The national government is emphasized.
Key topics include:: the Constitution, Supreme Court,
Congress, Presidency, political patties, public opinion,
Cr 3
and interest groups.
SBS301 Abllormal Psychology
An introduction to the etiology and classification of tml
adaptive behavior. The JJSY<holq;ical, sociologi:.al. and bio
Cr 3
logiCal bases fOr mental.ilfness willbe discussed

SBS 302 Eating Disorden

. .
.
.
This course examines diet, food, and nurnnon tssues m
Western Culture. Students explore how eating attitudes
and behaviors influence, and are shaped by, culture.
Discussion topics include health and fitness, media
representations, the diet industry, body i tru!J?e• obesity,
and eating disorders. Among the perspectives repre
sented by class readings are � oc!olo &ical psychological,
:
and historical. Students gam msights mto their own
eating behaviors and attitudes as well as those of today's
Cr 3
western culture.

SBS 385 Internship

Prerequisites: two 30()/400-level SBS courses.

Cr 3

SBS 398 Independent Study
.
. .
Prerequisite: junior sranding and permiSSIOn of In
structor.
Cr 3

Edmund S. Muskie
Institute of Public .AfF.Urs

PPM 601 Applied Statistics for
Management and Polley
Introduces students to a varieryofanalytical approaches
to studying management and policy questioru. The
course concentrates on the acquisition of skills that will
enable the student to choose and apply statistical meth
odology appropriately, and to evaluate critically wo!k
done by others. Topics ind ude tabular and VISual diS
plays of data; data analysis including central tendency,
dispersion, measures ofassociation and linear regression;
Cr 3
and the use of statistics software package.

SCI lOOK Natural Science Topics
This lecture and laboratory cmusecenters on four major
topics: the biosphere, food and nutritio'_l, healrJ:l and
illness, and the new genetiCS. Through an mtegrauon of
the natural sciences, the course applies basic concepts to
an understanding of current issues. Social and ethical
Cr 4
concerns are discussed. No prerequisites.

PPM 615 Managingthe Human Organization
An examination of issues and approaches in the man
agen:enr of the human o rganization. Topics include
_ of management; under
classtc and modern theones
standing ind�vidual, interpersonal an� group behav
:
ior; leadership and power; organizational structure
and culture; and managing change. Throughout �he
course special attention is given to issues affectmg
_
management in the public sector and to the ethical
aspects of management.
Cr 3

SCI l 05 Basic Chemistry
This is a shon course ( 1 6 hours) designed to present the
basics ofinorganic, organic and biochemistryto students
who have never taken chemistry or did so many years
ago. Topics include the metric system, at? mic structure,
_
bonding. compounds, chemical
equations and reac
tions, ions, pH, functional groups, carbohydrates, pro
reins, lipids and n �c::leic aci�s. The course �atisfies the
chemistry prerequiSite for biology, rrucrob10logy, and
for anatomy and physiology. Prerequisite: MAT 009 or
concurrent.
Cr l

PPM 634 Managing the American City
Explores essential themes which will provide the stu
dents with a theoretical as well as a practical understand
ing of the fundamental issues involved in managing our
complex and diverse urban environments. Special em
phasis will be placed on examining emerging manage
ment issues that have sparked a new demand for excel
lence and innovation in drygovernments. While the city
of Portland will serve as a useful reference point, the
course will also explore the difficult management issues
involved in our larger central cities.
Cr 3

SCI 252 Medical Microbiology
This lecture and laboratory course introduces basic
microbiologyandfocuses on the viruses, bacteria, proto
zoans, and multi�ellular organisms which cause hum�
diseases. lr also discusses the immune system. PrereqUI
site: SCI l 70K.
Cr 4

Sa 385 Internship
Prerequisite: SCI 380138 1.

Cr 3

sa 400 Senior Seminar
A variety of health-related iss � es will be d iscusse�.

Students will be required to wnte a formal academic
research paper. Prerequisite: SCI 380/381 is recom
mended.
Cr3

sa 450 Science in the Classroom
This integrated lectureandlaboratotycourse is designed
for elernen t.uy teachers, summer camp counselors, par
ents, and others who wish to interest children in science.

The course provi�es kno":'ledge of basic science �d
gives examples of mexperuive expenments which c il
dren can perform. Emphasis is p�ced on in �egraung
science with the arts, math, humanities and with social
sciences. Prerequisites: two science courses.
Cr 3

�

PPM 695 Independent S tudy

Cr 3

PPM 696 Field Experience
Students without a substantial and relevant work eJ<pe
rience in public service are required to complete an
internship duringthecourse �ftno;ir studies. �eterrnina
tion of whether an internship wtll be requued Will be
made upon admission to the program. The interruhip
will be designed to expose the student to the formulation
and implementation of public policy in a work setting.
It will usually be with a public or nonprofit ageney,
although internships with private agencies involved in a
public policy issue may be accepted.
Cr 2
PPM 699 Capstone Project
The Capstone Project is each student's opporruniry to
integrate materials learned in the core, track. and con
centration courses into a single project. The form of the
Capstone Project will be determined by the student's
program ofstudy and interests. It is designed in consul
tation with a PPM faculty member, wtth the Capstone
Coordinator (the PPM faculty member responsible for
overseeing Capstone Projects), and, ifappropriate, with
practitioners !Tom outside the University.
Cr 3

School ofApplied Science
Applied Immunology

AIM 630 Medical Immunology
This course stresses the medical relevance and applica
tion of immunology, both in the laboratory and in the
clinic. Specific topics covered include assay formats and
design, assay interpretatio�, new techno!� and ins�
rnentation, the role ofthe Immune system m protectiOn,
the interactions of the immune system with inflamma
tion, as well as the diagnosis, pathologic mechanisms,
and treatments of immunodeficiency, autoimmune,
and lymphoproliferative diseases.
Cr 3

AIM 631 Medical Immunology Laboratory

Cr 3

AIM 697, and AIM 698

For information about these courses see the Graduate
Catalog at contact the School ofApplied Science.

Computer Science

COS 1010 Quantitative Decision Making

Using Ccmputen
The primary objective of this course is to teach students
how to uselogical reasoningandq� titative methods to
.
.
solve problems. Students will practice quantitative skills
u.sing databaseandstatistical analysis s� ftware progr:uru
on microcomputers. ThiS class requues no preVJ.�us
computer experience. Prerequisite: Two years of high
school :algebra.
Cr 3
COS 120E DediJ.etive Logic
This course will teach the formal techniques that allow
one to infer valid conclusions &om valid premises in
ordinary English discourse. These rules ofpr?positional
and predicate logic are based solely o n the logrcal form of
statements, independent of their co �tent, and c:ar': be
used to analyu: rational argurnents m any diSoph�e.
.
English sentences will be translated mto a more precise
symbolic language that elucidates their structure. Pre
requisite: Two years ofhigh schoolalgebra or equivalent.

Cr 3

COS 160 Structured Problem Solving Pascal
This course is an introduction to the use of digital
computers for problem solving. employing the Pascal
programming language as a vehicle. Cement inclu�es
elementary control structures and data representanon
methodsptovided by Pascal and the top-down program·
ming methodology. Course requirements include as�
stantial number of programming projects. Prereqwstte:
two years of high school algebra or equivalent.
Cr 3
COS 161 Algorithms in Programming
The developmen t ofalgorithrrts and their implemen
tations in a higher-level programming language, with
emphasis on proper design principles and advanced
programming concepts. Introduction to the perfor
mance analysis of algorithms. Course requirements
include substantial programming projeas. Prerequi
site: COS 160.
Cr 3
COS 170 Structured Programming Laboratory
Computational experiments will be designed to teach
students how to construct reliable software in the
Turbo Pascal Environment. Topics to be covered
included: MS-DOS, conditional p rogram flow, itera
tion, procedures and functions, and symbolic deb':g
ging. This course must be taken concurrently wuh
COS 160.
Cr 1
COS 21l The C Programming Language
A first course in the C programming language. �
course should provide students with fundamental skjlls

ofC programming. Small to medium size programnung
projects will be written. Prerequisite: A previous course
inproblemsolvingand programming (e.g. COS l60)or
Cr 3
instmctor's permision.

COS 212 The UNIX Operating SY"tem
Introduction to the UNIX system, system commands,
srandard editors, shells, etc. Prerequisite: Experience
Cr 1
with some computer operating system.
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School of Nursing

Nursing

NFS 252 Human Nutrition
This course examines the basic concepts of human
nutrition and their application to the needs of human
beings throughout the life cycle. Discussion of factors
affecting foodpractices and attitudes is included. Prereq
uisites:Anatomyand Physiology; Organic Chemistry or
Biochemistry. For challenge information ofNFS 252,
contact the School ofNursing.
Cr 3
NUR 209 Health Assessment
This course provides the stud�nt with knowl �dge and
skills necessary to conduct an m-de rh holtsuc health
assessment ofwell individuals of al ages. Emphasis is
placed on data collection through development of
communication, interviewing, history-taking,yhysi
cal examination skills, and data synthesis with formu
lation of nursing diagnoses. Prerequisite: Anatomy
Cr 2
and Physiology.

f

NUR 210 Health Assessment Practicum
This course provides opportunities for students to
apply knowledge and skills necessary to conduct total
health assessment of clients of all ages (concurrent
Cr 2
with Health Assessment)
NUR 299 Transition to Professional Nursing: Role
Development and Skill Acquisition
.
This introductory accelerated course lOr students m the
M.S.2ndDegreeOption Program surveys historical and
contemporary perspectives on the nature and scope of
nursing. It builds on the student's broad base of knowl
edge and experience as it =mines the philosophical and
research basis of nursing practice. Skills esse':'nal to
nursing p ractice are explored from both a theoreucal and
practical approach.
Cr 3

Engineering

ELE 444 Analog Integrated Circuits
Topics in the internal circuit design and system
applications of analog integrated circuits; current
sources, differential amplifiers, level shifters, ope;a
tional amplifiers, regulators, high frequency consid
erations; phase-lock:ed loops. Prerequisite: ELE 343
Cr 3
lecture 3 hrs. 2 Design Cr.

Technology
IEP

699 Independent Study

AlE 460 Independent Study in Vocational

Education
This course is an opportunity to pursue i ndepen
dently a topic, projecr, or experiment of mterest.
Students will prepare a contract or proposal for study
to be conducted and, upon completion, submit find
ings in a scholarly repon or other evidence of com
pleteness. Permission of advisor.
Cr 3

AlEI 381

Methods and Materials oflnstruction
A course ofstudy in which the students are introduced
to the various teaching methods and techniques ?f
professional and effective practitioners. Students w1ll
develop their own learning and teaching styles. ! n
cluded in this course are the procurement/creau� m
and utilization ofcontemporary instructional eqwp
rnent and teaching materials. Students will evaluate,
prepare, and utilize appropriate, relevant instruc
tional materials; plan, prepare, and pre�ent lessons;
promote effective studenr use ofthe learnmg envlfon
rnent; and organize objectives, develop teaching plans,
Cr 3
and evaluate measures of learning.

lTE 653 Problems in Technology Education
.
A directed studies course which provides an opportumty
for students to study areas of contemporary technology
oftheir choice. Specific topics will be idenrified through
a formal proposal process and will be studied indepe�
dently. Study is defined broadly and includes th� actM
tles of problem definition, information collection and

analysis, synthesis, development, and evaluation. Cr 3

ITP 330 Production Control
l.ectures, discussions, and problems dealing with the

principles and practices of production and inventory

control. Study includes information flow, forecasring.
scheduling, capacity planning. �aterial require!"ents
planning, economic order quantities, ABC analysiS, Ime
Cr 3
balancing, and just-in-time techniques.
ITP 350 Conference Leading
This is a course in the philosophy and techniques of
organizing and conducting successful co�ferences. �ch
participant will assume the responSiblhty of plannmg
Cr 3
and leading a simulated conference.
ITS 321 Workplace Design Ergonomics
This course has been developed to educate the student in
the use of ergonomic principles as they . apply to the
design/redesign ofworkstations as they exiSt m all types
of working environments. Mwcular stress measure
ments will be taken on the human body to establish base
line stress levels for various jobs and larer compared to
redesigned jobs to verify the significance of th� change.
State ofthe art surface elec�romyography techmques and
equipment w1ll be m:e? m both laboratory and field
applications. Prereqwslte: ITP 300, Ergonomics and
Cr 3
Time Study.
ITT 440 Related Occupational
Experiences/Internships
_
Two options, total credits to be no more than the
difference between those granted for ITT 400, and 4 5
credits.

Option Numbu 1

This course option is designed to permitatter:danceatan
approved industry-sponsored sch�l or semmar for the
purpose of providing �he stu�e.nt With advanced related
occupational or techmcal tr:umng. Cours':' proVIded by
Centers,
organizations such as Gener� Moto� Tram
or International Typograph1cal Umon, q ify under
Cr 1-6
this course option.

.:Jl

Option Numbu 2

.

a
Approved employment with a company may qualify
apstudent under this option. Arrangements must J:e
es
roved by the advisor in advance. The expenenc
l
hould provide opportunities for updaun � techmca
the
on
ed
skills and knowledge. Credit will be deterrmn
ymmt
ofemplo
basis ofonecredit for each two full wee�
(BO hrs.) witha maximumofthreecred1ts for each pen<;>d
e t.
of approved continuous full-ume �mploym r:
mdustr
l og summary report, and evaluau�n br: an
.
1-3
ervisor will constitute part of thts opuon.Cr
[ITT
additional information conarni'!gtithuoption o
440 or 1m 44'0, consultyour advtsor.

f
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NUR 301 Sociocultunl Issues in Health and
Health Care
This cou.rse explores professional nursing's role in medi
ating client health care needs and scxietai values. Stu
_
dent> examine the influence ofgender, sexualuy, ethnlCity,
culture, spirituality, and lifestyle on the client's defini
tion ofoptimal health and the attainment ofhealth care.
The nursing roles of advocate and communicator are
emphasiud.
Cr 3
NUR 302 Pharmacology
Basic concepts in pharmacology including major d�ug
categories, drug interactions, the use of the nursmg
process i n the therapeutic administration of drugs, legal
implications, and the physical and p� ychologtcal ef!ects
of drugs on various age groups w1ll be emphasm;d.
.
Prerequisites: Human Anatomy and Phys1ology. Junwr
standing students in nursing accepted. PermiSSIOn of
Cr 3
instructor for non-nursing majors.
NUR 304 RN Transition
This course introduces theRN student to the narureand
scope of professional nuning. The student studi� all
theories and concepts that form a basts for profess10nal
nursing practice with individuals and famaies. Nursing
process is uti�ized to de�e the needs for health promo
tion, resroranon, and Illllntenance for d1ents at vartous
developmental levels i n a variety of settin gs and in a
culturally diverse society. The study of nursmg history
and the development of nursing theory is limired. Stu
dents use research to examine the role ofthe professional
nurse and to explore family theory, crisis th�ry: and
teaching and learning theory. Legal an� eth1cal 1ssues
related to the deliveryofhealth care are diSCussed. Open
to RN students only. Prerequisite: R.l\l license.
Cr 5
NUR 330 Mental Health Nursing
This course i ntroduces concepts and principles basic to
mental health nursin•. The focus -will be on the under
standing of personali devdoprnen� and its behavioral
manifestations. Assessment ofclients and mrervennon
strategies are explored. Interdisciplinary aspects of men
tal health care ddivtry and current ISS ues m menral
health nursing will be d iscussed. Prerequisites: NUR
Cr 2
302; l'<'UR 320/321 ; l'<'UR. 324/325.

o/

NUR 695 Directed Study

A student will select " faculty memberro guide readings

related to a chosen topic. A research paper may be
required. Credit allocation up to 3 credi ts is negotiated
Cr wr.
with faculty.

Recreation and Leisure

Studies

REC 121 lntro<luction to Therapeutic

Recreation Services

An overview of thera pe utic recrntion incl uding histori
cal and hilosophical foundations, service models, pro
fess ion J functioru and service settings. A SUNCy of
diseases and disabilities with implications for service
delivery will also be included. Prerequisite: therapeutic
Cr 3
recreation rrujor or instructor pennission.
REC 216 Emergency Rcsporne
Thi. mu.ne will cover the topics prescribed by the
American Red Cross in their advanced first aid course,
including respiratory and cardiac emergencies, wounds,
poisoning, sudden illness, burns and other topics. Suc
cessful completion of the course requirements will lead
to Advanced First Aid and CPR certification from the
American Red Cross.
Cr 3

NUR 331 Mental Health Nursing Lab
Thi. course is designed to provide clinical experience
with a mental he:dthlpsychi.arric nursing focus. The
emplusis is on applicatio n ofconcepts ofmental health/
psyi::h.imic nursing. (Concurrent with Mental Health
Cr 2
N u.ning, NUR 4 10)
NUR 340 Adult Hea.ltb Nursing
in t1le Communi ry
Students will study family-<enr<red therapeut ic nursing
intervt:ntioru that support adult clients in the home
letti ng. This course will enable students to devdop and

practice critical thinking and communication skills nec
essary for delivery of funily-<:<ntered care within the
co mmuni ty. Th< <mplusis is on chronic health prob
lems in the United Stares. The roles ofcol laborator and
adrocm:: ue introduced. Pmcqui5ires:NUR302; NUR
320/3 2 1 ; NUR 3241325.
Cr 2

NUR 341 Adult Hea.ltb Nursing in the
Ccmmuruty Lab
course offel5 students an opportu ni ty to learn
nursing ther>peurio relevant to community-based
care of adults with chronic healrh problems . Th<
coune allows students to intej;tat< concepts of com
munity heal th and adult hnlth nursing. (Concurrent
with NUR 340)
Cr 2

Thi.

NUR 356 Conapts in Community Hea.lth
This course introduces uHc health principles bas ic to
impro,-ing rhe health o popula tionund to the practice
of community health nunir.g. The: epidemiological
proc= u stressed in surveying current rrujor health
i>sues. Emphasis is on divtrse groups in the community
at national, regional, and local lm:ls. Must be tak.:n
concurn::n t with or prc:vi()I.J.l to NUR 340/34 1. Cr 3

r,

NUR 401 Healtb-Rdaud Rt=udJ
Introduction to health-rc:hted res<arch with an empha
!is on unders tandi ng the research proc= and becoming
2 conrurner of resc:arch . Application of cunene reseuch
findings to n uning p racti ce is a major co mponen t of the

coune. Prerequisites: Suristics; RN student!; senior
st:o.,ding in the School of Nuning. or pennission of
Cr 3

instructor.

NUR 402 Adult Health Nuning
Students will explore research-based therapeutic nuning
interventl0115 which support .du1t climts expenencmg
compla: health probbns. This course w-ill en1ble stu·
dents to develop ;tnd =ice critical thinking skilh
r.ec=ary for delivery o funilv-cc::n tered are. The �m
phas� ;, on rmjor he;alth rrobkrru in the Un ited Sutes.
The nursing role! <Jf coordinator and Iader ;tre intro

r

duced.

Cr 2

NUR 403 Adult Health Nursing Lab
Students wul int�rvenc ther•pcutic.tllywith adulll expe
ric:r.cmg complex health problerr.s. S!lJ(lcnts practice
probkr:rwlvtng ski!h and criucal thinking as they per
form narsing roles in acute care >ertir.&'. (Concurrent
Cr 2
with NUR. 402)

NUR 4 17 Community Hea.ltb NU1'5ing Lab
This course �xtends the c o mrnun iry health nursing
lab experience for RN stude nt! . Prc:requisirc: NUR
Cr 4
4 1 6.
NUR 420 Fundamental Nursing Skills
This course will provide a supervised clinical experimce
for student! to meet the 50 rninimum hoursrcquired for
certification as a nursi ng 2SSistant. It u des igned to
prepare srudents to prov-ide basic nursing assistance to
cl ients under the supervision and d elegation ofregistered
professional nurse.
Cr 2
NUR 480 Concentrated Oi.n.ial Practirum
This culminating in tens ive clinical experience is de
signed to promote the role trmsition from student to
graduate nurse. The focus is on the de>-elopment of the
leadership and management skills uriliu::d in the care of
clients. During this final clinical experience the studenr,
assigned to work with a nul!e clinician, will emphasize
the integration of the multiple nursing roles in the
Cr 2
delivery of nursing therapeutics.
NUR 595 Therapeutic Touch lrutitutc
See Special Programs section of this catalog.
NUR 602 Advanced PatbophysiologyJHealm
Assessment
This course builds upon and extends undergraduate
knowledge ofpathophysiology and health assessment. lr
prov-ides students a n op('<lrtuniry to develop phy>ical
assessment skills needed for advanced practice in adult
health, family/community health. and ps)-chi.,tridmen
tal health nursing. Abnonnal assc:ss ment findings ate
Cr 4
rebted to underlying path ophysiology.
NUR 603 Nursing Theory and Knowledge
Development
This course explores comempof2rY i>sues in theory
dc:vdopment and the social prod ucrion ofknowledgt for
nuning. Students will examine the S<JCW and hismrical
context of knowledge devel opmen t in nuning with an
emphasis on the rebtionship rn�ong theo ry, resc:arch,
Cr 3
ond practice in nuning.
NUR 6a7 Advanced Roles in Nursing
This course focuses on advanced n ursin g pnoice
roles within various health care settings. Concepts
including role, lndership, and fO''.-er ;ue used as a
basis for aamining change and d«isio n making.
Emphasis is on the team work of maugen and
.1dvmced practice nurses to cre;are supponive envi
Cr 3
ron menu for nursing practice .
NUR 694 ThcsiJ Conrinwtittn
Student! who h.m: completed all thesiscredio but have
not completed the thesis and con tinae to need f>eu1ty
advl!emmt must register for thu mut�e e..::h >ernatcr
Cr 1
until compktion of the thesi.. .

40

REC 219 1ifetimc Physical Fitness and WeUness
The primaryemphasis ofthis course is to teach students
how to take control of their personal health and lifestyle
habits. Major areas will include nutrition/weight man
agement, fitness training techniques, flexibility, coro

nary riskfartor management, musculat strcngrhlendur
mce, st ess management and other wellness related
topics. Class content will include lecrureldiscussionand
Cr 3
in class labonrory evol uations.

r

REC 295 Internship
Students wo rk as theral'eutic recreation assistants
under the supervision of an ;tp pro priarely certified
therapeutic recrntion leader in a u niversity approved
agency which provides therapeutic recreation ser
vices. A facul ry member will work with the agency
s uperviso r to coordinate the student's educational
experiences. Student! will be required to partic ip ate
in some on carnpusdassroornsessions to process their
internship experiences. Prerequisi te: REC 294 t aken
immediatdy prior ro In te rnship .
Cr 6
RIC 495 Internship
Students ;tre r<<juired to work a minimum of 525
ho u rs in an agency that provides recre.ation or thera
peutic recreation services. During this period the
students will apply the lmowledge, methods, and
leadersh ip t echniques which have been learned in
"cademic co u ses. Studem:swillbe directly supervised
by qualified agency penonnel and indirectly super
vised by a faculty member. This course is to be taken
th e senior year. Prerequisites: Recreation core courses
Cr 12
and instructor's permission.

r

Division ofO.ff- Campus
Instruction and
Academic Support

.ABU 1 1 9 Busincs.s Cornmunio:ation
This ootm<: introduces studen o ro business communia
tion strategies and prov-ides practice in the application of
those strategies using the case method. Srudents com
pose business lmers. short and long reports, employ
Cr 3
ment writing. (Formerly ENG 019)
ENC 009A Dcvdopaunt:al Writing
This course is desi gned m help student! who need to
develop proficiency ro enter ENG l OOC, CoUege
Writing ENG 009 is taken on a p ass /fail basis. Credit
nrnrd in ENG 009 does not apply or accumul.ate
t<>ward my degree progrrn1 at the Un iveniry of
Southern Mai ne.
Cr 3
FRS 100 Frahmaa Seminar
This course is desigr.ed to enhmce a student'1 ;academic
success by providing an introduaion ro rhc =yf.cets
ofthe U nivmi ty. Sdc::cred topics include critical reading
md writin;. critical thi nking, enhancin g study and
communication skills, mel plun.lism and divmiry. A
resc.;uch tc>pic isc:xplored md the class format .allows for
• great deal of faculty/srudc::nr imaacrion.
Cr 3
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